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Sponsor Information

Ma r s h -B il l in g s -Ro c k e f e l l e r  
N a t io n a l  H is t o r ic a l  Park

Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical 
Park is the only national park to focus on 
conservation history and the evolving nature 
of land stewardship in the United States, 
“where human stories and the natural history 
are intertwined; where the relatively small 
acreage serves as an educational resource for the 
entire National Park Service and a seedbed for 
American environmental thought.” (John Elder)

The park was the boyhood home of George 
Perkins Marsh, author of Man and Nature (1864) 
and one of the nation’s first global environmental 
thinkers. In 1869 Frederick Billings, strongly 
influenced by Marsh, established a progressive 
dairy farm and professionally managed forest on 
the former Marsh farm. Billings’s granddaughter, 
Mary French Rockefeller, and her husband, 
conservationist Laurance S. Rockefeller, sus
tained Billings’s mindful practices in forestry and 
farming and made a gift of the 550-acre forest 
and their residence to establish the park in 
1993. The Park, working in partnership with 
the Woodstock Foundation's Billings Farm 
& Museum, continues the tradition of land 
stewardship for nature conservation, historic 
preservation, sustainable forestry, recreation, and 
scenic beauty in one of the oldest planned and 
managed woodlands in the United States.

Marsh-Billings-Rocketeller National Historical Park 
P.O.Box 178 
Woodstock,VT 05091 
(802) 457-3368

C o n s e r v a tio n  St u d y  In s titu te

The Conservation Study Institute was established 
by the National Park Service to enhance leader
ship in the field of conservation. The mission of 
the Institute is to create opportunities for dia
logue, inquiry and lifelong learning to enhance 
the stewardship of landscapes and communities. 
In collaboration with other government, aca
demic and nonprofit partners, the Institute pro
vides a forum for the National Park Service, the 
conservation community, and the public to dis
cuss conservation history, contemporary issues 
and practice, and future directions for the field. 
The founding partners are the University of 
Vermont, QLF/Atlantic Center for the 
Environment, and Shelburne Farms; we envision 
the Institute’s network of partners will expand 
over time. As a national program, the new Institute 
realizes the promise of Laurance S. Rockefeller 
that “the message and vision of conservation 
stewardship and its importance for the future 
will, once again, go out across the nation from 
the hills of Vermont.”

Conservation Study Institute 
Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park 
P.O.Box 178 
Woodstock,VT 05091 
(802) 457-3368

T he W o o d s to c k  Fo u n d a tio n , In c .

Mary F. and Laurance S. Rockefeller created the 
Woodstock Foundation in 1968 as a private 
operating foundation. The foundation s primary 
programs include operation of the Billings Farm 
& Museum in an active partnership with Marsh- 
Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park. 
The core purpose of the Farm & Museum is to 
instill in visitors a sense of personal responsibility 
for their relationship to the land and to the places 
in which they live. It offers visitors a deep expe
rience in this particular place, which is an oper
ating farm and historical museum of rural 
Vermont culture. It draws interpretive strength 
from its significance as a historic place and its 
heritage of conservation stewardship—from 
George Perkins Marsh, through the generations 
of Frederick and Julia Billings and their children, 
to Mary F. and Laurance S. Rockefeller. The 
Foundation maintains an endowment for the 
preservation and conservation of the significant 
historical resources of the park in perpetuity. It 
also engages in other projects and philanthropic 
activities that further its interest which include 
conservation stewardship and enhancement of 
the physical, cultural, and spiritual environment 
of Woodstock, Vermont.

The Woodstock Foundation 
P.O. Box 489 
Woodstock,VT 05091 
(802) 457-2355

We encourage you to share the information in this publication and ask only that 
you credit this report.
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Cover photo: The M cKnight Farm, center, and Fairmont Farm, foreground, are working 
dairy farm s in East Montpelier, Vermont, that have been conserved with assistance from  the 
Vermont Land Trust, which holds the developm ent rights. Landoumers who help to sustain 
agriculture by conserving their farm s make a stewardship contribution that reaches fa r  beyond 
their own lives. The M cKnight Farm, conserved in the mid-1980s, is owned by Seth and 
M ichelle Gardner, who milk 90 cows. Fairmont Farm came into existence shortly after Austin 
Cleaves sold the developm ent rights on his 285-acre dairy farm  in 1991. His neighbors, John  
and Donna Hall and their two sons and wives, jo in ed  with Austin to fo rm  Fairmont Farm as 
a multi-family corporation. The sale o f  developm ent rights helped fu n d  the construction o f  a 
new  barn f o r  their combined 550 cow milking herd, while the merger o f  their operations result
ed in better economies o f  scale and employee benefits. The M cKnight Farm and Fairmont Farm 
are ju s t  two examples o f  the many ways in which conservation stewardship is affecting people's 
relationship to the land and their communities. Photo J e ffr ey  P  Roberts.
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x e c u t iv e  S u m m a r y

“My husband’s and my philosophy is that none of as really ever own the land— we only hold it in 

oar hands for a very brief time, and what we do with the land is oar p i  ft to the next generation . 

And some day, w e ’ll be held accountable for what happens on this laud... ”

— Lynne Sherrod 
Colorado

“I'Ve had the opportunity to sit together, and dream together, and come up with a shared vision of 
how we wanted to see this neighborhood develop and what we wanted it to look like... lie ’vc been 

able to keep that vision in the front of our minds and not let other little things deter us from that 

shared vision... ”

— Che Madvun 
Massachusetts

“...People do come together because of the love they have for this building and this setting. 1 think 
the love also comes from the stories that are fold about it. But if the stories don’t get told you lose 

It, and if you don’t have a place like this, the stories don ’t get told. ”

— Elvera Vigil Ogard 
New Mexico

O  ver the past decade, awareness has been 

growing that new ideas and new ways of working 

are needed to meet the conservation challenges 

society faces. As reports and books speak to the 

urgency of finding more comprehensive and 

sustainable solutions, people such as Lynne 

Sherrod, Che Madvun, and Elvera Vigil Ogard 

have been doing just that in communities all across 

the country. The stories uncovered during the 

Stewardship Initiative Feasibility Study— and 

there are countless more like them— indicate an 

important new direction in conservation.

The authors of this report have explored steward

ship practice across the LJ.S. and internationally 

under the sponsorship of three institutions based 

m Woodstock,Vermont: Marsh-Billmgs-Rockefeller 

National Historical Park, Vermont’s first national

park: the Conservation Study Institute, a new 

program of the National Park Service; and the 

Woodstock Foundation, a private operating partner 

to the National Historical Park. This exploration 

has yielded maim insights that lead us to conclude 

that a stewardship approach offers unique strengths 

to conservation at a critical time.

Stewardship has different meanings and uses. 

Within the field of conservation it generally refers 

to people taking care of land. In this report we 

intend to deepen the understanding of stewardship 

by describing a broader set of attributes. Thus, we 

use the term “conservation stewardship" to 

describe work that integrates people and nature, 

respects cultural traditions and historic places, 

('(insiders the needs and values of people and their 

communities, and displays a strong sense of place 

and sense of responsibility toward the future.

St e w a r d s h ip  In it ia t iv e  F e a s ib il it y  S t u d y



Executive S ummary

ihrsavino histone, fnll-scrrice downtowns in (.'<ilifornid. i rnoto: S iam  Business (.Council,

Stewardship, with its human-centered 

values, is particularly useful today as the 

conservation community more directly 

addresses issues of cultural diversity, quality 

of life in our cities, and social justice. 

Conservation stewardship strengthens the 

ethical core of conservation by including a 

social context of comniurntv and caring 

for people. Bv integrating social, cultural, 

and ecological values, it encourages 

"w h o le” communities that provide 

opportunities for employment and a good 

education, nurture neighhorliness and 

respect, and recognize the importance of 

sustainability and self-reliance in an 

increasingly global world. Working within 

a broader context allows people to build 

new alliances, fostering cooperation that 

can lead to greater appreciation for 

diversity and tolerance for different 

perspectives and approaches. Tolerance, 

respect, and new ways of working together 

all enhance civil society.

T h e  S t e w a r d s h ip  In it ia t iv e  

F e a s ib il it y  S t u d y

In 1997, a year before Marsh-Bilhngs- 

Rockefeller National Historical Park 

opened to the public, the National Park 

Service with support from the Woodstock 

Foundation embarked on a process of 

research and dialogue called the Stewardship 

Initiative. The first phase of work, the 

Feasibility Study which this report covers, 

has consisted of a broad survey of stewardship 

practice, conducted to inform the sponsors’ 

interpretive programs and to recommend 

stewardship education and outreach programs 

that the sponsors can implement, working 

in partnership with each other anti with 

other organizations.

The present report thus describes innovative 

endeavors in contemporary stewardship 

and then looks to the future with recom

mendations intended to consolidate and 

inspire American conservation thought and 

practice in the twenty-first century.

Interviews with people from 48 organizations 

working in the field of stewardship in the 

U.S. and internationally reveal a wealth of 

creative thinking as great, as at any time in 

the history of conservation. 1'he stories 

collected during the Feasibility Study 

describe the three common threads of 

conservation stewardship: 1) a sense of place 

that is com plex and m ulti-faceted ; 2) 

community-based conservation that is 

comprehensive, collaborative, respectful, and 

self-sustaining; and 3) a foundation of 

commitment and passion that works in 

concert with a sound scientific understand

ing to provide enduring inspiration. 

Although not new, these threads wdien 

combined describe an approach that can 

reconnect people with nature and the land, 

with each other, and with their communities, 

and help bring conservation more into the 

mainstream of individual and community 

life. The recommendations of the Feasibility 

Studv incorporate this conservation 

stewardship approach.

lithvumoino sntnll-sciilc coinw.nniiy lorestry in \c w  Mexico. 
Photo: Addirò I.on’vnsicin.
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conservation through theater in the Colombian rainforest. Photo : i 
i e  Santa Marta.

Reded icating a restored adobe church in X ew  Mexico. Idiota: 
Honey Chapin.

Mappin g sacred places in Virginia. Photo: Alliance for 
Sustainable Communities.

P a t h w a y s  T o  E f f e c t iv e  

C o n se r v a t io n  S t e w a r d s h ip

I'he Stewardship Initiative Feasibility Study 

report identifies a long-term strategy' that 

will deepen the understanding of conservation 

stewardship and its benefits, boost the 

effectiveness of practitioners, and promote 

an integrated stewardship approach across 

disciplines, professions, and sectors. The 

recommendations suggest programs which:

1. Enhance leadership in conservation 

stewardship and build the capacity o f  

conservationists to practice effective 

con servation  stew ardship through 

projects that:

• Raise awareness about conservation 

stewardship and provide training in 

reflective, collaborative skills. •

• Foster exchange of conservation  

stewardship techniques and practice.

• Encourage greater networking across 

the spectrum of stewardship work.

• R ecognize and celebrate significant 

contributions to conservation stewardship.

2. Provide conservation stewardship 

education to the general public through

such projects as:

• A workshop aimed at audiences that 

can help advance general understanding.

• Educational programs for youth that

can be shared with other national parks 

and museums.

• A traveling exh ib it on conservation

stewardship.

• Publications and other resources that 

raise general awareness about how 

individuals can practice conservation 

stewardship in their own lives.

6 St e w a r d s h ip  In it ia t iv e  e e a s ib iu t y  S t u d y



Executive S ummary

“The true importance o f  Marsh, Billings, and those who fo l l ow in their footsteps, 

goes beyond simple stewardship. Their work transcends maintenance. It involves new 

thought and new action to enhance and enrich.. .the past. ... We cannot rest on the 

achievements of the past. Rather, each generation must not only be stewards, but 

activists, innovators, and enrichers. ”*
Preserving traditional agriculture in the Sonoran borderlands 

--- Laurance Spelman Rockefeller o f  Arizona and Mexico. Photo: .Ahum- Seeds/SEARCH.

3. Expand the knowledge base on
co n servatio n  stew ardsh ip  through a 

continuing process of participatory research 

and dialogue that:

• Assembles case studies of innovative 

conservation stewardship, including in 

the public and for-profit sectors;

• Contributes to a more accessible 

vocabulary of conservation that bridges 

generations, interests, sectors, and 

cultures;

• Identifies the needs of conservation 

stewardship practitioners;

• Identifies models of w orking and 

factors that lead to successful con- 

s ervation stewardship.

Stewardship has never been more relevant 

than it is today. We believe that Marsh- 

Billings-Rockefeller National Historical 

Park, the Conservation Study Institute, and 

the Woodstock Foundation are uniquely 

positioned to influence the future of 

conservation stewardship and the con-

servation movement itself. Although they 

face a great challenge and an important 

opportunity, we do not envision this 

moment resting on their shoulders alone. 

Action and bold leadership are crucial on 

the part of many organizations and 

individuals. The three sponsors of the 

Feasibility Study, working together and m 

partnership with other organizations, can 

help ignite and connect community-based 

initiatives that w ill bring stewardship to 

the forefront of conservation in the United 

States.

Rebuilding traditional stone walls in the British countryside.

Working to connect local food producers with consumers in 
A lontana, idiota: A1 :.RO.

Photo: Pxmoor Xational Pirk.
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NTRODUCTION

“My husband’s and my philosophy is that 

none o f  us really euer own the land—we  

only hold it in our hands for a very brief 

time, and what we do with the land is our 

g i f t  to the. next g en e r a t i o n .  And some 
day, w e ’ll be held accountable j o r  what 

happens on this land... ”
— Lynne Sherrod

line Sherrod and her husband, Del, both 

come from families with long histories of ranching 

near Steamboat Springs. Colorado. For nearly 20 

years, they have raised cattle on a 1,600-acre ranch 

straddling the Elk River that is also home to nesting 

sandhill cranes. Lynne has been deeply involved 

in building a regional coalition of ranchers, 

conservationists, and other people in the com

munity united by their concern over the rapid 

pace of subdivision and development of productive 

agricultural lands in the valleys Together, they have 

made common cause to keep ranching families 

working the land while also conserving stream 

corridors, wildlife habitat, and majestic scenerv. 

Lynne now works on a statewide basis as 

Executive Director of the Colorado Cattlemen's 

Agricultural Land Trust, the first land trust in the 

country run by and for ranchers.!

“We had the opportunity to sit together, 

and dream together, and come up with a 

shared vision of how we wanted to see this 

neighborhood develop and what ive wanted 

it to look like... We’ve been able to keep 

that vision in the front of oar minds and not 

let other little things deter us from that 

shared vision. .. ”
— Che Madyun

Che Madvun lives m the Dudley Street com

munity', a one and a half square mile area in the 

Roxbury/IDorchester section of Boston. Che* 

served as the first Board President of the Dudley 

Street Neighborhood Initiative, a community- 

based nonprofit organization working with 

Dudley residents to create a vibrant, diverse, and 

high quality neighborhood. Projects include 

reclaiming environmentally damaged sites and 

revitalizing business and cultural life. With the 

Initiative, Che* and her neighbors are building an 

“urban village,” realizing a vision for the future 

based on local empowerment, cooperation and 

hard work. Progress is visible throughout the 

com m unity— 300 new units o f affordable 

housing on formerly* vacant lots, a town common 

serving as a gateway to the neighborhood, 

community gardens, and a mural celebrating the 

neighborhood’s rich ethnic diversity.2

“. ..  [P f eop le  do come together because of 
the love they have for this building and 
this setting. I think the love also conies 
from the stories that are to ld  about it.. But  

i f  the stories don ’t get  told you lose it, and 
if you d on ’t hair a place like this, the  

stories don ’t get  fold. ”

— Elvera Vigil Ogard 

S t e w a r d s h ip  In it ia t iv e  F e a s ib il it y  St u d y



Introduction

Elvera Vigil Ogard grew up on the banks ot 

the Rio Grande m the shadow of the sacred 

Black Mesa in northern New Mexico. She 

lived m Pajarito. a small Hispanic community, 

on land homesteaded by her grandparents. 

Her family built a small adobe chapel. La 

Captlla de la Saprada ¡dmiiiia, which served as 

the community’s center for many years. 

After her family moved from the area, the 

church was abandoned and gradually 

deteriorated. Family members and other 

supporters have come together to restore the 

chapel with help from Cornerstones 

Community Partnerships. Cornerstones 

works with rural communities across New 

Mexico to restore locally' valued historic 

structures, encourage traditional building 

practices, and reinforce cultural values. 

Working nearlv every weekend for a year 

and a half, Elvie and others have rebuilt the 

chapel, which once again has become a 

gathering place for the community.■'

Lynne Sherrod, Che Madyun. and Elvera 

Vigil Ogard represent a groundswell of local 

stewardship that offers great promise for 

conservation m the coming decades. Their 

examples, and countless more like them 

across the U.S. and in other countries, 

provide a sense ot optimism and an indication 

ot a new direction in conservation. For the 

past two years the authors of this report 

have been exploring communitwbased 

stewardship under the sponsorship of 

M arsh -B illin g s-R o ck e fe lle r N ational 

Historical Park, the Conservation Study 

Institute, and the Woodstock Foundation. 

This report tells of that exploration, the 

inspiring stones uncovered, and what this 

approach offers to the conservation 

community.

T h e  W a t e r s h e d  o f  G e o r g e  P e r k in s  M a r s h

“1 sat on a little stool between my father's knees in the two-wheeled chaise he always 

drove. To my mind the whole earth spread out before me. My father pointed out the 

most striking trees as we passed them and told me how to distinguish their varieties. I 

do not think 1 ever afterward fatted to know one forest tree from another. ... What 

struck me, perhaps most of all. he stopped his horse on top ot a sleep hill, bade me notice 

how the water there flowed in different directions, and told me such a point was called 

a watershed. 1 never forgot that word, or any part of my father’s talk that day."1

-- George Perkins Marsh

M a vi-bVMywòs L  jt ¡k t \ awC i Inlonnn !\nL, 'n t yuuT ■ V , i J J \ , f/í> WTo í -,t,i Milani 
lira t adiar- a/ ìCaTwG i >n \ o, /< va >h, e» et \!r"iil Ina i in ¡V Hip', a,, • ami hrv ' i nj

o¡ < \ , 'W  IKahaii Maní: l i e  ai 'In ,roi el M-na knr ‘ 'hete l ’aai'n i T ih

"Marshk M,ai ard Limi r maiked tía mceríion o1 j 

fmlv tundo o w j\ ot lookmg )t the cu vid ofthitik- 

ug ahout ho\\ pwpte Evo tn md ic.vt on rhe fiixu  

of Imtl-, apC thes inhabu . Mars!) wts moie [Rio 

¡he pioneer obwi\ci o! i muflid intet umuís anión y 

people ’mi lo* alen I Ir abo t rdnunou a >'ompelling 

drputiou of the J.tmage \\ unn'h' and e n\.sonco set 

onpasuoned nk a fui icfonns ro stein f*a, de-ertu non 

and Help icstore a piet loudv bountifid natutaí t iMu 

. 1 lis umor, of ecologica! timght \\ ith sectil lefotnt 

gnes his a.gumeuls a lastmg foue toni genvatnms 

¡atei Mai sh a  as the fiist to diosa tku  human act’ous 

lia.l Luiinteiided cotia, quein es ni uutotewc hile riagn.atde

Munii b'oe,iaphei Danti I mu nthil

_  _
í ¡ t'í h P< Kf</ \ L , 'h  ¡ ' hi'íii íídudb
Ì ífH/./v
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A FEW WORDS ABOUT 

LANGUAGE.,,

T T iF M /T

Some organizations, sue'» as land trusts, 

use "stewardship" to refer specifically 

to the long-term  management and 

monitoring of land protected through 

conservation agreements. In this report 

we use the two terms “stewardship" 

and "conservation” to mean people 

taking care of land or places. When we 

combine these two terms—“conserva
tion stewardship”—we are describing 

the rich character of the practice that we've 

encountered in the interviews conducted 

as part of this study.'This practice draws 

meaning from both conservation and 

stewardship, encom passing strong 

connections to place and land, an 

attentiveness to the needs of people and 

com m unities, ami a foundation of 

commitment ami values. Because of these 

attributes, we consider this work to be 

"community-based” regardless of the size 

and scope of the organizations involved.

Hie public has always been uvl con ie  on the 20-mil e  network 
of footpaths and carriage roads built by bredenck Billings to 
s h o w c a s e  th e  m a n a g e d  f o r e s t  and  p r o v i d e  v i e w s  o f  th e  
c oun try s id e .  Photo :  Helen  Scully.

o on the Bill ings I-'arm, c. 1290. Photo: Bill ings b a u n i y .

A T im e  O f T r a n s i t i o n

hi recent years awareness has grown among 

conservationists that new ideas and new 
wav, of working are needed to meet the 

challenges society faces today. Even as 

polk show strong public support tor the 

environment, reports of global environmental 

needs indicate little headway with such 

pioblems as loss of biological diversity, 

deforestation, the decline in family farming, 

and sprawl/1 In response, people are trying 

new strategies and approaches. Many reports 

and books acknowledge this transition, the 

authors speaking to the urgency of finding 

more comprehensive and sustainable solutions 

to current environmental challenges.

Worldwide, in the past two decades there 

has been an extraordinary rise in local, 

community-based approaches to conservation, 

one of several global trends indicating that 

change is indeed underway. Governments 

are working with a variety of private interests, 

emphasizing partnerships, and opening up 

new collaborative opportunities for non-

10

rchli'CS.

governmental organizations. In many 

instances governments are sharing power 

through their alliances.s Interest in sus

tainability has grown with the increasing 

recognition of the interdependence of 

environmental progress, economic benefit, 

and social equity There is greater under

standing of how landscapes are shaped by 

human culture as well as the forces of nature. 

In the bigger picture, conservation strategies 

are increasingly bioregional, yet at the same 

time they include the understanding that 

working with local communities is a critical 

component in the conservation strategy.;

A brief look at contemporary management 

of protected areas (a widely occurring means 

of conserving land and biological resources) 

provides an example of how these trends 

have come together to create change. There 

is a growing recognition that protected areas 

must be seen in the context of overall land 

use rather than treated as islands. We see 

inclusive techniques used such as collaborative 

management and participatory approaches 

that include local people in decision-making.
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Introduction

This all results in 

m an ag em en t 

that is more 

I w  sensitive to local

> " * concerns and an

increased local 

investment and 

commitment to 
c K'r i ■ i n-n- m , n ir conservation. kredenck /0 Photo' C r/ vr

i 'amil y  Archives.

In the U.S., community-based conservation 

is often characterized by local people working 

together to protect a place or way of life. 

This upwellmg of local conservation is 

complemented by government agencies 

offering technical assistance and grants. The 

major federal resource agencies emphasize 

the importance of working with communi

ties.11 In a 1996 report, The President’s 

Council on Sustainable Development 

stressed that all sectors of society must be 

involved—government, the private sector, 

communities, and individual citizens— to 

successfully realize a sustainable future.1“

Clearly, community-based conservation has 

much to contribute today. Our exploration 

of current examples of this work provides 

new insights about the opportunities of 

this approach.

¡ .durance  and  Alary Revkeleiler. Photo :  Bil l in gs  l oum ly  
.'1 rciuecs.
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The Stewardship Initiative Feasibility 

Study, sponsored jo in tly  by Marsh- 

B illings-Rockefeller National Historical 

Park and the Woodstock Foundation, and 

subsequently w ith the Conservation 

Study Institute, was undertaken to 1) 

explore current stewardship practice, 2) 

strengthen the interpretation of conserva

tion at the Park and the Foundation’s 

B illings Farm & M useum, and 3) rec

ommend programs and partnerships that 

recognize and encourage stewardship. The 

study has made a special effort to reach 

out to people and organizations involved 

m new and thoughtful approaches to con

servation of special places in the United 

States and abroad, paying attention to 

work that is bringing conservation to 

new audiences or extending stewardship 

activities in new ways.

Org a n iz a tio n s  Ioterview ed . in 
th e  S tew a rd sh ip  In itiatives . 

Feasibility  S tudy

Vermont
Atlas TtmbcrLtnds Partnership 
Food Works 
Keeping Track
New England Grassroots Environment Fund
Preservation Trust ofVermont
Shelburne Farms
Vermont Family Forests
Vermont l.and Trust
Vital Communities of the Upper Valley

Northeast
Champlain Valley 1 feritage Network 
Dudley Street Neighborhood initiative 
Ero Village at Ithaca 
Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust 
Moiiadvtoek Institute for Nature, Place and 

Culture
Northern Forest Center 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, (tie.
The Henry V. Kendal! Foundation 
The Oi ion Society
The Trust tor Public Land - Good Life Center 

(continued on next page)

Tint Beilinas l :arm & Museum, privatel y own ed  and operated 
by the IVbodstock R m nda l i on , Inc., is a living museum of 
Vermont’s rural heritage and an operating dairy farm. 7he  
ihiundation and the :Rational l\irk Service work in partnership 
to pr esent  the museum and pa rk ’s stewardship legacy to the 
public. *f i l e  museum s seasonal educational programs include 
spring plow in g,  shown here. Photoi Xora J. Mitchell .

M a r s h - B illin g s- R o ckefeller  

N a t io n a l  H ist o r ic a l  Pa r k

a n d  t h e  S t e w a r d s h ip  

In it ia t iv e  F e a s ib il it y  S t u d y

In June of 1998, Vermont’s first national 

park was dedicated in Woodstock, Vermont. 

M arsh -B illin g s -R o ck e fe lle r  N ational 

Historical Park commemorates a tradition 

of stewardship that has been practiced 

continuously on this property since the 

publication of George Perkins Marsh’s 

Man and Nature in 1864. Marsh’s boyhood 

home was on the site, and his observations 

of the devastation around him caused by 

deforestation and livestock grazing m the early 

decades of the 1800s laid the foundation for 

his later writings. Today, the property has 

overed, thanks to the careful stewardship 

icticed bv Frederick Billings, who 

purchased the Marsh homestead, and his 

icendants. Mary French Rockefeller, 

Billings’s granddaughter, and her husband 

urance S. Rockefeller continued the 

stewardship tradition throughout the latter 

half of the 1900s before giving the estate to 

the people of the United States in 1992.



{Organizations Interviewed, continued}

Southeast
Alliance for Sustainable Communities 
Tennessee Harks and Greemvays Foundation 
The Conservation Fund - Scuppermmg 

River Greemvay
The Conservation Fund - Sustainable 

Kvcrglades initiative
The Nature Conservancy - Virginia Coast

Reserve

Midwest
Menominee Tribal Enterprises 
Mississippi River Basin Alliance

Intermountain West 
Alternative Energy Resources Organization 
Cornerstones Community Partnerships 
Forest Trust
Sierra Business Council 
Sonoran Institute 
The Murie Center
The Nature Conservancy - Yaiupa River

Project
The Trust for Public Land - Ncz Perce

Project

Pacific West
Golden Gave National Parks Association 
Whatcom Land Trust

International
A -Prq jekt (Slovak Republic)
CAMPFIRE (Zimbabwe)
Ecotnist (United States and Canada) 
Environmental Partnership for Central 

Europe (Czech Republic)
Exmoor National Park (England) 
Foundation for the Restoration of the jizera 

Mountains (Czech Republic)
Ftmdacioti Pro-Sierra Nevada de Santa 

Adana (Colombia)
International Centre for Protected 

Landscapes (Wales)
Native Seeds/SEARCH (United States and

Mexico)
Quebec--!.abrador Foundation/Atlantic 

Center for the Environment (United 
States and Canada)

South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation 
Programme (Samoa)

The Island Nature Trust (Canada)

1 he .SAn-wm's/ay Iiutuit
until thcYimipn R iv et  Project o fT i i e  W uure  C ou t e n ou t y  in

The Feasibility Study began in the summer 

of 1997, conducted by a team of people 

with diverse backgrounds in stewardship 

w ork.1'1 The project team interviewed 

representatives from 48 organizations that 

are working on a wide range of stewardship 

projects m the IJ.S. and abroad (see sidebar).

“We must conceive oj stewardship not 

simply as one individual’s practice, but 

rather as the mutual and intimate 

relationship, ex tend ing across the ven

erations, between a human communi

ty and its place on earth. ”N

— John Elder

interviewees included nonprofit groups, on- 

the-ground practitioners and organizations 

that assist the efforts of others, and private 

foundations that fund stewardship work. 

W hile the organizations interview ed 

represent only a handful of the many groups 

working in this field, together they provide

northwestern (Colorado. Photo: Rolf Diannint.

an interesting and informative sample of 

innovative stewardship models.

A L o o k  a t  t h e  C u r r e n t  

P r a c t ic e  o f  C o n se r v a t io n  

S t e w a r d s h ip

The word “stewardship” has roots deriving 

from an old Norse word, sii-vadr, meaning 

“keeper of the house.”13 Within the field of 

conservation, stewardship generally refers to 

people taking care of land. Our opportunity 

today is to understand this concept more 

broadly. The human-centered values of 

stewardship are particularly useful as the con

servation community more directly addresses 

issues of cultural diversity, quality of life in 

our cities, and social justice. Stewardship 

considers the needs and responsibilities of 

humans m relation to ecosystems and 

cultural traditions. At the community level, 

stewardship integrates social, cultural, and 

ecological values.This contemporary under

standing of stewardship offers a fresh view of 

conservation at the local and regional level.
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The term “conservation stewardship” 

embraces the following:

In tr o d u c tio n

• An emphasis on the integration of 
people and nature;

• Respect for cultural traditions and 
historic places;

• Attention to the needs and values of 
people and their communities;

• A strong sense of place; and

• An appreciation for the past linked 
with a sense of responsibility toward 
the future.

Conservation stewardship as a practice 

strengthens the ethical core of conservation 

by including a social context of community 

and caring for people. 1 'his perspective 

involves the whole person—mind, heart, 

social nature, and meaningful work. 

Similarly, conservation stewardship encom

passes “whole” communities—communities 

that provide opportunities for employment 

and a good education; nurture neighborli- 

ness and respect across generations, cultures 

and sectors; and understand the importance 

of local values, sustainability and self-reliance 

m an increasingly global world.

Conservation stewardship celebrates many 

dimensions of diversity—biological, cultural, 

ethnic—understanding that diversity brings 

strength, stability, and meaning to our lives. 

Conservation stewardship builds new alliances 

and fosters cooperation among a wide range 

of stakeholders. Such partnerships create 

greater tolerance for different perspectives 

and approaches. A synthesis of ideas from 

many views provides a fertile environment 

for innovation and change. Tolerance, 

respect, and new ways of working together 

all contribute to enhancing civil society.

“Wc abuse land because wc regard it as a commodity belonging to us. When we sec land 

as a community to which we belong, we may begin to use it with ioue and respect. ”ib

—  Aldo Leopold

The stories gathered during the Stewardship 

Initiative Feasibility Study speak of deter

mination and optimism, and reveal a wealth 

of innovation. The people and organizations 

interviewed draw inspiration and courage 

from their connections to nature and the 

land. They are finding positive ways to 

accomplish local change that bring people 

back as participants in their communities. 

They are reaching out to neighbors, listening 

to people who have different perspectives 

and traditions, and finding that they have 

much agreement about what they want for 

their children and their communities. They 

are working in common purpose to bring 

their visions to reality. Although these 

people may not call their work conservation 

stewardship, they provide a more complete 

understanding of the power of combining 

the stewardship and conservation concepts.

The stories collectively describe conservation 

stewardship as characterized by: 1) a sense 

o f place that is multi-faceted; 2) community- 

based conservation that is comprehensive, 

collaborative, respectful, and self-sustaining; 

and 3) a foundation o f com m itm ent 

and  p ass ion  that provides enduring 

inspiration and leads to respect for the land. 

The promise of this approach lies in the 

opportunities for build ing vibrant, 

responsive, caring communities; for protect

ing that which is unique and treasured in the 

places where we live; for enhancing civil 

society; and for bringing conservation more 

into the mainstream of individual and 

community life.

Chapter One of the report, entitled 

Stewardship Today, presents the findings 

from the feasibility sttidv interviews. In 

C h ap ter Two, T h e  P r o m is e  o f  

Conservation Stewardship, the project 

team provides thoughts on the importance 

of the findings and what needs to happen 

next. The concluding chapter, Pathw ays 

to Effective Conservation Stewardship, 

summarizes the recommendations for 

programs that the sponsors can undertake, 

m partnership with others, to advance 

conservation stewardship. Two appendices 

provide greater detail on 1) the methodology 

of the Feasibility Study; and 2) contact 

information on the organizations inter

viewed, project team members and advisors, 

and cooperating organizations.

The Ropin', an ujdand p on d  at Mitrsh-Bilimps-Rockciclin' 
Xdtional Historical Park. Photo: R o l f  Diamant.
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S t e w a r d s h ip  To d a y

a. The Co m m o n  Threads of Conservation Stewardship

During the Stewardship Initiative Feasibility Study we interviewed people from 48 organizations that 

either practice stewardship or provide support that enables others to practice stewardship more effectively. 

In selecting organizations to interviews we sought a reasonable cross-section of conservation stewardship 

within the nonprofit sector.1 Although the organizations have a broad geographic span and 

encompass many disciplines, three interconnected themes characterize their work: 1) sense o f place, 
2) community-based conservation, and 3) underlying commitment and passion. This complex 

web of interaction among people, land, and community comprises what we call conservation stewardship.

In this section, we present brief descriptions of the organizations interviewed to illustrate the findings. 

Many of the groups could fit into multiple categories in the discussion. We have placed them where we 

believe they can provide the most insight to the reader.With a need for brevity, these descriptions can

not possibly convey the full scope of the work of these organizations. We have included contact 

information on all the organizations and encourage you to learn more about them on your own."

C o m m o n  T h r e a d  # 1 : S e n se  o f  P la c e

M any o f the organ izations interviewed 

d isp lay a deep familiarity with place that 
encompasses the land and the landscape, 

people, the built environment, history, 
culture, and ecology. These groups 

appreciate how both natural and cultural 
heritage contribute to the uniqueness o f  

the places where people live and w ork, 

indeed, conservation values and activism 

often appear to be triggered by local 
connections and knowledge o f  the 

diverse elements o f a particular place. 
Many initiatives use this connection (o 

place and heritage to motivate people 

and build a sense o f community around 

their stewardship efforts.

The concept o f heritage in land and 

culture—that is, something front the 
past that has value to people today and

to future generations— brings to life 

the link betw een  past, present, and 

future that is inherent to stewardship. 
This thread o f  time and place is 

enhanced and eau lead to a heightened 

sense o f  responsibility when a person’s 
attachment to a sp ec ific  p lace  spans 

generations or connects to a traditional 
w ay o f  life that is itself rooted in p lace .
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recreational opportunities. Photo : l '¡round Westbrook.

The Champlain Valley Heritage 
Network works across a nine-town region 

on the New York side of Lake Champlain to 

preserve the area’s working landscape and to 

maintain their traditional farm and forest- 

based lifestyle as affordable for local residents. 

A strong sense of place and appreciation of 

heritage guides the Network, keeping them 

focused on strategies that contribute to their 

primary goal of protecting their heritage 

and way of life. Drawing on the region’s 

outstanding history and natural beauty, the 

Network builds economic capacity and 

encourages countryside tourism through 

such projects as a recreation and heritage 

“mapguide” to the region, a system of 

interpretive roadway signs, and workshops 

on farm diversification and agricultural 

tourism.

The M o n a d n o c k  Institute of Nature, 
Place and Culture, located at Franklin 

Pierce College in southwestern New 

Hampshire, is examining sense of place and 

heritage and the role these factors play in 

where people choose to live. Founded in 

1996, the Institute conducts workshops for 

elementary and middle school teachers on 

reading the local landscape, and sponsors a 

conference each autumn on a different facet 

of place. In collaboration with Keene (N.H.) 

High School, the Institute is developing 

curriculum units and a summer enrichment 

program focused on sense of place with the 

support of the National Endowment for the 

Humanities. The Institute also recently 

completed a comprehensive survey in the 

Monadnock region of New Hampshire. The 

survey findings indicate that place connections 

are complex, involving various demographic, 

socioeconomic, and environmental factors. 

As just one example, the survey found that 

geographic mobility early in life appears to 

strengthen place attachments as an adult/’

¡exploring Pearly Pond during the Monadnock Institute's 
week-tong " lea ch in g  Place” workshoji tor elementary  school  
teachers, offered each summer. Workshoj) participants learn to 
"re ad" the pond's  remarkable history that includes logg ing 
activities, blowdoii’ii events dating back to 1890, and 50 years 
of beaver activity. Photo: John Harris, Monadnock Institute of 
Mature, Place and Culture.
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In 1997 the W hatcom Land Trust m 
northwest Washington state developed and 

published a book, id’haicotu Places:  A 

(.Celebration in Words and Pholographs,  to 

further promote a sense of place and pride 

in the area. Not satisfied with the notion 

that “beauty is in the eyes of the beholder,” 

the Trust believed that visual depiction of 

Whatcom County could bring common 

agreement about the area’s beauty. Inspired 

by Wallace Stegner's American Places, 

Whatcom Places contains 130 stunning 

photographs and essays written bv a diverse 

group of local residents. All photos, writing, 

editing, and design were donated by Trust 

members. The book won critical acclaim, 

became an instant best seller m local book

stores, and caused interest in land conservation 

to rise dramatically in the county.

Participants in the Monadnock Institute's " lea ch ing ¡ytace" 
u;orkshop select a special site and create a three-dimensiona l  
map that in c ludes  observations , impress ions, and artifacts 
ga th e r ed  daily over  the iveeklong session. Photo: John Harris, 
Monadnock Institute of Suture , Place and Culture.



On Prince Edward Island the Island 

Nature Trust, the oldest private nature 

trust in eastern Canada, is devoted to the 

protection and management o f natural areas. 

Sense o f place and heritage is especially 

strong in Islanders, many of whom have left 

seeking employment elsewhere, but return 

frequently. With over 90 percent o f the 

province privately owned, the Trust builds 

on a strong sense o f Islander pride in 

recruiting landowners to permanently 

protect their property through conservation 

easements.4 The organization also creates 

opportunities for others to participate 

through an active corps o f volunteer property, 

trail, and wildlife “ Guardians.” Through 

these programs, the Trust protects 2,000 

acres o f Canada’s smallest province. Perhaps 

more important are educational materials 

and events, which have kept the natural 

features o f the Island to popular attention. 

The Trust has also served as an incubator for 

local heritage organizations, and a model for 

other provincial and local land trusts.

Students reaping the harvest o f  their school’s garden. Photo: 
Food Works.

Food W o r k s, based in Montpelier, 

Vermont, reconnects schools and communities 

with their natural and cultural heritage. 

Food Works helps teachers develop locally- 

based K-6 curricula that focus on their 

community’s story, using historic theme 

gardens and schoolyard habitats. The school 

programs involve local residents, especially 

elders, as aides to the learning process. Food 

Works also offers standards-based ecological 

literacy materials and training for teachers, 

and is a key partner in two collaborative, 

statewide efforts: the Vermont Rural 

Partnership, which facilitates a place-based 

curriculum in schools across the state, and a 

consortium o f educational groups and 

institutions working to incorporate standards 

for teaching sustainability within the 

Vermont educational standards framework.

Participation by community elders is an integral part o f  Food 
Works’ school programs. Photo: Food Works.

K eeping Track, based in Vermont, provides 

training and support for teams o f local 

residents who seek to monitor wildlife and 

wildlife habitat in their towns.Team members 

are encouraged to use the information they 

gather to advocate within their local planning 

process for protecting important habitat. 

Through training and follow-up support of 

monitoring, Keeping Track strengthens 

team members’ connections to their local 

environment and builds a sense of community. 

At the same time the training facilitates a 

more comprehensive awareness o f landscape 

changes, and increases understanding o f the 

need to protect connectivity o f wildlife 

habitat on a broader regional basis. Keeping 

Track currently works with more than 60 

communities, some being multi-community 

efforts, in Vermont, New Hampshire, and 

New York, and with two organizations in 

California.

Keeping Track offers six daylong training sessions over a year's 
time f o r  community teams seeking to monitor w ildlife activity 
in their towns. In this photo Susan Morse, K eeping Track 
program director, interprets w ildlife signs. Photo: Jonathan  
Blake.
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There are many understandings o f 

p lace, ranging from rural to urban 

to  different cultural perceptions. 
The presence o f  different cultural 
traditions can enrich one’s sense o f 

place. Introducing cultural and 

ethnic heritage through such means 

as story-telling helps people under
stand better the place and those who 

live there. Furthermore, in cultures 

with a long history o f  being in one 

location , heritage and feeling  

connected to the land and the land
scape often  becom e em bedded in  

the group culture.

The D u d l e y  S t r e e t  N eig h bo rh o o d  

In it ia t iv e , located within greater Boston. 

Massachusetts, builds upon the community’s 

long history and multi-cultural traditions as 

it transforms an extensive brownfield area 

into a vibrant “urban village,” Community 

activities and celebrations incorporate the 

heritage and traditions of its African 

American, Cape Verdean, Latino, and Puerto 

Rican residents.6

Nubian Roofs, f lic ¡Dudley Street Neighborhood  Initiative's 
y o u t h  c om m i t t e e .  N ub ian  Roo t s ,  o n e  o f  s ix  In i t i a t i v e  
c om m i t t e e s , is responsible for p lanning and organiz ing job 
advocacy and you th entrepreneurial activities. Photo: Jeffrey P 
Roberts.

National parks in the United Kingdom, 

such as E x m o o r  N a t io n a l  Pa r k , protect 

treasured cultural landscapes that have been 

shaped by humans for centuries. Exmoor, in 

southwest England, contains a mosaic of 

woodlands, farmland, dramatic coastline, 

and heather moorland of international 

importance. Unlike U.S. national parks and 

many others worldwide, U.K. national parks 

do not exclude human settlements, thus 

the parks include villages and working 

landscapes. Sense of place is deeply rooted in 

both natural and cultural heritage, which arc 

visually linked in the landscape. National 

park status provides planning and manage

ment tools that help towns preserve the 

unique elements of the landscape that led to 

park designation.'

/ ///• Viiitcv in b x m o o r  National  ¡Dirk show s  a 
the heather  in the for eground to the a  

via item luinnns in the background. Photo : Exmoor National 
Park.
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In N ew M exico , CORNERSTONES 

C o m m u n i t y  P a r t n e r s h i p s  works 

p rim arily  with Hispanic and Native 

American communities to restore historic 

adobe churches and other traditional 

buildings that are central to those cultures. 

These buildings, usually adobe or stone- 

and-mortar, are literally of the earth. Both 

forms of construction require constant 

maintenance, which reinforces the cultural 

bond to the land. Connections to place and 

heritage become more tangible with the 

hands-on work that involves all the senses. 

This is further reinforced .in the pueblo 

communities, where the multi-storied, 

terraced architecture reflects the mesas in 

the surrounding landscape. Cornerstones' 

restoration efforts, which emphasize youth 

training with ciders as mentors, have 

revitalized cultural heritage and traditions 

for people of all ages in these communities.8

Corners tones ’ projects invo lve regular Saturday workdays, such 
as this at San Rafael Church m i .a i awra. .\ ew Mexico. 10 
maxim iz e commun i ty  invo lvement.  }yho to:  Corners tones  
Communi ty  ¡Partnerships.



G»ÿ»seirratiott -genemjlfy' has' involved
people ■ working to ptotect the 
resources th at they value, 
.Broadening- this concept tty, 
embrace both cultaral and natural 
heritage, and the expanded sense o f  

place that they evoke, provides a 
powerful, collaborative tool that 
bridges. interests and sectors. 
Developing a shared understanding 
of heritage can build collective 
purpose : and commitment to 
protecting what people value. Matty 
of the organizations we interviewed 
encourage this sense o f shared 
.heritage at the - comimmity level. 
Others are building it at larger state 
or bioregional scales.

} h ,^  ? ■'{; >7;-ci.h/i s t u d en t s  in East G rand ,  M ain e ,  
p a n ;  i»ah.J in :lh \orfhern  Forest (Enter's “ What's in a 
P a n i c ' “ ¡■•oi'it i ¡hi a investigated and recorded the stories 
hilund tin nanism <>/ ¡daces, features, and landmarks on the 
Jhnkaheeau Land < hnnpany ’s 100,000 acres in northern 
Manic I >epon on tin < pilot pro ject is in production. Photo: 
P.yJi' P at

The Northern Forest Center works 

across the four-state region of the Northern 

Forest (New York’s Adirondack region, and 

northern Vermont, New Hampshire, and 

Maine) to foster community vitality and 

citizen leadership. The Center uses the 

concept of shared natural and cultural 

heritage to build an identity across an area 

that has had much in common historically 

but didn’t see itself as a “region” until recently. 

Ten years ago several corporate owners of 

timberland sold their mills and millions of 

acres across the four states. After a two-year 

study of regional land ownership trends by 

the U.S. Forest Service, the Northern Forest 

emerged as an identifiable place. Recently 

the Center conducted a senes of interviews 

to “articulate the values and cultural meanings 

of place m the Northern Forest.” These 

interviews reinforce the perspective that 

connections to place are multi-faceted and a

powerful motivator of actions at many levels
<)

—individually, communally, culturally.

The Mississippi R iver Basin Alliance 
demonstrates a different approach to sense of 

place and shared heritage as it brings together 

many different perceptions of place. The 

Alliance connects people of color (African 

Americans and Native Americans) with 

traditional conservation groups around 

issues of environmental justice and basin

wide environmental concerns. 'The Alliance 

uses the Mississippi River watershed to 

facilitate an understanding of how land use 

or environmental pollution in one part of 

the basin affects people elsewhere m the 

basin. As a shared place, the Mississippi 

watershed provides an important connection 

among different cultures and a highly 

diverse array of rural and urban groups. By 

listening carefully and respecting the different 

cultural traditions, the Alliance has success

fully forged a coalition of widely divergent 

interests m the Mississippi River.
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C o m m o n  T h r e a d  # 2 : C o m m u n it y - b a se d  C o n servatio n

Although o a r  sam ple was relatively

small, the groups .we interviewed- covet 
a spectrum  v»f com m unity, statewide., 

regional or h ioregionah national, ami

international organizations. Although 

we did not explicitly set out to inter
view cotiiBnmity-hasecI organizations-, 
we did look for groups whose work 
was, attentive to community values. 
We found that most of the organizations 
interviewed, regardless of their size, 
focus their work, at the local level. 
This brings authenticity—the work 
becomes real, directly .affecting the 
lives and . concerns o f the people who 
live there. . !

Our ose, o f the term “community- 
based conservation,” however, 
encompasses more than simply 
working at the local level. We found 
repeatedly several'important facets: a 
comprehensive approach, reliance on 
collaboration, respect fo r . traditional 
knowledge and practice, emphasis 

on local self-determination'; and 
entrepreneurial spirit, and attention 
to sustaining, long-term stewardship.

'.Antonio Martinez.
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Photo: EcoViUage at Ithaca. : .

a. Comprehensive Approach

People; .are looking at the places where 
they live and work, recognizing an array 
o f factors—imclnding schools and jobs, 
the quality o f the local environment, .die 
sense o f community and shared future, 
the workings of the community—that 
influence people’s quality o f life and 
whether their children will want to stay 
in the area. Most, if mot all, o f the 
groups interviewed impleMy embrace 
.responsibility for the laud, the commu
nity, people, and the non-human world.

Conservation practice is strengthened 
by Unking together social, economic, 
cultural, : community, historical, . and 
ecological, factors. In recent decades 
natural resource management institu
tions, Iiicluding governmental'agencies, 
have increasingly used an integrated 
approach to uatwal resource management, 
known; as. “ecosystem management,” 
that considers many o f these factors. 
To encounter this perspective at the 

community'level, especially in projects 
o f entirely local origin, speaks o f an 

evolving understanding. Furthermore, 
this perspective surfaces in a context 
more understandable to the general 
public than Technical terms such as 
ecosystem management.

A  number o f organizations are working
to m ake local econom ies more vibrant

and sustainable, intikiding creating jobs, 
locally  or producing conservation

products with additional market 
value. Adding value to products can 
boost business opportunities, both 
traditional and nun-traditional,, and 
keep more dollars circulating locally. 
Some organizations have gained com
munity support for conservation by 
first addressing pressing socio-economic 
concerns such as jobs, support for 
businesses, housing needs, or social 
equity issues.

Another example o f an increasingly 
broader approach is the linking o f  
downtown vitality with the integrity
o f rural areas. The growing interest 
nationwide in combating sprawl is one 

manifestation o f this understanding. 
Urban neighborhoods .such as Dudley 
Street in the Boston area, thrive on 
density. Restoring' decaying urban 
areas and = holding vibrant urban 
business centers, may Increase the 
livability : o f  cities and relieve 
pressures to develop surrounding 
countryside and rural, open spaces,
F ” " * ” ' ■ ...... I



Eco tru st  has worked in the Pacific 

Northwest since 1991 to support a 

“ conservation economy” that promotes 

econom ic relationships that maintain 

ecological integrity and advance social 

equity. Ecotrust teamed with Shorebank 

Corporation o f Chicago, the nation’s first 

community development bank, to launch 

ShoreBank Pacific, an “environmental bank” 

that provides credit and technical support to 

local businesses using conservation-based 

practices. Ecotrust and Shorebank also 

formed a non-profit affiliate, Shorebank 

Enterprise Pacific, to provide market 

development and technical assistance to 

small rural businesses. Ecotrust and its partners 

are building on traditional ways o f life and 

sense o f place as a means o f working toward 

community sustainability. One approach is 

to help market value-added regional products 

that are sustainably harvested or produced. 

For example, at the mouth o f the Columbia 

River the partners assisted a fish processor 

and a group of local fishermen with marketing. 

Now the “Fresh from Youngs Bay” label on 

salmon is recognized throughout the 

Northwest as a guarantee o f high quality 

and ecologically sensitive practices, thus 

adding to the market value.

In its report, Planning for Prosperity, the Sierra Business 
Council discusses principles f o r  sound development, one o f  
which is to conserve and showcase each community's natural 
assets. Sutter Creek, shown here as it f lo w s  through the 
historic g o ld  rush town o f  Sutter Creek, exemplifies a natural 
resource that contributes to the community's assets. Photo: 
Sierra Business Council.

In North Carolina’s intracoastal estuary, 

T he C onservation Fund initiated the 

S cuppernon g  R iver  G reenway to

boost ecotourism potential in Tyrrell 

County, the most economically impoverished 

county in the state. The Fund’s investment 

goes beyond the Greenway effort, however, 

to include activities focused on the county 

seat o f Columbia, located at the mouth of 

the Scuppernong. A decade ago, with the 

traditional economy o f fishing, farming, and 

forestry in decline, county unemployment 

approached 25 percent. Young people either 

left the region or were at best seasonally 

employed. The Fund helped county leaders 

set up a private, nonprofit community 

development corporation, whose first 

project involved youth training. The youth 

initially provided community services, such 

as cleaning up the Columbia waterfront and 

building an interpretive wetlands boardwalk, 

a key attraction o f the Greenway. Today 

the youth training provides a range o f 

education and job skills, including natural 

resource management training, which 

enables trainees to find jobs in small, natural 

resource related businesses or gain internships 

and entry-level positions with the many 

wildlife refuges and parks in the region.

Youth trainees build an interpretive wetlands boardwalk, now  
a key attraction o f  the Scuppernong R iver Greenway. Photo: 
The Conservation Fund.

The S ierra  B usiness C oun cil , an

association o f 550 businesses in the Sierra 

Nevada region o f California and Nevada, is 

fostering an understanding that the wealth 

o f the region includes social, natural, and 

financial capital. Founded in 1994, the 

Council has published two award-winning 

reports, Sierra Nevada Wealth Index: 

Understanding and Tracking Our R eg ion ’s 

Wealth and Planning f o r  Prosperity: Building 

Successful Communities in the Siena Nevada, 

both of which it uses to encourage community 

planning and development approaches that 

will build the region’s total wealth: social, 

financial, and natural. The Council also 

offers training to help businesspeople be 

more effective leaders on these issues in 

their communities.

The world fam ous clarity o f  Lake Tahoe, shown here, has 
declin ed  in recent years from  100 f e e t  to 70 fe e t ,  leading to 
concern. M aintaining the qua lity o f  the Sierra Nevada's 
natural assets is imperative, since tourism contributes to the 
region's economy more than any other business sector.
Photo: Sierra Business Council.
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.4crcc' roads on Vermont I'amily Forests member  woodlots are 
carefully located and maintained according to I' crmonts  accept
able managemen t practices to pre vent  soil erosion and water 
qualify impacts. Photo : Vermont Family Forests.

V e r m o n t  Family F o r e sts  was founded 

on the notion that small-scale “family” forests 

could be managed for economic and social 

benefits while protecting the ecological 

integrity of the forest. Since 1995 the organ

ization has offered workshops on such topics 

as portable sawmills, solar wood-drying kilns, 

riparian zone restoration, amphibians and 

reptiles, water quality protection, and chain 

saw safety. It also identifies suitable markets 

tor tire low volume, mixed size and species 

timber harvests of its landowner members, so 

that profit can remain m the local community. 

In 1998 Vermont Family Forests provided 31 

family forest owners with affordable access to 

independent “green” certification by 

SmartWood.10 The certification adds value, 

providing a marketing tool for both the 

timber and the finished product. Four 

member woodlots recently supplied certified 

wood for the new Middlebury College

^ E l
¡ ...andowncr learning to otpe
Family Forests' workshops. id io te:  i ormoni I'amily Forests.
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T h e S u s t a i n a b l e  E v e r g l a d e s  

In it ia tiv e , a project coordinated by T he 

C onservation  Fun d  tn partnership with 

The John D. and Catherine T. Mac Arthur 

Foundation, takes the approach that you 

can’t build resiliency into the Everglades 

ecosystem without also building resiliency 

into the economic and social arenas of 

South Florida. The Initiative is building a 

common understanding of the region as one 

interconnected social, economic, and natural 

system through a series of “learning round

tables,” which periodically bring together 

nonprofit organizations that are carrying out 

community-based projects funded by the 

MacArthur Foundation.11

expatriated after World War II. Groups like the Foundation 
for the j izera Mountains  have realized that if is not  only  the 
trees mat  nee  a n ew  roofs m m e  tamt. n i o t o :  o>iegna ne iss.

T he F oundation for  the R estoration  

OF THE JlZ E R A  MOUNTAINS works iii north

western Czech Republic. The mountains are 

located m historically Germanic lands that 

were forcibly resettled after World War II. 

Unlike other areas of the Carpathian range 

with centuries-old cultures still largely 

intact, in the Jizera the social and political 

upheaval surrounding the war severed the 

connection between the place and the 

people living there. These problems have 

been compounded by the Jizera Mountains 

being within the infamous “Black Triangle” 

of air pollution. Coal-fired power plants 

upwind have severely damaged area forests 

and soils, although the past decade has seen 

the largest pollution sources shut down or 

reduced. The Foundation, established to 

support the Jizera Mountains Protected 

Landscape Area, soon realized that to achieve 

its goal of restoring forest health, it: would 

have to broaden its programs.The group is now 

supporting community development projects, 

facilitating communication between the pro

tected area’s administrators and community 

leaders, and drawing connections between 

ecosystem and community health. Following 

recent severe floods, the Foundation is high

lighting the forest’s role in waiter management 

and celebrating the heritage of the rivers, 

along which all communities in the region 

were originally established.

Slowardohlp^ g r ou p s  m Centred Ihiropi’ air Iryinp lo help  
Imditional eommmulle r ndjurt to a ehanpyiip unrld. IHioto: 
ICier Cole.



In Africa, wildlife is often in conflict with 

human settlements. One elephant can 

destroy a small farmer’s crops in hours, so it 

can be difficult to find local support for 

hunting restrictions and protected areas. In 

Zimbabwe, the CAMPFIRE program has 

created that support by providing villages an 

economic stake m the health of elephant 

populations. Through a process carefully 

designed to minimize abuses, the program 

returns proceeds from controlled elephant 

hunting to villages most affected by the 

herds. Funds are distributed to the village 

level, not to individuals. Many communities 

have now become effective stewards for the 

elephants, reporting instead of concealing 

poachers. The program has been most 

effective in areas where traditional village 

structures are well preserved.

b. C ollaboration 

Many o f  the com m unity-based  

in itiatives we in terview ed w ork  

collaborati vely, reaching out to 

different sectors o f  society and bring
ing together many constituencies. 
While this expands the base o f support, 
it can also be challenging, as many o f  

these leaders are going in uncharted 

directions with the partnerships they 

create. A specific consensus-building 

process can complement collaboration 

and can be used to reach agreement 
among widely ranging interest groups.

Organizations like the Mississippi 
R iver Basin A lliance that w ork  

successfully with different cultures 

can teach us about using language 

and process to bridge cultural 
interests and perspectives. They also 

demonstrate the im portance o f  

respecting differences and celebrating 

diversity. Good comm unication—  

including sensitivity to language 

used and good listening skills—is 

crucial to successful cross-cultural 
collaboration. These lessons apply to 

cross-sectoral stewardship as well, 
and can increase com m on under
standing, build respect for others, 
strengthen alliances, and enhance 

community.

A E R O  (Alternative E n e r g y  R e so u r c e s

Organization), based in Montana and a 

leader in sustainable agriculture across the 

northern Rockies, has launched an inclusive 

process as it develops a model community 

food system for rural areas. AERO is 

making more visible the connections 

between agriculture, consumers, food, 

transportation, and healthy communities as 

u engages constituencies not commonly 

involved m environmental work, such as 

poverty and hunger programs, social justice 

groups, churches, hospitals, and businesses.1“

I' /vi/ of APRO's food sy st ems project, participants in the 
( i b. Reservat ion  action g r ou p  kick off their com m un i t y  
vault n project with a meat of traditional loads. Aiming to bring 

o u : c om m un i t y  to ge ther a round f o od  and to boost 
■n, the action g r oup  has d e v e lo p ed  30  c omm un i ty  

yanh O' and ho sted two harvest dinners, and, as a side benefit, 
avA’m/ enthusiastic youth invo lvement . Photo: A PRO.

nr. ÆÆ'’ . fBMI" "ppo.:' .WUÊKÊÊÊÊŜmm ;

1| Y • ^   ̂ -v; ^

Brainstorming on communit y  food systems at a recent A PRO  
annual  meeting. Photo: AP.RO.
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In the South American country of 

Columbia, the Fundación Pro-S ierra 
Nevada de Santa M arta brought 

together different cultures, interests, and 

sectors in a participatory process that 

produced a sustainable development plan 

for the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, the 

world’s highest coastal mountain. The 

mountain is considered sacred by the area’s 

several indigenous groups and tire Fundación 

successfully brought respect for traditional 

perspectives into a process that included 

quite dissimilar viewpoints and interests.1-1

The Vundacion Pro-Sierra Xevada de Santa Marta works in 
the extraordinary landscape of the Sierra Xevada de  Santa 
.Marta , at 5, ~~ 5 meters the world's highe st coastal mountain. 
Photo: Ricardo Rey -Cervantc s .
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In northwest Colorado’s Yampa R iver 

Valley, The Nature Conservancy has 

recognized ranching as an essential component 

o f the V alley’s landscape and cultural 

heritage. Through the Yampa R iver 
Project, the Conservancy is working 

closely with ranchers and many other local 

stakeholders to enhance the economic 

sustainability of ranching while improving 

ranching practices ecologically. Because of 

the Yampa Valley’s outstanding biological 

diversity, the Conservancy included the 

region in its nationwide “Last Great Places” 

campaign. In the past this designation might 

have drawn local criticism. However, the 

Conservancy’s actions in bringing together 

ranchers, conservationists, and local, state, 

and federal agencies to work collaboratively 

such a reaction, and the 

made great strides toward 

ir mutual goals in only a

In produc ing a sustainalde d a ’elojwierit plan  for the Sierra 
X'evada de  Santa .Marta, the Pundacion used a collaborative 
process that broupht in many  diverse stakeholders, incluihnp 
indipcnotis communitie s such as the Kopi and Arzamas, 
shown mee tino here at the communit y  center in Bonpa. 
Photo: Ricardo Rcy-Clavantes .

C. IlRSpEGT FOR: TRàDrïïGMM* 'KNOW- 

HEDGE AND PRACTICE

We a *  rapidly losing, cultural wisdom 
and diversity in the world, today. This 
is reflected not just in loss o f cultural 
traditions and entire languages, but, In 
the US. at least, loss; o f such everyday 
knowledge as. understanding where 
our food and water come from’ and 
where the waste we generate goes.

Several organizations interviewed 
that work in developing countries or 
with indigenous cultures have programs 
which incorporate a respect, for 
traditional knowledge/and practice. 
These organizations . : are learning 
from the cultural traditions, resource 

management systems, and land use 
patterns, which have in turn influenced 
the direction and success, o f their 
stewardship programs. Organizations 
that practice cross-cultural stewardship 
can help us look more closely at how 
we think about the land and 
resources, opening the door to learn 
from other cultures.

For example, in the . southwestern 
U.S, the Zuni people view preservation 
as a concept that “ embraces the 
meaning, significance, and imbued 
power o f  things, not the things 
themselves.” 14' ■ Thus,; it isn’t so 
much the . building, that holds 
im portance ' fo r 1 them, • but the 
spiritual meaning ¡.o f what takes 
place within'the htiiidiiig. Efforts are 
underway .to: m odify the. .entrent 
standards governing .historic 
préservation, to .allow for this different
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cultural approach to the authenticity 

o f the built environment.15

Many people are working today to 

restore the links among local food 

producers, markets, and consumers 

through such projects as community 

supported agriculture initiatives in 

which consumers and producers enter 
into a contract, farmers’ markets, 
projects that link restaurants and 

chefs with local food producers, and 

publications that list regional specialty 

food producers. These all operate on 

two levels: a practical level, by making 

locally grown food more accessible 

to consum ers; and educationally, 
by re-establishing or reinforcing  

understanding o f  food production 

systems, regional traditions, and the 

benefits o f consuming locally grown 

fo o d . O th er o rg an iza tio n s are 

addressing the gaps in awareness 

around food issues through specific 

educational programs.

In the Sonoran Desert o f southwestern U.S. 

and Mexico, Native Seeds/SEARCH 

works with Native Americans to preserve 

indigenous seeds, crops, and agricultural 

methods uniquely suited to the desert 

environment. In addition to rekindling

Bob Stone, Native Seeds/ 
SEA RCH  ga rd en er , 
teaches a workshop on 
monsoon gardening in 
the desert. P hoto: 
Native Seeds/SEARCH.

The Native Seeds/SEARCH Seed Bank houses over 600 
different collections o f  corn, such as this pink corn g row n  by 
the Hopi. Small samples are preserved  in froz en  storage 
w hile larger amounts are distributed to Native American 
and other interested gardeners and farmers.
Photo: Native Seeds/ SEARCH.

cultural memory and saving seeds that are 

important to preserving the world’s crop 

genetic diversity, Native Seeds is recording 

the stories and the ancient traditions around 

how these seeds and crops have been grown 

and used for food and for ceremonial 

purposes. Native Seeds’ Desert Foods for 

Diabetes Project educates about the health 

benefits o f eating the traditional regional 

foods. The foods o f the desert environment 

were once staples o f the region’s Native 

Americans. Native American diets in the 

American Southwest shifted beginning 

around World War II with disruption o f 

farming and government distribution o f 

surplus foods. Whereas 100 years ago 

adult-onset diabetes was unknown among 

the region’s indigenous populations, the rate 

has since soared to a 50:50 chance o f 

becoming diabetic by the age o f 35, at least 

for some individuals. According to Native 

Seeds/SEARCH, this is in part because of 

the highly refined, high fat, and low fiber 

diet that has replaced traditional foods. 

Native Seed s/SE A R C H  uses cultural 

concepts and stories in its diabetes project in 

an effort to assist tribal members in 

reversing this trend.

7 he Desert Foods f o r  Diabetes Program educates desert 
dwellers about the importance o f  native foods, such as cholla 
buds, in preventing and controlling adult-onset diabetes. 
"Sweeping " the small, f in e  spines from  fresh ly  collected cholla 
buds before cooking insures no prickly surprises await anxious 
diners. Photo: Native Seeds/SEARCH.

The South Pacific B iodiversity 

Programme works with villages in 12 

Pacific island nations to conserve biodiversity 

and achieve sustainable use o f resources, all 

within the context o f the communal land 

tenure systems that are traditional to the 

South Pacific Islands. For people in rural 

villages, land is seen not as a commodity but 

as heritage. This view and the villagers’ 

traditional resource use practices have 

resulted in higher biodiversity levels on 

communal lands than on government- 

owned lands. Building on the villagers’ 

culturally grounded stewardship ethic and 

connections to the land, the Programme 

works directly with communities on various 

ecotourism, rural development, and resource 

use projects. Governments in the region are 

increasingly relying on the Programme’s 

approach as the best means o f ensuring 

biodiversity conservation and sustainable 

development.16
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From its New Mexico base, Forest Trust 

works on various dimensions o f community 

forestry, including working with the U.S. 

Forest Service to be more responsive to the 

different cultural perspectives o f the 

Hispanic and Native American communities 

in northern New Mexico. These forest- 

based communities have a long-standing 

relationship with the land; they place value 

not solely on the jobs and income derived 

from the forest, but also on the forest as a 

hunting ground, the source o f the water that 

irrigates their fields, and a place o f social 

and spiritual importance. Recently, with 

Forest Trust’s involvement, improved 

communication between the Forest Service 

and local residents has led to greater trust 

and an improved working relationship.17

F ores t  T rust p r o v id e s  t e c h n i ca l  su p p o r t  to sm a ll, 
ind ep enden t fo res t-b a sed  businesses such as th e Louie 
Martinez sawmill in Gallina, N ew Mexico. Photo: Marco 
Lowenstein.

The Fundación pro Sierra Nevada de 

Santa Marta is working to change the 

attitudes o f broader society in Colombia 

about the value o f indigenous knowledge 

and natural resource management systems. 

In the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta region, 

the indigenous people are working to 

restore land to traditional management 

within the 19,500-hectare Indigenous 

R eserv atio n .18 These m anagem ent 

techniques help protect biodiversity and 

husband resources by protecting traditional 

“ seed areas” that serve also as nurseries for 

certain rare animal species indigenous to 

the areas.

An indigenous K ogi village in the Buritaca Valley highlands 
o f  the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. Photo: Ricardo R ey- 
Cervantes.

Producing maple syrup is an important seasonal com ponent 
o f  the working landscape in Vermont and maple syrup is 
on e o f  Vermont's important fo r e s t  products. H ere children  
participate in the traditional ritual o f  tapping the sugar 
maples as part o f  Shelburne Farms educational programs. 
Photo: Paul O. Boisvert

From its base along the Vermont shore of 

Lake Champlain, S helburne Farm s 

cultivates a conservation ethic in people o f 

all ages by working with schools and 

demonstrating on-the-ground, sustainable 

stewardship o f working farm and forest 

land. The Shelburne Farms dairy supports 

production o f award-winning, raw milk 

cheddar cheeses, which were recently 

nominated for inclusion into the inter

national Ark o f Taste, a project that works 

to preserve the cultural and natural diversity 

represented by small-scale agricultural and 

food production.11 The on-site cheese

making operation completes the educational 

demonstration o f a local food production 

cycle that begins with cows grazing in the 

sustainably managed pasture. Shelburne 

Farms is also taking its commitment to 

educate about the benefits of local food systems 

into schools, through a project called the 

Vermont Schools and Farms Curriculum 

and Local Purchasing Initiative.This project, 

a collaboration among eleven partners, will 

create strong local links between Vermont 

farms andVermont schools.20

By opening its cheese-making production to students and the 
gen era l public, Shelburne Farms helps restore basic under
standing o f  where our f o o d  com es from . In sim ilar fa sh ion , 
the organization pu ts its on -site vegetab le ga rd en s and 
bread-baking operations, which provide fo o d  f o r  Shelburne 
Farms Inn, to educational use as well, helping p eop le draw 
connection s b etw een  fo o d , sustainability, and the working 
landscape. Photo: J e ffrey  P. Roberts.
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d . L o c a l  se l f - d e t e r m in a t io n  a n d  

ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT

In oar interviews, we noted frequent 
examples of people taking charge o f  

their future by practicing local self- 
determination and creating an 
enabling community environment. 
This shift can ripple out and boost 
community self image, and bring 

forth the collective wisdom, courage, 
and energy that reside in every 

community. We saw an entrepreneurial 
spirit that included inventiveness, 
creativity, and a willingness to change 

or take risks. Many people and 

organizations are learning by doing, 
applying principles o f  stewardship to 

their own unique situations and 

adapting their approach as they go 

along.

The D u d l e y  Street N e ig h b o r h o o d

Initiative formed m response to a Boston- 

based foundation that came into this urban 

brownfield area with a plan tor helping the 

community. When area residents objected 

to this outside plan, the foundation 

challenged them to say how they would 

deal with their crumbling neighborhood. 

Residents formed the N eighborhood 

Initiative, and w ith funding from the 

foundation and others, have gone on to 

create a leading example of a successful, 

grassroots urban brownfield restoration.

Since 1993 V it a l  Communities o f  t h e  

Upper Va l l e y  has worked in the upper 

Connecticut River Valiev corridor of New 

Hampshire and Vermont to encourage 

greater citizen participation and enable 

communities m the region to take charge of 

their future."1 Vital Communities’ three 

programs foster active engagement in com

munity life. In the Com m unity Profile 

visioning meeting, lasting a day and a half, 

residents share what they value about their 

town and select action initiatives to move 

toward an agreed-upon future. A recent 

evaluation of 15 communities showed that 

the Profile meeting effectivelv catalyzed 

residents to address critical issues, with most 

communities now working on several 

projects. Following a period of community 

input. Valley V italSigns, a region-wide 

effort to monitor community vitality and 

sustainability, recently settled on 22 

indicators to track. Already, a trails alliance 

has formed to coordinate the monitoring 

of area public recreational trails. Valley 

Quest, Vital Communities" third program, 

builds a sense of place and community 

tit rough treasure hunts created by area 

students and adults. After five years, 52 

Quests have been created in 21 communi

ties, with the treasure maps leading to such 

destinations as scenic views, histone build

ings, or ancient ritual sites. A Quest booklet 

is available in libraries and bookstores 

throughout the region.

■

m m  ' _________ ■ ■ B m I
Identifying possible action initiatives in a C om mun i ty  Profile

A grout) ot youngsters study (finest in 
to explore the local ¡andscajH’ in seen 
Photo : I alley  Xews.
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Sustaining traditional connections to the lewd is an important 
core princip le ot stewardship. In Slovakia, A-Projekt works 
eioseiv wan larmeis ana ionii tommumiws to iiinnihun rinn 
warning umasuqie.G n i o i o :  icsmui inoit'ii.

gMf

In northern Slovakia, A - P r o je k t  has taken 

an approach similar to Vital Communities, 

with whom they have shared experiences 

through exchange programs. A-Projekt’s 

efforts arose out of public reaction to 

proposed Winter Olympics skiing in the 

High Tatra Mountains of northern Slovakia 

and southern Poland. The group soon 

realized that if they were to protect the 

area’s environment they would have to offer 

development alternatives to the region’s 

impoverished communities. A-Projekt has 

moved forward with projects designed to 

develop skills in self-determination and 

appreciation of local resources, such as 

community visioning exercises, mini-grants 

for village improvement, support and 

promotion of cottage-scale 

tourism businesses, tourist trail 

development, and interpreta

tion and information centers.

In a country still m transition 

from a centralized economy,

A-Projekt is rebuilding social 

and economic institutions 

for the sustainable develop

ment of one of Central 

Europe’s most popular tourist 

destinations.

Schematic  v i ew  of western in 
hood. Each ne ighborhood  n 
Com mon  House. Homes ¡un
due south. Streets are devoted
on the periphery. Draining by architect ferold lirisbura.

EcoVillage at iu ■s thousands o f  vis,to > worn all
over  the world, 'n i es e  are German and FniM/ architects
being shoum around by J ew Id Wcishurd. GeoVdlax ■ tirclutect.
Photo: Eco Village.

l imbt iona l  lifestyles and natural habitats in the High Tatra Mountains, Slovakia, 
are threatened by large-scale ski developments. A-Projckt and other g roups are 
working to provide more  appropriate alternative d eve lopment in communitie s like 
I.ipiorsky, shoum here. Photo : Brent .Mitchell.

fen and John Bokaer-Smith run a ve ry  successful nine-acre 
organic farm and communit y  supported agriculture operation 
at Ecol'i liage. Photo : EcoVillage.

Looking for an alternative to consumptive 

lifestyles, the residents of EcoVillage at 
Ithaca , m upstate New York, have 

fashioned what manv housing experts 

consider the most ambitious co-housing 

model in the country. Started m 1991 and 

based on a Danish example, EcoVillage had 

a primary goal of creating a model village 

that would inspire others with a concrete 

example of an environmentally-oriented 

community, as an alternative to typical 

suburban subdivisions. EcoVillage home- 

owners acted as developers, designing their 

own eco logica lly-sustainab le housing 

village. Much of the 176-acre property is 

conserved as open space, with homes for 90 

residents clustered on just three acres of 

land. The building design is energy efficient 

and encourages neighborlmess. This 
“model” approach has succeeded. Each year 

EcoVillage hosts hundreds of visitors from 

all over the world including students and 

conference attendees, and facilitates 

educational workshops on sustainable 

living. A cornerstone of the community is 

its integration of agricu lture through a 

nine-acre organic farm that feeds over 300 

people each week.
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In 1969 the then new M a r y  F l a g l e r  

C a r y  C h a r it a b l e  T r u s t  awarded its 

first grant to T he N a tu re  C o n se rv a n cy , 

itself a fledgling organization at the time. 

The partnership continues today, with both 

organizations having learned and adapted 

their respective work strategies as a result 

of their experiences in creating the 

Conservancy’s VIRGINIA C o ast  R eserve  

in the 1970s. The Conservancy’s initial 

acquisition of Virginia barrier islands caused 

friction with local residents, and the Cary 

Trust encouraged the Conservancy to 

involve local officials and the public in the 

future management and stewardship of 

the R eserve. At the same time, the 

C onservancy’s experiences along the 

Atlantic coast were leading to an organization- 

w ide po licy  o f design ing  preseiwes 

ecologically, which required more in-depth 

scientific examination and planning than the 

organization had previously undertaken. 

These experiences have led to the 

C onservancy’s current science-based, 

biorcgional approach that involves local 

communities in conservation strategies. For 

its part, the Cary 1'rust realized early that 

protecting large ecosystems does not happen 

overnight, and committed itself to long

term involvement on the Virginia coast. 

A long w ith the Conservancy, the Trust 

recognized the importance of dealing with 

the broader dimensions of this work-— 

social, cultural, political, as well as biological— 

and focused its grantmaking on meeting 

these challenges. Both organ izations 

moved from responding to opportunities, 

which characterized their 1970s successes, to 

a more deliberate strategy.

A t l a s  T im be rla n d s  Pa r t n e r sh ip  is a 

joint undertaking of VERMONT L an d  

T r u st  and T he N atu re  C on servan cy  

of V e r m o n t , who will practice sustainable 

forestry on the 26,000 acres of forestland 

they purchased m late 1997 from a limited 

partnership timber company. The purchase 

makes the Atlas Partnership the third largest 

private landowner in Vermont. In addition 

to learn ing first-hand the realities of 

sustainable forestry, the two partners want 

to demonstrate how sustainable forestry can 

help advance community, economic, and 

environmental goals. They intend to use 

their holdings to enhance the Vermont 

timber economy, through such means as 

participating in local value-added enterprises. 

The partners also seek to conserve forestland 

beyond the Atlas landholdings by, for example, 

trading conserved land or rights to cut mature 

Atlas timber for conservation easements on 

other privately owned timberlands.

On Atlas lArtncrship property in Riehford, Vermont, selective 
lomyinp of smaller, less desirable trees improves the overall 
quality of the forest. Photo: Jeffrey P. Roberts.

The E n viro n m en tal  P a r t n e r sh ip  fo r  

C e n t r a l  E uro pe  was created by funders 

based outside the region to deliver small 

grants to emerging environmental groups m 

Czechslovakia, Hungary, and Poland after 

the political changes there in the 1980s. 

From the beginning, the emphasis was on 

providing direct assistance to community 

level groups quickly and effectively. To 

date, the Partnership has distributed over 

$6 million to 1,800 projects. In the process,

INI B lilt PJX141 D
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the Partnership has become a etc facto 

environmental network, linking local groups 

nationally and regionally. All Partnership 

programs contribute to environmental 

objectives and to developing democratic 

structures and civil society. In countries in 

transition from totalitarian control, this 

support has provided incentives for local 

determination and aided communities m 

denying benefit from the region’s many 

unique landscapes. For example, greenway 

projects across the region, which provide a 

framework for local initiatives, are designed 

to restore village identities and provide 

economic opportunity based on existing or 

restored resources. These programs are 

“twinned"’ with a national heritage area here 

in the U.S., the Hudson River Greenway. 

The Environmental Partnership, originally a 

single program with offices in the Czech 

Republic, Poland, Slovakia, and Hungary, has 

evolved into a consortium of independent 

country programs.
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e. Sustaining long-term stewardship

The groups we interviewed understand 

the need to build local and regional 
cap acity  that enables p eop le , 
organizations, and communities to 

sustain their work over time. This 

capacity-building takes many forms: 
educational programs; leadership and 

sk ills  train ing  for organizations, 
co m m u n ity  v o lu n te e rs , and d is
ad va n ta g e d  g ro u p s ; te c h n ic a l 
support; and efforts that build  

commitment to the idea o f steward
ship and to the organizations that 
practice it. Story-telling is one tool 
increasingly recognized as important 
in creating and sustaining the 

c o m m itm en t to  stew ardship . 
Celebrating successes and creating 

opportunities for people to interact 
socially are two other ways these 

o rg an iza tio n s build p rid e  and  

co m m u n ity  co n n ectio n s. The 

cumulative effect is that local groups 

gain a sound base o f  understanding 

and skills, and the staying pow er to 

continue investing in comm unity

Independent producer préparée a load of latillas, a specially  
n-vod product used in adobe home construciion. Photo : Marco 
Lon’cnsiein.

F o r e s t  T r u s t ’s Com m unity Forestry 

program offers technical assistance and skills 

training to people living in the small, forest- 

dependent communities of northern New 

M exico. The Trust’s forestry train ing 

provides classroom learning, field work, and 

internships to unemployed youth, who then 

have found jobs with the U.S. Forest Service 

and Forest Trust’s own forestry crews, or 

have become independent loggers and mill 

operators. The Trust also provides technical 

support to small businesses and independent 

loggers who are at a disadvantage in an 

industry largely oriented to volume 

production. For example, the Trust has acted 

as a broker for wood products produced m 

rural areas and has secured national forest 

timber sales appropriate to the capacity of 

independent loggers.The National Network 

o f Forest Practioners, created and for 

years coordinated by Forest Trust, recently 

became an independent entity.The Network 

serves as a clearinghouse on community 

forestry' initiatives around the country, offers 

a unified voice supporting rural communities 

in national policy reform, and provides a 

forum for forest-based, rural development 

practitioners to share ideas and acquire

/Vi'/my IaîUiae iho old ii!o y  in Mom. .Vni Mexico. Idioto: 
Maeco L,owcn.xein.
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In the urban setting of northern California’s 

San Francisco Bay area, the Golden  Gate 

N a t io n a l  P a r k s  A s s o c ia t io n  has 

worked in close partnership with the 

National Park Service since 1981 to protect 

and enhance the Golden Gate National 

Recreation Area. In one of its many 

innovative programs, the Parks Association 

trains teams of volunteer “site stewards” in 

state-of-the-art habitat restoration techniques. 

The volunteer stewards then take on long

term guardianship of important natural areas 

that have been degraded by high visitation 

and the proliferation of non-native vegetation. 

The Site Stewardship Program lias added 

substantially to the Parks resource management 

capacity. In the first five years, volunteers 

contributed more than 60,000 hours to 

restoration of significant areas. Equally 

important, the Program enlists people of all 

ages, particularly students, m the ongoing 

stewardship of the Park. This not only 

strengthens their connection with the special 

places outside their door, but, as Executive 

Director Greg Moore says, “Site Stewardship 

volunteers become empowered to protect the 

Earth, developing an environmental ethic that 

reaches far beyond program activities.”2“

Corps connects yoimo p eo jd c  to the
prornotino communit y  sendee  and < i.
Photo: Golden Gate National Park* .t g im uon .



For 20 years the Preservation Trust of 
V ermont has created and overseen 

successive grant programs and provided 

other support that assists local efforts to 

preserve the built environm ent and 

community character. The organization also 

emphasizes the contribution of the integrity 

of communities and the rural countryside to 

the overall character of Vermont statewide. 

In partnership with the National Trust for 

Historic Preservation, the Preservation Trust 

of Vermont has launched a pilot Historic 

Preservation Field Services project that 

provides professional staff support to local 

vo lun teers m h is to ric  p reservation  

initiatives. These “circuit riders” provide 

guidance on preservation techniques, 

fundraising, and organizational and commu

nity development strategies. The 

Preservation Trust has discovered a side ben

efit to this project—the circuit riders act as 

an informal “story exchange,” sharing what 

is happening among communities through

out the state, which encourages local 

activists and stimulates new ideas.

Ì he  Prceman P o undah on  pro 
Preservation Trust of Vermont’s /><
which  offers  g ran t s  to r ehabil ita te  .......................
eonsen-’cd  by the Vermont Land I'rnst. The  MartLmd Barn in 
Barrivi, Vermont, shown here, was a ¡998  recipient of a 
reslonition grant. Photo: Preservation Trust o f  l-'crmont.

¡ -a gu s  C oun ty  Youth Taupe Ride in 1994, part ol a Tarm 
and Rauch Improi’vment Club project. Photo: AT.RO.

In Montana, AERO began offering small 

grants in 1990 to groups of four or more 

farm ers to learn  about sustainab le 

agricu ltu re . Through these “Farm and 

Ranch Improvement Clubs,” farmers and 

ranchers have moved from thinking about 

experimentation to doing it. Furthermore, 

technical service providers (e.g., Extension 

Service, Natural Resource Conservation 

Service, research centers) are learning from 

farmers in the Clubs, resulting m an 

increased acceptance of sustainable 

agriculture.Today the Clubs have their own 

network, m aintained by the farmers 

themselves, and they offer such activities as 

farm tours, field days, and workshops for the 

public to learn about sustainable agriculture.

■ i

John Ht’sCif............................. . ,.....................................
Reading, Vermont, which received a Preservation ( iraní in 
¡998.  Photo: Preservation '¡fust of Vermont,

The Sonoran Institute of Tucson, 

Arizona, and Bozeman, Montana, promotes 

inclusive approaches to community-based 

stewardship that preserve the ecological 

integrity of protected land while meeting 

economic aspirations of landowners and 

com m unities. W ith  an atten tion  to 

com m unication , the Institu te has 

encouraged dialogue and fostered community 

action throughout the West and Southwest. 

In 1996 the Institute developed a program 

with the National Park Service, 

“Partnerships Beyond Park Boundaries,” 

which brought together groups of national 

park managers and people from neigh

boring communities to discuss values and 

guiding principles for successful partnerships. 

Based on the premise that traditional 

National Park Service strategies for 

managing land must he earned out within 

the context of the broader landscape and in 

collaboration with others, this program 

focuses on cooperative methods to create 

and sustain partnerships with neighboring 

communities and landowners.“'' Training 

sessions continue, and the Institute and the 

National Park Service are developing a 

website on the “Partnerships” program.

Lsnip .-¡ngora goa ts  for w eed  control, a ¡-arm and Ranch 
Improvement Club project. Photo: ATR( ).
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The Q u e b e c - L a b r a d o r  Foundation/ 
A t l a n t ic  Center for the Environment, 

based in Ipswich, Massachusetts, knits 

together themes of culture, conservation, 

and community in its mission of supporting 

the rural communities and environment of 

eastern Canada and northern New England. 

With a commitment to community work 

and vouth service in this region dating back 

nearly 40 years, the Atlantic Center today 

offers a range of education and stewardship 

initiatives and leadership training 

opportunities. Thro ugh these programs, 

communities gain skills and turn to new 

livelihoods, such as ecotourtsm. The 

Atlantic Center’s international program 

works with partner organizations in 

countries of central Europe, the Middle 

East, Latin America, and the Caribbean. A 

fellowship program on stewardship, held 

annually in the IJ.S, and eastern Canada, 

has reached 150 conservation and rural 

development leaders from these regions over 

the past decade. The organization also holds

tohnug A 
Bound Uo

\hddk
led through problem- 

iron Irhrnd Outiewd  
l n o l o : i neio rjuiiuo .

dli lr idem Irom /o n j  Roort in 
a 419-orre trad ol privuto hind in 
4 l 9 arret dune on tho nuirkot, the 
( A'nrervdtiou hu t id  to rcrure the pi 

Jorjo rnm.
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and Th 
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international workshops, peer exchanges, 

technical assistance assignments, and 

community problem-solving exercises in 

these regions. Participants have returned 

home to establish new organizations, 

strengthen local institutions, and lead 

community-based initiatives that have 

shaped public policy related to stewardship 

m many countries throughout the world.

HESS

D raw ing  on the ir  Atlant ic  ( ’.'.enter tor the Envir onmen t  
f e l l owsh ip  experience, Czech participants Lndislav Ptacck, 
Petr R o th , and Moim ir  Vlasin contributed to a book on 
“How to Establish a Land Trust. ”

The Tennessee Parks and  Greenways

F o u n d a tio n  is helping to establish a statewide 

network of trails and greenways. Tire Foundation 

formed in 1497 when Tennessee Greenways, 

a project begun by The Conservation Fund, 

joined w'ith the Tennessee State Parks 

Foundation. This merger, which followed a 

state bicentennial grant program to commu

nities to plan greenways and trails, has 

increased the ability to leverage private 

funds for technical support to communities. 

The Foundation has made a senes of small 

grants to assist groups across Tennessee to 

connect their communities to nearby state 

parks and natural areas through trails and 

greenways. With its “Keep the Country in 

Tennessee’’ campaign, the Foundation is 

boosting citizen capacity to practice local land 

conservation by producing and distributing 

10,000 copies of a booklet about land pro

tection techniques, and by holding seminars 

on land protection which attracted 250 land- 

owners, planners, and local and state officials.
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The International Centre for 
Protected Landscapes in Wales takes 

the insight and experience gained from U.K. 

national parks, including methods of local 

involvement and sustaining working 

landscapes, and offers it to practitioners and 

other protected area systems. The Centre 

believes the future of conservation lies m a 

“community first, people first" approach. 

With developing countries increasingly 

unwilling to exclude people from areas 

designated as national parks, interest has 

grown in the U.K.’s experience of working 

with local populations and protecting 

cultural and natural heritage within a 

framework of sustainable development. The 

Centre, established in 1990, offers an 

academic course of study in addition to 

providing training, advisory, and consultancy 

services to governmental and non-govern

mental agencies around the world.

Long-term thinking is essential to the 
practice o f stewardship, demonstrating 

awareness of the responsibility to 

care for the land and communities 

over time. Many o f the groups we 
interviewed purposefully look over 
the horizon and plan on a long 

tim e scale.

• A.

I'hc Menominee 'Inhal Tnterpnses sawmill in Xcopit, 
Wisconsin, Lite Tribe's award-winnmp lores! management 

practices are based on the principle that Umher harvest should 
he a function oj what the forest can sustain rather than market 
demand or short-term market conditions. Photo: I 7rpinia I'arlcy.

The Black Branch of the Xulhepan River in Vermont's 
Xorfheast Kingdom has been permanently protected as part of 
the single larpcst private land protection project in Vermont, the 
155, 000-itor Champion Lands project. When Champion 
Internationa!, a multinational lores! products company, put its 
bind on the market in I 597, the Jcnnonf Wind Trust assisted 
ihe Conservation Bund with the conservation project. As a 
result 22 ,000  acres mas acquired by the State of Vermont for 
a midlife manapement area, and 2 6 ,0 0 0  acres that 
encomfiasscs the heart of the Xulhepan basin mas acquired by 
the C.S. lush V lialdlifc Service. The lermout Land Trust 
holds a conservation easement on 8 4 ,0 0 0  acres that mere 
purchased by lissc.x 'limber Company lor sustainable umber 
harvest. The Xature Conseri’aitcy of Vermont spear-headed the 
project's natural resource desipn and holds a consen\itiou 
easement on the state-owned lands. Crucial jundiup tor the 
project came from a legislative appropriation manaped by the 
Vermont Housinp and Couseri’ation Board, which co-holds 
the conservation easements on the Tssex l imber and state 
lauds. I'he entire project was accomplished /or $26. 5 million. 
Photo: Jeffrey P  Roberts.

M enominee T r ib a l  Enterprises has 

been in the timber business in Wisconsin for 

140 years and is committed to long-term 

management. As the manager of 235,000 

acres of tribal land, they make decisions 

about which trees to harvest based on what 

the forest ecosystem can sustain, not on 

market demand or short-term market 

opportunities.They avoid automatic reactions 

to changing timber prices, waiting until the 

time is right from a forest management 

perspective to cut the trees rather than 

liquidating in response to timber prices.2’

The Kinp Farm, above, donated to the Vermont l.xmd Trust by 
bequest, is home to the Wind Trust’s conservation stewardship 
office in Woodstock Vermont. The '154-acre farm adjoins 
Marsh-Billiups-Rockefeller Xational Historical Park. Photo: 
Jeffrey P. Roberts.

Vermont Land Trust gives considerable 

thought, to its long-term responsibilities for 

stewardship of conserved lands. (In land 

trust work, the term ‘stewardship’ refers 

specifically to management responsibilities 

for conserved lands and for the monitoring 

and enforcement of conservation easements.) 

Land Trust staff bring stewardship con

siderations in at the very beginning of the 

conservation process as they work out the 

terms of the conservation easement with the 

landowner. Discussing this long-term 

commitment throughout the conservation 

process enables staff to understand the 

landowner’s motivations for permanently 

protecting the land and to reinforce those 

connections to the land. It also adds to the 

educational aspects of the negotiation 

process, and provides clearer direction to the 

Land Trust in meeting its responsibility, as 

holder of the easement, for long-term care 

and management of conserved properties. 

The Land Trust has also initiated a program 

to educate subsequent owners of conserved 

lands about their rights and responsibilities 

under the easements. As of the end of 1999, 

Vermont Land Trust had acquired 700 

easements, which protect 244,425 acres in 

the state, and had assisted in conserving an 

additional 85,000 acres.
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C o m m o n  T h r e a d  # 3 :  C o m m i t m e n t  a n d  P a s s i o n

Successful stewardship draws upon a 
wellspring o f  feelings and respect for 

place—the land and the human 

community—and upon values, ethics, 

and spiritual traditions. While science, 
planning, and other intellectual 
disciplines are essential tools for 

effective conservation, stewardship is 
equally rooted in deep personal 
connections to the land and special 

places, a sense o f  moral responsibility' 
tow ard future generations, and 

ethics. The mix o f  values, ethics, and 

spiritual motivation that contribute 

to passion is unique to each person 

and situation. The im portant point 
is that successful conservation  

stewardship comes as much from this 

deep, heartfelt commitment as from 
its intellectual root.

Although the motivation for steward
ship is highly personal, passion can 

be inspiring. In our interviews we 

encountered people and organizations 
who draw others into their circle o f  

com m itm ent, creating a sense o f  

purp ose that is u p liftin g  and 

energizing. This collective vision 

strengthens the social bonds o f  

stewardship that knit a community 

tog eth er in w orking  tow ard a 

com m on purpose.

T h e  O r io n  S o c i e t y , based in south

western Massachusetts, uses powerful visual 

images and inspired writing about nature, 

place, and culture to elevate the emotional 

dimensions that are critical motivators for 

conservation work. Both of its magazines, 

Orion and Orion Afield, appeal to our spirits 

and imagination and provide encouragement 

and insight that help sustain long-term 

stewardship. Orion encourages a familiarity 

with nature that provides enduring inspiration 

and helps people connect with the places 

around them. Orion Afield offers heartening 

stones from around the U.S. of people who 

are working to build a sense of community 

and protect their own special places. 

Through Orion Afield, the Society is building 

an organizational network of community- 

based groups. In (tine 1999, The Orion 

Society convened a conference called “Fire & 

Grit: Working for Nature m Community” to 

celebrate the work of these groups. Fire and 

Grit drew 550 community activists from 

around the country and was dedicated to 

the “quiet revolution” of individuals and 

initiatives “which now number in the tens of 

thousands and represent.. .our greatest hope 

for the future of people and nature in the 

new millennium.”
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dite Orion Society's 1999 lore T Grit conference clon’d with
0 movine ceremony ai tile Anlieiani (died ¡dim Battlefield, 
where hundreds oi eonfereuee parlieipants liehled 2 ,0 0 0  
laminaria creatine a "riaer of lieht" that symholieed a msiori 
lot the new millennium. Photo: Clemens Kaiiseher, courtesy
01 The Orion Soeicly.

The N e z  P e r c e  P r o je c t  o f  the T r u s t

f o r  P u b l ic  L a n d  honored a deep-rooted 

spiritual connection to the land in 

facilitating the transfer of traditional Nez 

Perce homelands m northeastern Oregon 

back into tribal ownership. Although 

physically removed from their ancestral 

home, the Wallowa band of the Nez Perce 

Tribe believed that their spirit was still cast 

across the landscape. Some 130 years after 

their forced exile from their six-million-acre 

Oregon homeland, and after many attempts 

to get back some of their land from the U.S. 

government, the tribe was able to acquire 

10,300 acres of canvonland to manage as a 

wildlife preserve. T he Trust for Public Land 

forged a partnership between a private 

landowner and the Bonneville Power 

Administration to make this acquisition 

happen. At the closing ceremony, Carla 

HighEa gle. tribal council secretary, 

remarked, “The spirit of the Nez Perce 

people and the spirit of the horse have missed 

this place. It is good we are coming back.”



The Trust for Public Land launched 

T he Good Life Center to perpetuate 

the philosophies and life ways of Scott and 

Helen Nearing, renowned for practicing 

simple and purposeful living and for 

cultivating a life of the mind and the 

spirit. Many credit the Ncarings with the 

philosophies and teachings that led to the 

land trust and organic farming movements 

in New England. The Good Life Center is 

located on the Hearings' last homestead, a 

4.5-acre farm on the Maine coast, which 

Helen entrusted to the’I rust for Public Land 

just prior to her death in 1995. In March 

1999, after three years o f  interim  

stewardship by the Trust, the Center 

became an independent, nonprofit 

organization, guided by the Nearings’ 

princip les of kindness, respect, and 

compassion in relationships with natural 

and human communities. The Center is 

managed by a resident steward who provides 

outreach to local communities and schools 

and to farm visitors, who between May and 

October of 1999 numbered 1,900 people. 

For nine months of the year, the Center also 

sponsors a weekly7 lecture series on right 

livelihood, homesteading, and different 

expressions of a land ethic. The Trust’s 

involvement in bringing the (food Life- 

Center to fruition has led it to examine its 

own motivational basis as an organization, 

sharpening its institutional understanding of 

the relationship between land and people 

and how land conservation creates social 

change. This process has been guided by an 

anthology of readings on the meaning of 

land conservation, which is now available to 

the public.”'"’
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Afuric, who until Adolph and Louise Mane helped create and 
shape the wilderness movement in the l IS. The ranch is now 
home to The A Line (renter. Photo: The Mûrie Center.

T he Mûrie Center is an educational 

center established in 1997 in Moose, 

Wyoming, with a mission to expand and 

deepen the work of conservation by 

exploring spirit based connections to wild 

nature.The Center approaches its work from 

an ethical grounding that embodies the 

legacy of the Mûrie family, long-time 

conservation and wilderness preservation 

advocates. Situated within the inspiring 

setting of Grand Teton National Park, 

the Center recently launched several 

collaborative, dialogue-based projects. “The 

Mune Conversations: Spirit Based Activism 

for the 21st Centurv” is a national level 

dialogue involving conservation activists, 

public agency officials, artists and writers, 

local officials, educators, and scientists. 

'They are exploring the notion that our 

deep personal, emotional, and spiritual 

connections to wild nature are essential to 

the work of conservation, yet also difficult to 

practice given the complexities of modern 

life. Another project will collect stories that 

illustrate the Mûries’ contributions in 

inspiring a dedication to preserving wild 

nature, and initiate community dialogues 

across the U.S. on the value of the wild.

I he Alliance for Sustainable Communities created Creeu 
Cardens, a public education propram to help people redevelop 
their homes and pardons as ecosystems. Creeu Cardens 
sparked the demonstration pardon in this photo and involved 
the youth of this loii'-income neiphhorhood m a watershed
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The A lliance For Sustainable 
Communities, based in Annapolis, 

Maryland, facilitates a personal grounding in 

place that engages people’s spirits, believing 

this to be a critical first step in moving 

communities to a more sustainable path. 

During 1994-95, shortly after its founding, 

the Alliance worked with various federal, 

state, county, and city partners to produce a 

series of successive workshops under the 

theme of “Annapolis Summit: Toward a 

Community Vision.” This workshop series 

exam ined the connections between 

community- character, sense of place, 

economic vitality, and ecological integrity, 

and how these all connect to a vibrant local 

economy, sound planning, and working 

together. This public education project has 

been replicated by the Izaak Walton League 

of America in the Midwest. One workshop 

in the Summit series, “Sacred Places,” helps 

people look at their communities and the 

surrounding landscape for the special places
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The C ommon Th read s of C onservation S tew ard sh ip

the lower .'ohencitulonh ¡'alley, ¡diolo: Alliance for Su<l<im<ihle 
( fonmninitics.

and buildings that hold meaning for them, 

the things “that speak of home and heart.” 

Since the Annapolis Summit, the Alliance .is 

carrying out Sacred Places Planning projects 

in Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Virginia with 

funding from the Environmental Protection 

Agency's Chesapeake Bay Program. In its 

workshops and in a Cl)-rom entitled “This 

Place Called Home: Tools for Sustainable 

Communities,” the Alliance provides inno

vative ideas and success stones that inspire 

people to think more broadly about what is 

possible in their communities.

l.ookinp eolith doom ihc M etloirea Valley in southuoestcru ¡-erinoiil, abore, one ran see !he lepaey of the I ’ermoti! 
Loud /nn/Ç eousetration stewardship. 1 he Laud Trust has hefjied eeuiscn’e ¡4  farms m the Metteioee ¡ ’alley, thus 
presernup its irorktnp aprieultural heritape and rural eharaeter. IVoodlamu I:arni muddle npht m photai. owned 
by Tim and Dot Ixniih, is one of three eonserved farms eilonp Route Mb Tun and Dot are the sixth petieratiou of the 
l.eaeh family to operate this 428-aerc dairy farm, wliieh milks 4 5 0  fdolsteins and sells its registered stork around 
the world. Says fini, " I his farm is in our blood. I can't uisiialiree eoer learino here. 1 want to make sure my children 
will be able to make a pood liuiup here, too. We hope at
farm. ” Photo: feffrey P. Roberts.

In Wisconsin, Menominee T ribal 
Enterprises is more than a productive 

forest providing lumber to a saw null. The 

forest has been part of the spiritual roots of 

the Menominee Tribe dating back to the 

retreat of the last glacier some 10,000 years 

ago. Tribal commitment to managing the 

forest sustainably and respectfully is deeply 

grounded in their culture and spirituality. 

According to Marshall Pec ore, forest 

manager for Menominee Tribal Enterprises, 

“It is said of the Menominee people that the 

sacreducss of the land is our very body, 

the values of the culture are our very soul, 

and the water is our very blood.”

Ivor! one of them will he the seventh ^enerntion on the

C o n c l u s io n

These three themes that characterize 
conservation stewardship-—sense of 
place, community-based conserva
tion, and com m itm en t—are not 
new to conservation. Taken together, 
however, they describe a powerful 
new convergence. This is the face 

o f conservation stewardship today. 
It reflects a new d irection  fo r  

co n serva tio n  that holds great 

prom ise, one that reconnects people 

with place and with each other.
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B. Stewardship Today: Pro files  of Ten Selected  Organizations

AERO ( A l t e r n a t iv e  E n e r g y  R e so u r c e s  O r g a n iz a t io n ) 

M o n t a n a , USA

\ F H O  ' \ j '  b o n  "*3  teais ago dm m g  tlu M u i h .i u  c nil b o o m  

as a 1 , 1101005 a n w i i  to the t o i l  indiisti \ \I R i b  t01u1J1.11—  

p i o a t t u e  pi u u i  I \ ision.ti , at t ins  ' u u m m u  o  p i o m o K  

l e n e n a b l e  c n u p i — pout l u g O i m  ; !a  " N t v  Western E n c i g i  

G l o w  m d  l o o k  it to M o o t  ma  t o i n i m m i n o  1  b o  t i t a t i o ,  

ui  " . t k a l ,  tm d o  if ipapt o a t  b ar111 . hai  it t w i c e  A F R O  i 

o p e r a t i o n s  today.

As l e d u a l  p o l i t u s  t k t i m a n d  a l u m a t n  ■ t o e i g i  ctfoit% m the 

l R 5 (k,  A t  H O  m m o l  to m a t a t n a h l e  a o u s t  n  a n o n  - b as t  tl 

am k  ill tin a Toda\ ,  \ F R O ’a ayatai (table am m T u i e  a a i k  n 

le thi ng tin N o  t h c i n  R i x k u a  to bettei  o n - l a i m  p u K t i m s  md 

sel f - iebant  m u !  > o i nnui mt i es  i hi '  l u d mi t  \ ision a m b i a m s  

g t t m ' h  md n i m p o i f i u o n  issues „ml  t o n n n u i m i  foot! M a n i o ,  

a i ’\i nut  the m t r g i  it ’ o f  the  fai n n n g  uitl i i m l i mp  1 i rnkt  gw 

m d  ' i  o  ot Ida is I mbe d tti hai  m e  i i tak In ibla a o m i n i m t t u s

A F R O  a c a i h  . i i s t am i bl e  i g i u u l l u i j i  n m k  u n u s e d  on  

l i f o i m a t i o n  s l n n n g  ano orhei  w p p o i r  loi m m w s  n h o  w lt 

expei  i m e n t m g  n  ith f t e m i t n e  , lop's and g i o v  m g  pi i et ic , a In

1990, AERO created a pilot Farm and Ranch Improvement 

Club program m Montana in which group« of producers and 

other community members work together to solve their 

common problems in resource sustainability and profitability. 

Ten years later, this program lias grown in numbers, involving 

over 55 clubs anal 600 farmers and ranchers. The clubs have 

built a sense of community and accomplishment among the 

farmers and ranchers. Farm Club members share what they’re 

learning and educate each other and the general public by 

organizing farm tours and field days. AERO convenes an 

annual club gathering for additional networking and socializing.

More importantly, the farmers have moved from thinking 

about experimentation to doing it. Their diverse projects range 

from developing an ecosystem monitoring process, to 

connecting producers and consumers, to using hot springs to 

grow food. Furthermore, technical service providers, including 

Extension Service, Natural Resource Conservation Service, and

I

Connccauo loti'll food producers a ’till consumers throned a farmer's markc

academic research centers, learn from the farmers they work 

with m the dubs, and their acceptance of sustainable agriculture 

is increasing. This “co-learning” model is being replicated in 

eight states, and AERO uses it in other projects as well.

“Abundant Montana is clearly creatine a community in 

which the lines between rural and urban, producer and con

sumer are blurred. It is no l o n g e r  ju s t  a directory, it is an i n t e n 

t i o n a l  alliance of people functioning as a regional economic and 

social community organized around food. ”

Over the years, as agronomic practices improved and the farm 

club network grew, farmers began envisioning ways to market 

and distribute their products more effectively. A key link m 

AERO’s local food systems initiative (see box) is the directory.
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PROFILE: AERO (Alternative Energy R esources Organization)

AERO has stayed vital over the years by keeping close to its 

members, understanding that they provide the organization with 

resiliency: energy: and inspiration. Together with its members, 

AERO is moving toward a shared vision of a Montana that is 

self-reliant and in balance.

as an oream.: itnon invinomi;' rcimro.ivt' m a w  nini r n e i cv  , on ■ 

' MW..."i, U R( ) Members build a strambale hunk house at the Blacktail Rauch north of 
Holt ( in i ,  Montana, a< part o fA R R O ’s 20th anunrrsary celebration.

Abundant Montana. which contains stories about 50 farmers and 

them prodiu ts. AERO found that the directory’s impact has 

gone tai besom! simple7 connecting consumers and producers. 

Quo tanner said, “Abundant Montana has made me more 

deliberate m i boosing who I buy mv food from because nose7 

1 teei pai t ot something bigger than me.” Another talked 

about people coming to buy food at the farm as a way to be 

included in (he farm experience. “Abundant  Montana  is 

clearly neat mg a community7 in which the lines between 

rural and urban, producer and consumer are blurred. It is 

no longer gist a directors: it is an intentional alliance of 

people functioning as a regional economic and social 

cnniiminitv oiganized around food.”-6

AFRO acts as a support network, information provider, 

cons c ie r  of gatherings, and general facilitator for members’ 

work. It operate7, through member task forces that form on 

specific topicc and steer the direction of the work. Sometimes 

this leads to a broader coalition, as has happened with the growth 

issue, five years ago, AERO members concerned about sprawl 

and Us impacts on farmland established a Smart Growth and 

Transportation I ask Force. In November 1998, AERO took a 

Tad lolt m organizing Montana’s first statewide summit on 

glow th, “Rig Sky or Big Sprawl: Montana at the Crossroads.” 

I lie summit prosed to be the kick-off event for establishing a new 

statewide coalition to address growth issues and policies in Montana.

M o n t a n a  F o o d  S y s t e m s  In it ia t iv e

Over two years ago, AERO launched the Montana Food 

Systems Initiative to create community-based food systems 

throughout the state. The Initiative has set up community 

study7 action groups m four different regions, each with a 

different vision and member composition. A statewide 

Coordinating Council, which includes food producers, 

hunger and nutrit ion groups, consumers, county 

development agencies, churches, and Extension Service, 

provides an overall learning and support network and a 

bridge to potential resources and collaborators.

The study groups took part m a food systems mapping 

process that helped them to examine the complex problems 

facing local food systems, develop a common vision for the 

future, and identify7 implementing actions. Several groups are 

now pursuing local actions including building a community7 

garden, shared use kitchen, and marketing cooperatives 

Over the coming months, the Initiative will be helping 

additional community study action groups to form and 

think strategically about a workable model for rural 

community food systems.

ÌOvfilc pho tos  p w v id cd  hyAL:RO.
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C o r n e r st o n e s  C o m m u n it y  Pa r t n e r sh ip s  

N e w  M e x ic o , USA

In 1986 rural Hispanic communities across New Mexico were 

experiencing widespread social and economic decline. Young 

people were leaving for jo b s elsewhere, and the aging 

populations that remained found it increasingly difficult to 

maintain traditional lifestyles. The adobe churches, which play a 

central emotional and spiritual role in Hispanic culture, were 

crumbling and in such disrepair that many were unusable.

Concerned with this decline, the New Mexico Community 

Foundation established a program, the precursor to 

Cornerstones Community Partnerships, to encourage repair of 

the churches.They envisioned that with technical assistance and 

small grants for materials, communities would galvanize around 

rebuilding their churches, in the process reviving traditional 

adobe techniques and reconnecting with their cultural heritage. 

But the problem was more complex. The basic skills o f building

and maintaining adobe 

were largely lost, since 

the few elders with 

experience in adobe had 

not used it for decades.

In 1988 Cornerstones 

created a field program 

that identified people in 

each community who 

could get things done 

and found elders with 

adobe experience who 

knew the right mixture 

o f clay, sand, and straw. 

“ Once the program got rolling,” says Ed Crocker, then technical 

director for Cornerstones, “we indeed found a lot more going 

on besides teaching adobe skills. During breaks community 

volunteers would tell stories and talk about the old ways 

and traditions.”

Formalized youth training grew out o f restoration work that 

began in the community o f Doña Ana in 1988 at N u e s tr a  S eñ or a  

d e  l a  C a n d e l a r i a ,  southern New M exico’s oldest church. This 

program trained at-risk youth, providing traditional building

Community members apply a traditional lime plaster to the Sagrado Corazón church in 
Rainsville, New Mexico. Photo: Antonio Martinez.

skills and self-esteem counseling and requiring participants 

to take GED classes. A civic participation and leadership 

component was added, and academic content was enhanced 

through partnerships with educational institutions. Restoration 

soon began on other buildings as well.Youth trainees traveled 

to Mexico to learn about producing and applying lime plasters 

and brought these skills back home. Today Dona Ana is a center 

for the revival o f lime as a building material. Trainees make their 

own lime putty and sell it to fund the continuing church 

restoration. Additional training is available in the stabilization 

and preservation o f structures, conducting surveys, and research 

and computer skills.

Cornerstones also operated youth training at Zuni Pueblo in 

western New Mexico, where traditional stone work was added. 

The historic stone quarry was reopened and two o f the last Zuni 

quarrymen, both in their 70s, participated as mentors.

“I was able to see how much hard work our ancestors put into 

building the churches... I felt great pride knowing that I  was 

helping to restore my culture’s traditions [along with] their 

hard work... ”

Through a National Park Service partnership, Zuni youth 

received training at Chaco Canyon National Park in prehistoric 

ruins stabilization, and have worked to preserve cultural

Volunteers make adobes at San Rafael church in 
La Cueva, New Mexico. Photo: Cornerstones 
Community Partnerships.
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PROFILE: C ornerstones C ommunity Partnerships

Youth trainees at Zuni Pueblo, N ew Mexico, construct a wall using traditional stone-and- 
mortar techniques. Photo: Ed Crocker.

properties across the Southwest. By the time Cornerstones, 

in a planned withdrawal, ended its formal relationship with 

Zuni in 1997, the Tribe’s resources were being directed toward 

rebuilding the houseblocks in the historic district o f the middle 

village. That initiative continues today with the one surviving 

mentor directing many o f the trainees from the Cornerstones 

program, some of whom are themselves in supervisory roles.

In the Mora Valley, a small business management course was 

taught in 1997 as part o f the youth training program. Afterward, 

nine youths formed a business partnership to provide affordable 

services in both restoration and new construction o f adobe 

structures to help preserve the history and cultural traditions o f 

their region. Says partner and trainee Gene Sandoval, “ I was able 

to see how much hard work our ancestors put into building the 

churches... I felt great pride knowing that I was helping to 

restore my culture’s traditions [along with] their hard work.. ,”27

Since formalized training began, roughly 300 young people have 

gone through the program. Cornerstones’ youth training and 

mentorship process has proven to be a tool for community 

development and a means o f shoring up the traditional life ways 

that have been unraveling. Through volunteer work days every 

summer weekend, Cornerstones extends an invitation to, and an 

understanding of, New Mexico’s cultural heritage to others.

Cornerstones, an independent nonprofit organization since 1994, 

today operates with a remarkable array o f partners, including state 

and federal agencies, foundations, and academic institutions.

“...I n  the Zuni Mentorship Program, . . . I  learned from  

our elders to quarry and build with stone, to construct 

traditional Zuni ovens, and to cultivate traditional Zuni 

crops. . .T h ese activities were enhanced by the regular 

visits of our elders who would share their childhood 

memories with us, vividly recounting stories as if  they 

occurred yesterday... Every memory was bound to the 

landscape of Zuni.

“The elders shared their life experiences only after they 

developed a sense of connection with us. To establish 

this relationship, we were required to demonstrate 

considerable patience and good listening skills, but we 

also enjoyed a lot of joking, teasing and laughing with 

our new mentors. Once a degree of comfort was reached, 

the elders took us on a journey  into the Z uni past. 

This relationship provided the opportunity for elders and 

young people to erase previously held assumptions about 

each other, a learning process that slowly opened the 

invisible gate that had hindered communication and the 

sharing of cultural traditions.

“ Working side by side with Zuni elders..., we learned 

traditional building methods that gave us a heightened 

awareness of the Zuni cultural landscape. From time to 

time.. . [we] were joined by volunteers from across New  

Mexico, the United States and the world. Together, we 

worked toward not only the preservation o f buildings, 

but also the rich cultural fabric woven into the built 

environment. This process of working together with 

diverse groups of individuals allowed us to learn and 

share the strengths of our various cultures. . . ”28

— Shake Gasper, Cornerstones project coordinator; 

graduate, Zuni Youth Mentorship Program
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D u d l e y  S t r e e t  N e ig h b o r h o o d  In it ia t iv e  

M a s s a c h u s e t t s , USA

In 1 984 the Dudley Street area of Roxburv, a community 

within sight of the Boston skyline, contained hundreds of acres 

of vacant and burned out lots, unsafe and unhealthy buildings, 

illegal trash dumping, and 13 solid waste transfer stations. This 

urban decay resulted from white flight to the suburbs, checker

board ownership, redlining practices by banks, and absentee 

landowners who held on to abandoned land, anticipating urban 

renewal and sometimes resorting to arson tor profit.

That year the Boston-based Mabel E. Ikilev Foundation, 

dismayed by a neighborhood tour, offered a plan for 

rebuilding the community. Local residents, although feeling 

disempowered. nevertheless rallied behind a single mother 

who stood up and strongly objected to being excluded from the 

foundation’s planning efforts.The foundation offered to fund the 

residents’ own plan, and the Dudley Street Neighborhood 

Initiative (DSNI) emerged.

DSNI, a nonprofit planning and organizing group, works with 

resident members and partners to develop a shared community 

vision and a plan to realize it. The all-local, 29-member board, 

elected in highly competitive races every two years, reflects the 

neighborhood’s diversity and ethnicity and includes members 

representing local agencies, businesses, churches, and youth. 

Former Executive Director Greg Watson describes the Initiative 

as “more than just about community involvement, it’s a strong 

vehicle for community governance.“

he Dudley Slrcc! Xciohhorhood Initiative created a ¡own Common, shown here, as a way 
» boost avmmumty spini. Soie the downtown Boston skyline in right background.

DSNI periodically leads a community visioning process, 

keeping alive the vision of a vibrant urban village and ensuring 

that ongoing work reflects residents’ wishes. One resident, a 

DSNI organizer who participated in early visioning as a youth,

“ T h e  I n i t i a t i v e  won’t compromise the community process 
even t h o u g h  it can be t i m e  consuming a n d  frustrating. W e  

n e e d  t o  inform everyone, g e t  their input, so t h a t  what 

happens is truly a community decision. ”

said, “The only wav to make things happen is to dream. Dreams 

are your best resource." ~> The visioning led to a comprehensive 

plan that has been key to the neighborhood's renaissance, 

savs Greg. “It provided a wav to think differently about the 

community, to see how the pieces fit together. There's a 

powerful synergy in looking at the community as a whole system.”

The commnnitv acted first on pressing physical and human 

concerns, including neighborhood clean-up and restoring 

commuter rail service. A powerful, unprecedented lever for change 

came when the City of Boston granted DSNI eminent domain 

authority, enabling Dudley Street organizers to force absentee 

owners to sell abandoned vacant land at fair market value for 

affordable housing. Control of the land began the process of 

transforming liabilities into assets. A separate organization, 

Dudlev Neighbors, Inc., exercises eminent domain, and today 

also manages a land trust and the 99-year ground leases that 

accompany the affordable homes built on the vacant lots. 

Residents own their homes and Dudley Neighbors the land.

Sense of place has been central to the rebuilding, according to 

Greg. Residents envision Dudley Street as a “walkable, pedestrian- 

friendly” urban village that draws visitors and provides a place 

for families to work and live. Through the Initiative, residents 

determine building scale and architecture, and consider both the 

physical environment and human development, l b  build the 

vision, they draw on community heritage, and on the creativity 

and rich multi-ethnic diversity of Dudley residents.
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PROFILE: Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative

.10 date more tinui 300  of the !3 0 0  abandoned panels of land have been transformed 
¡to hiph quality affordable housing, pardons, and public spaces. A } 0 ,0 0 0  sq. ft. 
mumtnity-owued commercial oreaihouse is due for completion by summer’s end.

Much community history dates to colonial times. Paul Reyere 

and William Dawes rode through Roxbury as they warned colonists 

of the British invasion, and there are many colonial-era homes. 

Many historic buildings, including the only governor's mansion 

m Massachusetts, are slated for restoration. Residents have discussed 

creating a one-acre village green complete with native plants and 

heritage fruits, including the Bartlett pear, brought first to 

Roxbury from England, and the Roxbury russet apple. They’ve 

also discussed unearthing a brook that flows under the asphalt.

DSN! considers economic development a means to achieve a 

desired quality of life. Thus, building a thriving commercial 

center also helps address crime and safety concerns, and 

productive open land provides jobs. 'File neighborhood has a 

community-supported farm with associated youth training; a 

community greenhouse will begin operations soon, with profits 

helping further develop community assets. The Initiative drew 

up an “economic power” strategy and is considering local 

currency to help people understand the benefits of buying locally.

Initial funding from Boston foundations enabled early successes 

that leveraged support from larger national foundations. The 

fulcrum of success, however, has been the local involvement. 

Greg says that the Initiative “won't compromise the community 

process, even though it can be time consuming and frustrating at 

times. We need to inform everyone, get their input, so that what 

happens is truly a community7 decision.”

In Dudley Street, dedication to an open, bottorn-up approach 

that brings together all stakeholders m the community is 

enabling residents to transform a decaying urban brownfield into 

a model livable urban village.

F r o m  t h e  D u d l e y  S t r e e t  N e i g h b o r h o o d

DECLARATION OF COMMUNITY RIGHTS ( 1 9 9 3 ) :

“We—the youth, adults, seniors of African, Latin American, 
Caribbean, Native American, Asian, and European 
ancestry—are the Dudley community. Nine years ago, us 
were Boston’s dumping ground and forgotten neighborhood. 
Today, we are on t h e  rise! We are reclaiming our dignity, 
rebuilding housing, and reknitting the fabric of our 
communities. Tomorrow, urn realize our vision of a vibrant, 
culturally diverse neighborhood, where everyone is valued for 
their talents and contributions to t h e  larger community. .. ”

î

Since 1989 $43 million has been invested in 2 8 7  anils of newly tousmiiicti 
homeoimiccship turns, and $ I 1.3 million in 170 rehabilitated units. Currently 
¡3 2  honsmp units have been or will be built on land owned, manaped, and 

controlled by Dudley X aph b ors , Inc.

Profile photos by Jeffrey P Roberts.

Residents view the neighborhoods multi-cultural makeup— 

African American. Latino, ('ape Verdean, and white—as a unique 

strength. Various ethnic holidays are celebrated community 

wide, and the neighborhood holds an annual multi-cultural 

'stival. Similarly, residents value participation by youth, who 

now give "Mv Town” tours for visitors.
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E x m o o r  N a t io n a l  P a r k  

U n it e d  K in g d o m

With an emphasis on protecting living, working landscapes, 

the national parks of England and Wales comprise a unique 

national protected areas system.The United Kingdom’s national 

parks are cultural landscapes that have been shaped by humans 

since the Bronze Age. Unlike national parks in the United States. 

U.K. national parks encompass towns and villages, and their 

management criteria generally are closest to those of Protected 

Landscapes and Seascapes. As protected area managers 

worldwide struggle with balancing conservation and local 

needs, there is growing international interest in how U.K. 

national parks work with diverse stakeholders to reconcile 

conservation with social and economic needs, and manage 

development at levels compatible with conservation objectives.

Exmoor National Park offers an excellent example of how 

one U.K. national park works with a range of local interests 

(including farmers, foresters, private 

landowners and tourism operators) to safe

guard cultural and natural heritage, and 

manage change in one of Britain's special 

landscapes. One of the smallest U.K. 

national parks at 267 square miles,

Exmoor protects a landscape comprised of 

heather moorland (considered of inter

national importance), woodland, farmland, 

and coastline. Approximatelv 75 percent of 

land within the park is m private owner

ship, and there is a population of about 

1 1,000 in villages, towns and hamlets, 

including about 600 individual farmers.

According to National Park Officer Keith 

Bungav, the central goal is “to look after the 

Exmoor landscape, valuable for its natural 

and cultural features, in a way that allows for 

change— 

years. ...

important, it's a way of life as well that is different and unique.''

“ It's n o t  just t h e  landscape and what's in it that's important, 

it’s a way of life, as well t h a t  is different and unique. "

approach to protecting the U.K. countryside was typical of the 

post-World War II period, in contrast with today’s emphasis on 

countrvside management and stewardship. Over the last two 

decades Exmoor, like other U.K. national parks, has moved to a 

more inclusive approach to park management that is based on 

building partnerships with people living in and near the park.

This change in approach has come about largely m response to 

earlv threats to the park, and recognition of the role of 

agricultural practices in shaping the landscape. Bv the early 

1970s, agricultural practices within 

Exmoor National Park had resulted 

in the loss of thousands of acres of 

moorland and widespread destruction 

of traditional hedges. Exmoor made 

national headlines as a vulnerable 

national park. National debate on 

moorland and the status of national 

parks led Parliament to enact important 

laws that established National Park 

ithorities with powers and budgets 

(1974), created mechanisms to 

compensate farmers for not damaging 

the landscape (1981), and set up the 

Environmentally Sensitive Areas 

program (1 993). which makes funding 

available for environmentally friendly’ 

farming practices. Over the same 

period, many perverse incentives for 

environmentally damaging agricultural 

practices were eliminated, and a wide range of compensation 

mechanisms and “grant aid schemes” were launched.

fhhitjo the popuhir South 
alano the hnwidtic coastline

we'll be grappling with that in 200 

It's not just the landscape and what's m it that's

lest (mvui Püfh, a national trail, 
f ILxwoor Witioual Park.

The park was designated in 1954 bv the central government, 

despite strong opposition from local authorities. This top-down

Stewardship programs today are absolutely critical to the health 

of the Exmoor landscape, according to Bungay. Most threats to
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PROFILE: Exmoor National Park

! i'liiiiliondl lurch hcdonvus contribute to I:xntoor's cultural landscape,

the moorland disappeared a decade ago. Farmers now are able to 

tap a support system that encourages environmentally friendly 

practices and has led to restoration of moorland, hedgerows and 

other features. The financial leverage afforded by the National 

Park Authority’s ability to provide compensation and grants has 

changed the dynamic of the relationship between the park 

authority and local farmers to one of partnership. As imminent 

threats disappear, the park finds it must develop new incentives 

for environmentally sound practices.

T h e  N a t i o n a l  P a r k  P l a n

REINFORCES THE IMPORTANCE OF 

ACCEPTING AND MANAGING CHANGE:

“ Exmoor has always been changing—settlements have grown 

up and later disappeared, wildland has been cleared, farmed 

and later abandoned, and all along people's attitudes to 

Exmoor have changed.. . [Tjhese landscapes all reflect the 

work of man. The National Park Authority accepts that there 

will be change m the Exmoor landscape and will strive to 

manage and direct change so th at vital elements and features 

of the countryside are protected, the adverse effects of 

change are always minimized, and changes for the better 

are encouraged, grasping opportunities for improving upon 

and creating new landscapes.’’

Keith Bungay identifies the following key accomplishments of 

the park’s stewardship program:

• Exmoor National Park has made considerable progrès m 

reconciling the needs of hill farmers with consers mon 

objectives and in recognizing what farmers have to offer tin- 

park, as indicated by the high proportion of farmland under 

management agreements, and the fact that 70 percent of 

farmers have signed up for the Einvironmentally Sensitive 

Area designation.

• The park has cultivated a strong partnership with the tourism 

industry over the past decade. The local tourism association 

recently changed its constitution to include a goal “to c reate 

a sustainable tourism that doesn’t conflict with Exmoor 

National Park," Exmoor is one of ten parks across Euiope 

involved in producing a sustainable tourism charter.

• The park has developed a complex arrav of mechanism-- to 

make contact with Exmoor stakeholders and user groups 

These include: Consultative Forums with over 50 user 

groups; quarterly sessions with the tourism indus!re; 

various advisory committees; annual meetings with main: 

institutional partners; 

and a bi-monthlv forum 

w 11 e re by landowners, 

horse-riders, walkers 

and other recreational 

users meet to address 

public access issues.

Despite this impressive 

progress, Bungay notes 

that involving local 

people and getting them 

to u n d e r s t a n d  the  

importance of the park 

remains their biggest 

ongoing challenge. l ie says, “We won’t succeed in our tank 

if we don’t bring on board the people of the park, as wen as 

those of the nation.”
IPofdc photos provided by Pixmoor Xonovol Porte

Repairing a traditional thatch root.
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F u n d a c ió n  P r o - S ie r r a  N e v a d a  de  S a n t a  M a r t a  

C o l o m b ia

The Fundación Pro-Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta ^Pro-Sierra), 

in promoting sustainable development of the Sierra Nevada 

region of Colombia, brings together many themes of 

stewardship in a setting of high conservation value and 

extraordinary challenges. The highest coastal mountain in the 

world (5,775 meters/18,947 feet), the Sierra Nevada de Santa 

Marta is rich in biological and cultural diversity and is of critical 

importance to the region’s water supply. The mountain range 

is also a region of international significance, having been 

declared a UNESCO Man in the Biosphere Reserve. The area 

is inhabited by several indigenous groups, including the Kogi 

(the last functioning pre-Colombian civilization), for whom 

the Sierra Nevada is a sacred mountain: el corazon del mundo , 

or “the heart of the world.”

Pro-Sierra’s mission is “the conservation of the natural and 

cultural heritage of the Sierra Nevada, through the improvement 

of the quality of life for its inhabitants.” The organization has 

successfully conducted a participatory planning process m an 

exceptionally challenging context, bringing together a highly 

diverse group of stakeholders across an area under the authority 

of many institutions, in a region where conflicts are common 

and violence is an ever-present danger. Its accomplishments 

include producing a sustainable development plan for the

Sierra Nevada that 

has broad support, 

building coalitions, 

and restoring indige

nous management of 

traditional lands in 

the Sierra Nevada. 

Pro-Sierra is now 

moving into the next 

phase of the process, 

implementation of 

the plan.

Pro-Sierra was estab

lished m 1986 by a 

sm all  g ro u p  of 

anthropologists and

'7/6 Sierra Xn-ada de Santa Marfil is of erineal 
importance to repioua! mater suipuy and is rich in 
cultural history, contain my 30Ü archeolopicaily 
ripudienti! sites.

Briupiup topethcr Xativc proups with a stake in the stewardship of the Sierra 
Xeuada de Santa Marta.

scientists concerned with the rapid deforestation and 

deterioration of the natural resource base of the Sierra Nevada 

de Santa Marta bioregion. Today, the organization has three 

offices (m Santa Marta, Bogota, and Valledupar) and three field 

stations. Its staff of 50 includes a team of ten professionals with 

diverse backgrounds (e.g., biology, economics, social sciences, 

psychology, anthropology, geology), technical staff, administrative 

staff, assistants and field staff.

In 1991 following an initial diagnostic study, Pro-Sierra launched 

a broad participatory planning process to develop a conservation 

strategy for the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. The issue of water 

supply quickly emerged as a shared concern, reflecting the fact 

that the Sierra supplies water to nearly 1.5 million inhabitants in 

the surrounding plains. Pro-Sierra held meetings with local 

officials and over 60 public workshops involving the native 

communities, the peasant and productive sectors that depend on 

the water of the Sierra, the inhabitants of urban centers and 

surrounding areas that use the water, as well as governmental, 

regional and local entities, and other organizations and political 

sectors. The organization relied on diverse techniques, including 

Participatory Rural Appraisal and Rapid Ecological Assessment., 

while drawing also on theater and the arts.

As a result of this consultative process, the Plan for Sustainable 

Development of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta was 

completed in 1997. The plan outlines guidelines and actions to 

achieve a range of objectives which include “sustainable 

management of ecosystems; strengthening of the indigenous 

cultural identity; stabilization of the peasant population;
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PROFILE: Fundación Pro-S ierra Nevada de Santa M arta

K ey elements  of P r o - S ie r r a ’ s w o r k  in clude :

• Broad participation of diverse stakeholders m the Sierra 

Nevada de Santa Marta region;

• Integrat ion  of conservation objectives w ith  those 

important to building civil society, including cultural 

identity, institutional modernization, and human rights.

• Cross-cultural approaches which promote the sharing of 

indigenous knowledge and natural resource management 

systems with other groups in Colombian society;

• An emphasis on engaging decision-makers and politi

cal leaders at all levels; for example, securing the 

endorsement of local, state and national governments 

for the region’s sustainable development plan; and

• Bringing international attention and resources to the 

problems of this remote area.

strengthening of fundamental human rights; and modernization 

of institutions.” In the next phase, Pro-Sierra sees its role as 

facilitating the realization of the sustainable development plan.

A key measure of progress is the fact that municipalities in the 

Sierra Nevada region are incorporating the principles of the 

Plan for Sustainable Development m their territorial planning. 

Another important indicator is one that the indigenous people 

have identified: the amount of land restored to indigenous 

management and therefore to traditional methods of protecting 

biodiversity and husbanding resources. According to this 

concrete measure, about 5,000 hectares have been restored in 

the four years since the establishment of a 19,500-hectare 

Indigenous Reservation. A key goal is the restoration to 

indigenous management of an additional 1,000 hectares, to be 

funded with support from The Nature Conservancy's 

“Adopt-a-Hectare” campaign. Priority lands, including 

traditional “seed areas,” have been identified in cooperation with 

indigenous groups.

Guillermo Rodriguez, research coordinator for Pro-Sierra, 

identifies a number of impediments associated with attitudes and 

culture, relating to both the predominant culture and the erosion 

of traditional cultures. In particular, he describes the challenge 

that many people, especially government officials, do not 

understand or respect indigenous knowledge and way’s of 

managing the land. Progress is being made m changing these 

attitudes and “validating indigenous knowledge.”

As the indigenous people are 

increasingly exposed to the 

influences of the dominant 

culture, they are losing their 

traditional values. Factors 

include colonization and inte

gration into the cash economy, 

which is changing traditional 

power structures and encouraging 

many people to think of land as 

a commodity. According to the „ ... ,
tribal wise men, “money is advance merm»«»! and snsu,m„me

(levclopmet-ir.
corrupting everyone.” Further

contributing to these developments is the influence of the 

evangelical churches, which are actively converting indigenous 

people. According to Guillermo, “as the indigenous people are 

changing their gods, they are losing their traditional religious 

principles which connect them to the earth.”

Pro-Sierra receives support from national and international 

foundations, bilateral and multilateral agencies, and corporations, 

including the MacArthur Foundation, the German Cooperation 

Agency (GTZ), the World Wildlife Fund, and the Global 

Environmental Facility (GEF). Pro-Sierra has received 

international recognition on many fronts. One of its founders, 

Juan Mayr, received a Goldman Fltivironmental Prize in 1993 for 

his work in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. The Nature 

Conservancy recently awarded Pro-Sierra the Clifford E. 

Messinger Conservation Achievement Award in recognition of 

Outstanding Achievement, Leadership and Commitment to 

Conservation in the Tropics.

Profile photos by Ricardo Roy-Cervantcs.
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G olden  Ga ie  N a t io n a l  P arks A sso ciatio n  

C a lifo r n ia , USA

area, the Golden Gate National Parks Association offers a 

different model of effective stewardship. The Association is a 

nonprofit organization that has worked hand-in-hand with the 

National Park Service since 1981 to protect and enhance the 

Golden Gate National Recreation Àrea (GGNRÀ). 

Encompassing 116 square miles north, and south of the entrance 

to San Francisco Bap this park is the largest and most popular 

collection of urban national parklands in the United States, and 

includes a rich diversity of landscapes, ecosystems, historic sites, 

and recreational opportunities.

The Parks Association provides a wide variety of support for the 

management and stewardship of the GGNRA, combining 

functions that are more typically served at other national parks 

by separate “cooperating associations” and “friends groups.” Over 
its 17-year existence, the Parks Association has provided the 

National Park Service with more than S 2 H  million m avistance. 

1 he group aviso the National Park Service with sudi divine

red  hy the  Go ld en  Gate  Nationa l  Parks Assoc iati on and  th e  National  
ice, th e  A m er iC orp s  p ro gram o f  (he  Satt Francisco C on s er va t ion  Corp s  
e o i tu g  p e o p l e  to (h e  B a y  Area's  pa rk land s  h y  p r o m o t i n g  c o m m u n i t y

“The Parks Association is our primary partner in presenting 

the national parklands which comprise the Golden Gate 

National Parks. The Association’s programs provide an 

innovative way to reach out to the surrounding communities. 

By getting people involved in maintaining the parklands, the 

programs give  the volunteers a sense o f  ownership and 

commitment. This, in turn, ensures that they will remain 

involved, informed, and active in future park projects and issues.”

Brian O’Neill, Superintendent 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area

activities as restoring native habitats, rehabilitating historic 

landmarks, publishing educational materials, conducting annual 

surveys of birds of prey and helping schoolchildren maximize 

their learning m the park’s vast outdoor classroom. Much of this 

work is done through the help of one of the largest volunteer 

work forces in the entire national park system. In 1997, for 

example, 11,000 individuals donated more than 300,000 hours 

to care for the park. The Parks Association plays a crucial role in 

helping the National Park Service to recruit, train, encourage, 

and coordinate these volunteers.

A s part o f  the res torat ion process, th e  C o ld en  Gate  S a t i o n a l  Parks Associa ti on  
coord in ate s  v o lun t e e r  crews, su ch  as this in t e rna t iona l  work in g camp, to remo  
na t iv e  v e g e ta t ion  that threa tens in d ig en ou s  species.





T h e  M e n o m in e e  T r ib e  

W is c o n s in , USA

The Menominee people live in northeastern Wisconsin on a 

235,000-acre reservation held in trust tor them by the U.S. 

government. This forested property consists of more than 400 

miles of rivers and streams and 123 lakes covering 4,(KM) acres. 

The Menominee Tribe has been harvesting forest products 

for 140 years.

Menominee Tribal Enterprises (.MTE) is the business arm of the 

8,700 member Tribe. The forest provides work for 550 people. 

One of the most striking 

elements of the Menominee 

Tribe is the long-term  

commitment to sustainable 

forest management as an 

integral part of their culture 

and spirituality'.

The history of the Menominee 

[Vibe is a complex one, and 

not always cheerful. The 

Menominee, a Woodlands 

P eo p le ,  have l iv ed  m 

Wisconsin since the retreat of 

the glaciers approximately 

10,000 years ago. They call themselves “Kias-Matchitiwuk” 
which means the "ancient ones.” Menominee was the name 

given to them by neighboring tribes in reference to their 

harvesting of wild nee. In 

early times, the tribe was 

organized bv five clans:

Bear, Eagle, Moose, Wolf 

and Crane. Their philosophy 

was to live off the land and 

take only what they needed 

to survive. According to Marshall Pecore, MTE Forest 

Manager, “It is said of the Menominee people that the 

sacredness of the land is our very bodv, the values of the 

culture are our very soul, and the water is our very blood "

The ancestral lands of the Menominee covered some 9.5 million 

acres. Their hunting, fishing, gathering, and agricultural way of

life changed in die seventeenth century when the European 

culture and economy took over. Several treaties and land 

cessions eventually diminished the Tribes land holdings. The 

Menominee have struggled to stay in northern Wisconsin and 

continue their woodland culture and economy despite the 

efforts of lumber barons to subdivide their land and government 

attempts to terminate the Tribe.

In 1890 an act of Congress codified the sustainable management

practices of the Tribe and 

established an annual allow

able cut of 20 million board 

feet for the forest. This act 

was one of the first efforts 

of Congress to prescribe 

sustained yield management 

practices on federally con

trolled lands and could be 

seen as an early indication of a 

national conservation ethic. 

Subsequent laws strengthened 

the commitment to sustained 

vield forest management. 

Today the forest is managed 

through the combined efforts of MTE, the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs, and the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.

Sustained-yield forest man

agement on tribal lands results 

from the combination of 

science technology, legislation, 

agency policy, and tribal 

attitudes. Permanent inventory 

plots are measured periodically 

to monitor the condition of the torcst. Biodiversity is main

tained through the use of a vegetative habitat type classification 

system which inventories understory plants to determine which 

forest cover types are best suited to particular sites. Wildlife 

habitat is studied and improvements are incorporated into 

management practices. Management techniques are often 

altered to preserve endangered species such as bald eagles and

M enom in ee  Tribal l :ntcrprises' sawmill  in Xeopit, Wisconsin. The Tribe's award-uTminp forest 
managemen t practices are based on the principle that timber harvest should  be a function of mhat 
the forest can sustain rather than market demand or short-term market conditions.

“It is said of the Mctiomitice people t h a t  the saardness of t h e  land 
is our eery body, t h e  vallies o f  the culture are our very soul, and the 
water is our very blood. ”
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PROFILE: T he M enominee Tribe

—

I

i n f  , : . h ,  ()()()-acre M enom in ee  Rcsai'a fion contains 400 nnics of rirers and streams.

Kamcr blue butterflies. Erosion is limited through harvest 

boundary design, road layouts, and skidding restrictions. 

Cultural resources are evaluated and protected.

Menominee Tribal Enterprises has received certification from 

the Scientific Certification Systems (Forest Conservation 

Program) and the Rainforest Alliance (SmartWood). MTE is 

aho the recipient of the 1996 President’s Award for Sustainable 

Development. The Tribe is realizing a premium from its “green” 

certified wood, some of which is being sold m Europe.

Significantly, the Menominee management regime is based on 

what the forest can sustain rather than market demand or short 

term market opportunities, which is a much more common 

practice. The mill does not drive harvesting decisions. During 

tire last 140 years the Tribe has cut more than 2.5 billion board 

feet of lumber, equivalent to cutting all the standing timber on 

the reservation almost twice over. Yet, the timber volume 

i unvntly standing is more than what was there in 1854 when 

the M olt River Treaty defined the Menominee Reservation.

The Tribe faces challenges meeting the realities of a global 

economy. M FE is finding it increasingly difficult to survive on 

lumber manufacturing due to machinery maintenance costs, the 

cost' of new industry technologies, and shrinking profits in the 

primary and commodity markets. Their philosophy presents a 

challenge when competing m markets fueled by liquidated 

forests. According to Marshall Pecore, to remain competitive

F r o m  “ T h e  M e n o m in e e  F o r e s t  

M a n a g e m e n t  T r a d i t i o n :

H i s t o r y , P r i n c i p l e s  a n d  P r a c t i c e s ”

“The s i m p l i s t i c  beauty of the Menominee sustained yield 
philosophy has been to cut  the forest at such a speed and 
intensity t h a t  t h e  r e m a i n i n g  trees would prow and replace 
those harvested, thereby e n s u r i n g  a perpetual supply of 
timber to  the Tribe f o r  v e n e r a t i o n s .  Some view t h i s  notion 
of sustainability as living on i n t e r e s t , not drawing down 
capital. Another way of looking at this concept is that,  

t h e  sawmill is subordinate t o  t h e  forest. The productive 
capability o f  the forest establishes t h e  levels o f  cutting 
and availability of product for both manufacturing 
and marketing. ”

MTE is exploring the value-added forest products industry as a 

source of additional revenue, whereby raw lumber would be 

transformed into finished products such as paneling, furniture, 

and flooring.

The story of the Menominee people and their land represents a 

unique stewardship perspective. Unlike the typical patterns of 

forest ownership, management, and resource extraction in 

the United States, here is a forest enterprise rooted in the 

community and spirituality of its people. Tribal members 

support harvesting methods to ensure that their ancestral home 

is not degraded, and that the land can continue to support the 

Tnb e as it has done for the past 10,000 years.

I’rofilc pho tos hy Virginia Farley.
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S h elburn e  Fa r m s  

V e r m o n t , USA

Spread out along the shore of take Champlain in northwestern 

Vermont, Shelburne Farms encompasses 1,400 acres of fertile 

farmland and productive forest, four historic barns with turreted 

roofs, an elegant mn and restaurant, and stunning gardens. At 

first glance, one might think this is an exclusive resort. But a 

closer look reveals a very different story,

Shelburne Farms was originally designed as a model agricultural 

estate in 1886 by Dr. William Seward Webb and his wife, Lila

Flic Farm Ham, set within a mosaic of sustainably managed agricultural fields 
and forests, is one of four historic barns on the Shelburne Farms property. 
Photo: (Hyde Smith.

Vanderbilt Webb. Thanks to the hard work and generositv of 

iheir heirs, it is todav a nonprofit educational organization 

that encourages people from all walks of life to develop a 

conservation ethic and become actively engaged in the 

stewardship of our environment.

F.verv dav of the school year, children come to Shelburne Farms 

from all over the region to learn about agriculture, forestry, 

atural systems, and conservation. In the summertime, creative 

camps offer arts, hands-on farming opportunities, and, of course, 

swimming in the lake. The Farms’ award-winning educational

“IVc put theory into practice. It’s c h a l l e n g i n g , hut when it 

works it adds authenticity to our message, brings to life the 

connections between farmland and food, and sustains our 

agricultural traditions and heritage. These things h a v e  been 

lost to most people in  our modem culture. ”
Megan Camp, 

Vice President and Director of Programs, 

reflecting on Shelburne Farms’ dual role 

of stewardship educator and practitioner.

curricula developed from these programs are used throughout 

the United States and bevond.

Open to the general public, Shelburne Farms also offers classical 

music and harvest festivals, tours, walking trails, life-long 

learning programs, panel discussions on contemporary 

conservation issues, workshops for practitioners, and a place for 

reflection. Collectively, these diverse opportunities serve two 

goals: inspiring a broader awareness and appreciation of working 

landscapes, and promoting active stewardship among visitors 

of all ages. Shelburne Farms also embraces its role as an 

agricultural and open space resource for the surrounding 

community, an increasingly important function given its 

location m the fastest growing part of Vermont.

Shelburne Farms' herd of Brown Slides corn's prorides milk for the haw 
award-winning choddar cheese. The herd is fed with hay and grasses grown i 
the property's rotaliouaiiy harucstcd pastures. Photo: Marshall C. Uvldt.
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PROFILE; Shelburne Farms

Shelburne Farms seeks to blend its educational mission with the 

realities of managing a working farm and forest. The dairy farm 

operation offers a “whole system” example of education meshing 

with farming practices. Children learn how the sun and photo

synthesis cause pasture grass to grow. They see the grass being 

fed to the milking herd of Brown Swiss cows. The milk then is 

taken to the cheese plant, where it is hand-crafted into blocks of 

cheddar cheese, and aged. At snack time, the children can experi

ence first-hand the tasty, nutritious product of the local food cycle.

These connections are also evident when trees harvested from 

i he property’s 350-acre sustainably managed forest are fashioned 

into fine furniture bv ]etf Parsons and Bruce Beeken, who own 

and operate a woodworking shop in one of the restored 

histone barns. Visitors can witness sustainable value-added 

forestry in action and then see and touch the final product, 

i See accompanying “Partnership Spotlight.”)

More than 1.20,000 people from across the United States and 

many other countries visit Shelburne Farms each year. 

Grounded in its working landscape of fields and forest, the Farms 

clearly is helping to fill an important niche by offering an agri

cultural heritage and stewardship ethic to the many people, 

especial.lv those from urbanizing areas in Vermont and

“ l i e  hope there ii’ill be many more places in t h e  country 
offering a stewardship ethic and that Shelburne Farms udii be 
just one of many in  a network of lining, working landscapes. ”

Alec Webb, 

President, Shelburne Farms

beyond, who are seeking a stronger connection to the land and 

special places. Yet the leaders of Shelburne Farms recognize 

hat they alone cannot satisfy this need. As Alec Webb, the 

organization’s President, describes,“Shelburne Farms should not 

be an oddity because it is so unique. We hope there will be 

manv more places in the country offering a stewardship ethic 

and that Shelburne Farms will be just one of many m a network 

of living, working landscapes."

1
( ' i i i f f s in du  B ru c e  B e ek e n  cx
u s e d  ¡o  m ak e  h i g h  ihi lu e f u w u t u e .  m o i o :  e e r m o i u  i s i n i u y  I' or es is .

P a r t n e r s h i p  S p o t l i g h t : 

V a l u e - a d d e d  F o r e s t r y

Shelburne Farms is certified as practicing sustainable 

forestry on its 350-acre woodlot through its membership 

with Vermont Family Forests. The certification adds value 

to the trees that are harvested. Bruce Beeken and Jeff 

Parsons, co-owners of Beeken/Parsons Woodworking, 
located at Shelburne Farms, craft fine furniture out of hard

woods harvested on site. Beeken/Parsons furniture, such as 

the chair in the photo above, is highly prized for both its 

beauty and its individuality.

Beeken and Parsons want the furniture they build to be true 

to the nature of trees that grow m the forests around them. 

1'hey work with the foresters to provide a product that 

recognizes the forest as a whole system, believing that their 

design and fine crafting can help promote the value of 

forests. Only 20 percent of the forest produces “clear” 

hardwood, that is wood without knots or marks. Beeken 

and Parsons work with all woods on site, integrating the 

knots or marks that may be present m the lumber, such as 

old tapholes m sugar maple, into the design of the furniture. 

The final products of their crafting reflect not onlv the 

beauty and character of the wood, but also the story of forestry

By creating something of high value from wood that some 

might call low value, Beeken and Parsons are promoting 

both the practice and products of sustainable forestry

STEWARDSHIP INITIATIVE FEASIBILITY STUDY



S o u t h  P a c if ic  B i o d iv e r s it y  C o n se r v a t io n  P r o g r a m m e  

S a m o a

Responding to the failure of past efforts to establish strictly 

protected national parks in the region, the South Pacific 

Biodiversity Conservation Programme (SPBCP) builds on a 

strong local stewardship ethic, long connections to the land, and 

traditional resource management practices. The SPBCP was 

launched in 1993 with the aim of finding a “Pacific way" of 

achieving biodiversity conservation along with sustainable use in 

idle context of communal land ownership.

/ ne South Paci/ic Biodiversity Conservation Prooramme responds to the unique situation 
m the South Pacific, wher e  land and sea hav e  a lways  been under  the control of local 

imuiuities, and  the lion's slum' of b iodiv er si ty  is on c om m una l ly  ow n ed  land.

The SPBCP’s focus on communal lands and its emphasis on 

the involvement of customary owners and community leaders 

is unique. “Customary ownership“ means that land and 

resources are managed by communities according to communal 

ownership patterns maintained over many generations. In most 

countries of the South Pacific region, communal lands can never 

be sold, and are richer in biological diversity than government 

lands, which are typically being subdivided for development. 

Communal lands comprise between 80 and 90 percent of land 

in the region. Because the lion’s share of biodiversity is on 

these lands, SPBCP’s work is built on the recognition that “if 

you want to do something about biodiversity conservation, 

von have to work with the customary owners.”

With this unique land ownership situation in the South Pacific, 

many local people in rural areas have a long, unbroken 

connection to the land and sea, and a strong stewardship ethic. 

SPBCP director losefatu (Joe) Reti tells a story from Melanesia

“If I die, my children arc p o i n p  to  j u d p e  m e  n o t  b y  t h e  

money I make, b u t  by whether l have kept t h e  /erect in 
pood condition,’’

of community resistance to logging within a 10,000-hectare area 

of alluvial forest, despite the fact that the logging operation 

visits the village weekly with “suitcases full of dollars.” In the 

words of an elderly villager: “If I die, my children are going 

to judge me not bv the money 1 make, but by whether I have 

kept the forest in good condition.” The land is seen not as a 

commodity, but as heritage.

Todav SPBCP has 17 conservation area projects underway in 

12 countries. These projects were selected based on criteria 

which include: a) the proposed area must contain nationally or 

regionally significant examples of one or more ecosystems of 

global conservation concern; b) the project must he achievable 

and exhibit a high degree of commitment by landowners, 

residents, resource users, and other potential project partners; 

and c) the proposed area must be sufficiently large and complex 

to encompass a wide range of the interactions among people 

and natural resources prevailing in the country. Projects 

include resource management (e.g., a community-led initiative 

to ban poor fishing practices), eco-tourism, environmental 

education, and rural development (e.g., water supply and 

literacy programs).

The South Pacific B iod iv e r s i t y  C on s c n s u i o n  Prog ramm e has l 7 amsenn i t i on  area 
jw o jc c i s  Hilda way  in 12 countri es.
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PROFILE: South Pacific B iodiversity C onservation Programme

Despite its vast geographic scope, the Programme has been 

able to work effectively at the local level in remote island 

communities. The SPBCP has an overarching commitment to 

community participation, with projects decided by local 

communities- In each of the 12 project countries, a local 

Conservation Area Support Officer works for local communities 

under the direction of a coordinating committee made up of 

local residents. Joe explains that the role of the three SPBCP 

staff and 12 Conservation Area Support Officers is to listen to 

the needs and concerns of local people, serve as a liaison between 

small communities and government, help communities access 

the resources thev need to meet their needs, and help 

strengthen local institutions.

Joe Reti and his colleagues are currently developing success 

indicators for the conservation area projects, taking into account 

their special circumstances. Possible measures of success will 

include community involvement and ownership m the project, 

status of biological diversity, impact on local livelihoods, and 

capacity-building.

The SPBCP supports the existing stewardship ethic in the 

communities where it is working, building on local traditions 

which respect natural and human processes. By strengthening 

traditional connections to the land and its resources, the SPBCP 

enhances an already strong sense of place and maintains a 

sense of continuity with the past. With local communities 

taking the lead, it addresses community needs and values. 

SPBCP takes a local approach in the context of a large 

geographic region, thus recognizing connections between 

specific places and the larger world.

The South Pacific Regional Environmental Programme 

implements the SPBCP, which receives funding from the 

Global Environmental Facility, the United Nations 

Development Programme and AtoAIl >. the Australian aid agem \.

This program  offers many valuable lessons fo t 

p ra c tio n e rs  in o th e r p arts  o f  the w o rld  w h o  are  

co n cern ed  w ith  co m m u n ity -b ased  co n serva tio n ,

sustainable development, and involvement o f local 

people in biodiversity conservation.

These include:

• Tapping the existing stewardship ethic and strengthening 

ties to the land offers the best long-term approach to 

ensuring biodiversity conservation and sustainable 

development m the region.

• With their community-based approach, the SPBCP 

conservation areas are proving more successful than 

conventional national parks m the region. In each of the 

countries where SPBCP is active, the governments have 

accepted the conservation area approach, and are relying 

on this model increasingly for communal lands.

• Ti le c o m e r s , m o n  area'  otter an exa mph'  ol how the 

Protected l a m h i a i w  v ,n  ape '  mo de l  niii be  l eah/cd m 

a d e ve l o pi n g  t o u n r o  t o n t o v ' '

/VOS ¡ w o o  r v i  fit fi 'v/Ci / ' s n / i i  R  w a s ,  t n i | i " , i |1'  -a If'  y s i ' i i ' i
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S u st a in a b l e  E v e r g l a d e s  In itiative  

F l o r id a , USA

Since 1995 the Sustainable Everglades Initiative has worked to 

change how South Florida residents view the place where they 

live and their future. In diverse ways, the Initiative is building the 

capacity for large-scale, community-based change that can ease 

pressures on the Everglades 

system  upon which the 

region depends.

The Everglades, as a natural 

system, is greatly diminished 

from the wondrous “ river o f 

grass” that once covered 

11,000 square miles o f South 

Florida, from Orlando through 

the Florida Keys. Today the 

Everglades is half that size, and 

much o f its water flow is 

controlled by pumps, canals, 

dikes, and dams. Except for 

Everglades National Park, the river o f grass has been replaced by 

agriculture, urban development, roads, and ever expanding 

suburban sprawl. Few South Florida residents today understand 

the unique and fragile place where they live.

The Conservation Fund and The John D. and Catherine T. 

MacArthur Foundation jointly launched the Sustainable 

Everglades Initiative after a study by the Fund found most 

federal and state attention 

focused on the technical fix: 

how to “ replumb” South 

Florida. The Fund saw a need 

to engage the nonprofit sector, 

bring in the social and human 

side o f the picture, and build 

the connection between 

hydrology and communities. The Initiative seeks to foster more 

holistic thinking about the Everglades and lifestyles that are 

more sustainable and restorative, for people and the natural 

system. According to Elizabeth Shields Dowdle, the Fund’s 

Florida Director and Initiative coordinator, people must first 

understand the future o f South Florida as more than just a

“plumbing” problem, and then address the broader problems that 

have brought the region to this unsustainable point.

With $1 million per year in MacArthur Foundation grants,

20 comm unity, econom ic 

development, and conservation 

organizations are working 

toward a “ whole system” 

approach to sustainability. Their 

projects include providing 

leadership training at the 

community level, developing 

to o ls  to co m m u n ica te  

sustainability to the broader 

community, creating green 

buffers for water storage, and 

com m unity vision ing for 

sustainable development. The 

S u sta in a b le  E v erg la d e s  

Initiative connects grantees in a learning network, meeting 

periodically in grantee roundtable sessions designed to capture 

the learning from the individual projects. Grantees discuss what 

they’re learning and as a group build upon the insights they’ve 

gained from their work.

The Fund brought new players into the picture as well, hosting 

meetings for foundations and for key players in the real estate

industry. The Initiative has 

connected with public sector 

programs such as a governor’s 

commission on sustainability 

and a com m unity grant 

program  o f  the Florida 

Departm ent o f  Com munity 

Affairs. The latter sought to 

redevelop urban areas along South Florida’s east coast to slow 

westward development along the Everglades boundary.

These efforts are beginning to coalesce and bear fruit. With 

the MacArthur grantees each having their own contacts and 

connections, the Initiative is now leveraging second-tier action.

The "river o f grass” that once covered 1 1,000 square miles o f South Florida. Photo: 
South Florida Water Management District.

“We don’t know how to recreate nature, we can only create 

resilience in the natural system. A nd to do this we must 

create resilience in the human setting as well. ”
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PROFILE: Sustainable Everglades Initiative

More recent grantee roundtable meetings have had considerable 

public sector participation. Everglades National Park, which has 

been a collaborator in the technical water restoration plan, is now 

looking beyond the park boundaries at all o f South Florida. The 

Ford and MacArthur Foundations have joined forces to fund 

market incentives that will encourage the real estate industry to 

operate differently in South Florida.

“We don’t know how to recreate nature, we can only create 

resilience in the natural system. And to do this we must create

“Growth has been the most important economic sector and the 

primary engine of unsustainability. It can also be the greatest 

factor in change, if the political will and market incentives that 

favor sustainability can both be mustered. ”

resilience in the human setting as well,” says Shields Dowdle. 

Creating resilience (see box) is at the core o f the work. The 

Initiative creates resilience by helping people better understand 

their place— the Everglades— and create community-level 

changes that, combined, can lead to greater sustainability 

throughout the region.

A 1997 report on the Sustainable Everglades Initiative to the 

MacArthur Foundation Board o f Directors stated that the 

Initiative has been building the capital and connectivity o f 

people working for sustainability in South Florida. The 

MacArthur grants have helped to create new knowledge, tools 

and skills— core capacities the report says— for designing 

sustainable communities and regions.33 Change is emerging as 

more people understand they have a stake in what happens and 

act on that understanding in new, more collaborative ways.

Looking ahead, Shields Dowdle outlines two key challenges. 

First is to find better means o f communication that allow 

everyone to work together. This involves clearer language as 

well as better listening skills so that people can hear the 

concerns o f others and connect these concerns within the web 

o f sustainability. The second challenge is to develop more

C r e a t in g  R esilience

Wetlands ecologist and MacArthur grantee Lance 

Gunderson explains that resilience allows a system, natural 

or otherwise, to respond to surprises that always come in a 

complex world. According to Gunderson, natural and 

social systems are composed o f elements and dynamics that 

occur at different scales and patterns. Change can occur 

incrementally in long waves, or rapidly in bursts triggered 

by opportunities or stresses. Small changes can have 

enormous impacts, and changes at one scale can trigger 

important changes at another scale. Resilience involves 

the capacity to handle these waves o f change without 

destabilizing the system. Thus, the attempt to create water 

preservation areas for the Everglades adds to the systems 

resilience. Helping people to...design for the future based 

on sustainability and “whole-system” principles, helps 

create resilience in a community and in the social system.34

sustainable practices within the real estate market. Says Shields 

Dowdle, “ Growth has been the most important economic sector 

and the primary engine o f unsustainability. It can also be the 

greatest factor in change, i f  the political will and market 

incentives that favor sustainability can both be mustered.”

Except fo r Everglades National Park, the “river o f grass" has been replaced by 
urban development and ever-expanding suburban sprawl. Photo: The Miami 
Herald.
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C. Stewardship Today: The View of Four G r a n t -m a k in g  Institutions

Q
kJPeeking to understand how grant- 

making institutions view contemporary 

stewardship and the trends and challenges 

they see in conservation, we interviewed 

four Inundations as part ot the 

Stewardship Initiative Feasihilirv Study: 

the M ary Flagler Cary Charitable Trusr 

in New York Citv; Henrv 1’. Kendall 

Foundation jd Boston; the New F.ngland 

(Inssroots Ena ironment Fund in 

Montpelier.Vermont; and the Rockereller 

Brothers Fund in New York Citv.

All lour foundations regularlv fund 

conservation work, including, some of 

the organizations also interviewed 

during the feasibility study. These 

inundations were selected to display a 

diversity m grant-making tocos and 

programs. The structures ot these 

institutions and their financial origins 

vary from a charitable trust with a 50- 

year life span, to traditional foundations, 

to a fund created by a consortium of 

funding sources.

Although tlie four foundations have 

different organizational structures and 

geographical perspectives, thev share 

certain characteristics and philosophies.

D ynam ic interaction. Both philosophi

cally and practically, the four foundations 

display a common commitment and 

enthusiasm for learning and creating 

environments for discovery. Staff and boards 

seek knowledge from myriad sources, 

often outside their areas of expertise. This 

fundamental commitment stimulates well- 

considered strategic thinking. Enthusiasm,

curiosity, and a wil lingness to share 

information, experience, and wisdom 

characterize these funders.

See ing  the “ b ig  p ic tu re .” All four 

funders operate from a big picture per

spective, looking over the horizon to 

anticipate challenges. They all reflect an 

understanding that todav's problems and 

their solutions are complex, multifaceted, 

and interconnected. Several note that the 

global marketplace, instant communications, 

and growing interdependence blur the 

boundaries and distinctions between local, 

national, and international issues and

To understand chanpe and propose 

workable solutions requires a “telescoping” 
perspective that can take a broad, 
international view at one moment and 

in the next moment zoom in on a local 

understanding.

problems. To understand change and 

propose workable solutions requires a 

“telescoping” perspective that can take a 

broad, international view at one moment 

and m the next moment zoom m on a local 

understanding. With varying degrees of 

connection, each organization sees nature, 

culture, economy, and community as linked. 

Working from an ecosystem and human 

perspective leads to integration and 

synthesis of complex issues across a broad 

geographic plane.

Stewardship on a large stage. Seeing 

the world through a compound lens, the 

group embraces an integrated, inclusive, and 

collaborative view" of stewardship. Although

thev understand stewardship as place-based, 

their various perceptions include security 

and health dimensions (ecosystem and 

human health), safety, sound economies and 

employment, social equity, and the role of 

civil society in democracies. Simply put, 

thev see the issues and solutions as a senes 

of dynamic, interacting webs that require 

approaches based on a comprehensive 

understanding of the whole system. One 

grant-maker, in particular, describes its 

efforts to understand the issues surrounding 

good stewardship and how both stewardship 

practice and organizations must adapt to 

changing conditions.

All four organizations incorporate a notion 

of service in their perspectives of steward

ship— of responsibility to human and

natural communities...-both m their own

conduct and what they look for in grantees. 

As a group they model a type of steward

ship that depends on knowledge and 

curiosity, a passion and spiritual connection 

to work, and a willingness and skill to 

communicate and share experiences wdth 

others, often through stories.

C o n n e c t io n s  w ith  c o m m u n i t y -  

based work. Each organization empha

sized the critical role of collaboration and 

partnership, among grant-makers as well as 

recipients. One funder works to create 

“vertically integrated” problem-solving 

teams, linking local groups with regional 

and/or national organizations. It believes 

that this approach increases everyone’s 

understanding of the problem, and that 

such partnerships can devise solutions that 

are ecosystem level m scope, but respond to 

community concerns and needs. Another
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The View of Four Grant-making Institutions

Sustainable resource use must involve 

environmental stewardship t h a t  is 

consciously place-based and culturally 

appropriate as well as ecologically and 

economically sound.

funder, encourag ing grassroots level 

collaboration and linkages, argues that the 

integrity ot local people and organizations 

must be respected and engaged to achieve 

real success. They all believe that including 

groups not traditionally involved in 

environmental problem-solving helps create 

vital, energetic initiative. To achieve sustain

able use ot natural resources requires an 

engagement with social needs, where citi

zens shape the changes and decisions that 

affect their daily lives.

Long-term  com m itm ent to build ing 

capac ity . Solving complex issues requires 

long-term commitment by funders. They 

see no quick fixes and approach change 

incrementally, believing that building 

institutional capacity and strategic thinking 

is key. Their parallel emphasis on building 

the next generation of leaders and stewards 

reflects this commitment to long-term 

change as well. They recognize that human 

resources and energy, together with physical 

and financial commitment, are needed 

over time to redress historical problems.

Challenges in the future. Although each 

foundation addresses specific issues, they 

all emphasize big picture challenges. 

They see stewardship as becoming more 

intense m the United States and abroad as 

the forces of change grow" stronger and our

S t e w a r d s h ip  In it ia t iv e  F e a s ib il it y  St u d y

choices narrow. One funder said that we 

need new ways to analyze critical change at 

local, national, and international levels. This 

same person is concerned about the export 

of American culture, and the threat this 

poses to indigenous culture, and expressed 

the view that sustainable resource use 

must involve environmental stewardship 

that is consciously place-based and cultural

ly appropriate as well as ecologically and 

e c on omically soun d,

As a group they are concerned about the 

next generations of stewards and philan

thropists and how to ‘'sustain sustainability.” 

One interviewee asked, “ ...where do we 

find individuals who see their stewardship in 

broad public service terms?” This person 

sees a need, within the philanthropic 

communitv and society as a whole, to 

identify people who recognize the rela

tionship between conservation in a broad 

sense, nurturing a civil and democratic 

society, the joining of individual and public 

benefits through philanthropy, and a sense of 

place and stewardship.

They each believe that education is key to 

sustaining good stewardship over time, and 

that the need to create environmental 

understanding exists throughout all levels of 

the educational svstem and with the general 

public. A few expressed the view that

Education is key to sustaining good 

stewardship over t im e .

nonprofit organizations had not been as 

effective as they could he m educational 

efforts, especially with issues relating to civil

society and a broadly defined notion of 

stewardship. One funder sees national parks 

as well positioned to play a larger role m 

educating on these issues. Regarding the 

broad assumption that people gain environ

mental awareness as they go through life, 

one m the group thinks this notion, at 

best, means we are both uninformed and 

misinformed about how individual and 

collective actions play out m our culture, 

economies, society, and nature. Several 

funders expressed the need to recognize the

T h e r e  is a critical need to build bridges 

among disciplines, generations, and cultures.

essential links between urban and rural 

palaces, and discover ways to educate city 

dwellers to their reliance on the countryside.

Related to the education issue, there is a 

critical need to build bridges among 

disciplines, generations, and cultures. 

Language is a barrier; those working in 

environmental and stewardship activities 

must find simple, concise, and stimulating 

ways to communicate the issues and the 

complexities. There is a challenge in 

addressing intergenerational issues within 

the realm of stewardship and civil society, 

and also in the complex governance issues 

that exist at everv level— local, national, 

and international.
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T h e  P ro m ise  o f  C o n s e r v a t io n  S t e w a r d s h i p

TJL  In' previous sections dismissed conservation 

stewardship as illustrated by the oig.mizations 

itilen’icweil. In this section the project team 

explores further the insights gained, the 

opportunities inherent in the interdisciplinary 

character of conservation stewardships, and 

wavs in which this approach can assist 

conservationists to become more effective. 

We also recognize challenges in related 

disciplines that are important for conservation.

Sense o f place is complex and dynamic, 
and plays an essential strategic role in 

conservation stewardship. The many aspects 

of place that add meaning for people— natural 

beauty, cultural history, the buildings, landscape, 

topography, scenic views, and a community’s 
traditions, stories, and social customs—all offer 

avenues for engaging people in community-based 

conservation. The organizations interviewed 

during the Feasibility Study have provided 

information, inspiration, models of communitv 

engagement, and educational tools which can 

enhance our understanding of the role that place 

plays in stewardship and can direct us toward more 

effective place-based action.

The initial affinity to place is just the beginning of 

a dynamic and powerful process that we are still m 

the early stages of discovering. In its research on 

regional identity, the Northern Forest Center 

found that “place is both a creator and the creation 

of human experience...” and that sense of place 

“can be felt individually, communally, culturally, 

and across geographic scales.. .’’ 1 This suggests 

numerous opportunities to create connections 

with place at various levels that can help people to 

become more active m the stewardship of their 

communities and special places. We must continue

to explore how sense of place operates—with 

individuals, within rural and urban communities, 

and within different cultural perceptions—and 

then share the learning across the spectrum of 

stewardship work.

C om m unity-based conservation helps 

p eo p le  in t e g r a te  c o n se rv a t io n  in to  th e ir  

lives and their community. In the decades 

surrounding Earth Day 1.970, the conservation 

movement focused largely on raising awareness 

with the general public and decision-makers of 

the scientific justification for environmental 

programs. This led to a more informed and 

responsive political process and to an array of 

important governmental programs aimed at 

protecting natural resources and the public right 

to a healthy environment. The process also 

resulted m a more informed and supportive 

public, yet this support too often is for con

servation in the abstract. Many people have 

difficulty understanding how conservation 

relates directly to their everyday lives.

Community-based conservation helps brings the 

concept of conservation home, enabling people to

“There are three parts to  placc-hasecl work. We 
need to be mlue-hound to Leopold’s land ethic; 

educationally hound to continual l e a r n i n g ,  

and spiritually g r o u n d e d  in an i n d i u i d u a l ’s 

relationship to  nature and creation. ”

—  Laurie Lane-Zueker 

Managing Director,The Orion Society

understand and participate within the context of 

their lives and their community. Over time, this 

more personalized understanding can help shift 

conservation more into the mainstream of society.
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C om mu n i tv -based  co n se rv a t io n  is 

increasing dramatically, but there are 

many opportunities to expand the practice 

and the understanding of its importance. 

Networks exist within certain circles of 

conservation work, such as land trusts and 

sustainable agriculture groups, and many 

environmental groups maintain activist 

networks. An especially promising linkage, 

launched several years ago bv the Orion 

Society, is the Orion Grassroots Network. 

The Network connects citizens and 

organizations working in their communities 

on environmental concerns, and the 

quarterly Orion Afield shares their stories 

and celebrates their achievements.

Working m partnership to connect these 

networking efforts across the broad 

spectrum of conservation stewardship 

explored m the Feasibility Study would 

provide opportunities for people to share 

their stories and techniques more widely, 

helping them understand the similarities of 

their work and goals.This knowledge would 

give a powerful boost to conservation 

stewardship and to the community-based 

conservation movement.

St e w a r d s h ip  In it ia t iv e  F e a s ib il it y  S t u d y

We m u st d eve lo p  c o n se rv a tio n  

term ino log y that is m ore inclusive  

and reflects the values and importance 

o f conservation to society. The distance

that people often feel toward conservation 

principles is compounded by the limitations 

of our language. Words so important to 

conservation today—biodiversity, ecosys

tems, ecology, sustainability, bioregional- 

ism— have grown out of the scientific 

understanding of environmental problems. 

These words are impersonal and do not 

“invite in“ the non-scientific public, 

creating a hindrance to bringing conserva

tion practice into the mainstream. The need

“The conservation biology movement 

has contributed greatly to developing the 

language base of conservation. We need 

to develop a similar language base 

for stewardship that gives meaning to 

the  cu l tura l ,  soc ia l ,  and anthro

pological aspects. ”

— Peter Forbes 

Fellow,'Trust for Public Land

for more accessible language becomes 

especially evident as conservationists reach 

out to new audiences and constituencies.

Moreover, the interpretation given to the 

words, the nuances and the meaning, varies 

not only with the listener or the reader, but 

also with the person speaking or writing. 

Author R ick  Bass has described his 

experience with this particular predicament 

of language m writing about the Yaak Valley 

of northwestern Montana, where he lives. 

“How should 1 speak of niv love for and of 

[the Yaak), and all deep, dark forests? How

can I best convince the world of my need 

for uniranagecl forests? Should I speak with 

the precision of science and reason, which 

will always lag behind the immediacy of the 

here and now...? Or should I speak of my 

need by concentrating on the deeper 

taproots of emotion?.. .What words, as a 

writer, do I choose?”“

Many conservationists are thinking about 

language and communication. They are 

looking to bridge interests and discuss 

complex topics m ways that convey the 

appropriate meaning and with language that 

reaches more people. Making this search 

more explicit—a focus of ongoing dialogue 

and research—would help immeasurably in 

advancing conservation efforts.

C o nserva t ion  stew ardsh ip  can  lay  

important groundwork that strengthens 

the fabr ic  o f  com m unity l ife and 

enhances civil society. Conservation 

stewardship involves a web of relation

ships among organizations, community 

institutions, and people of all ages. In the

Photo: Keith f. Sutter.
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in itiatives we surveyed, a sense of 

responsibility is key, implying commitment 

to each other, to nature, and to aspects of 

culture valued by the community. The 

ability to be open and to listen well is 

absolutely essential. Working together 

becomes important, providing everyday 

opportunities to build neighborliness and 

social connections.

Within this web of relationships, people 

encounter such concerns as social equity 

and justice, and respect for differences in a 

more personal context, one that involves real 

people, such as their neighbors, rather than 

abstract concepts. The interaction inherent 

in conservation stewardship helps people to 

understand each others’ views, creates trust: 

and intergenerational links, and builds 

tolerance and appreciation for diversity of 

all kinds. Trust, tolerance, and apprecia

tion of diversity in turn contribute to 

respect and to building community, and are 

the cornerstones of civil society.3

Conservation’s frequent focus on protecting 

non-human resources, such as biological 

diversity, and a more narrow approach m the 

past to environmental problem-solving

have helped to mask the fact that many 

conservationists care about people also. The 

late writer T,H. Watkins has explored the 

idea that a land ethic does not stand apart 

from a social ethic. According to Watkins, 

whether or not a society can be deemed 

“ethical” can be judged by how it treats its 

people, and a land ethic cannot advance in 

the face of the social problems in society 

today.' Conservation stewardship carries 

seeds that can link a land ethic and a social 

ethic, and many of the organizations 

interviewed m the Feasibility Study are 

laying the groundwork for both.

C onservation stewardship has the 

potential to help people reconnect
w ith  nature, wh ich  is essential to 

respecting and protecting the land. 

Hcological restoration, the branch of 

conservation that focuses on the scientific 

nuts and bolts of restoring damaged 

ecosystems, is an indispensable part of 

conservation today. Equally important, we 

face a parallel task of restoring age-old 

human connections with nature. Most 

Americans today gam their awareness of 

nature more from books and television than 

from directly interacting with the land. We 

end up not knowing the intricacies of the 

places where we live and, with little 

incentive to protect them, allow both the 

natural uniqueness and the surrounding 

traditions and stories to slip away. Wendell 

Berry has observed that “ ...most people 

now are living on the far side of a broken 

connection [with nature], and ... this is 

potentially catastrophic.’”1

Biologist Daniel B. Botkin wrote of the 

impact of this broken connection as he 

retraced the route of the 1 804-06 Lewis and

Clark expedition. In assessing landscape 

change ranging from channeling of the 

lower Missouri River so it no longer can 

function naturally, to the ecosystem changes 

that have virtually eliminated salmon in the 

Northwest, to the plowung under of the 

prairie so that few people know the extraor

dinary set of relationships it represents— 

Botkin poignantly describes what this 

diminishment of our heritage and our 

knowing means. After searching for

“Language is only a reflection of a system 

of beliefs; w e ’re creating a new belief and 

value system and because of this we don’t 

fiave the right language yet. ’’

— Stephen 1). Blackmer 

President, Northern Forest Center

unplowed prairie, he writes, “It wasn’t that 

we were being sentimental about the disap

pearance of a single species... It was the loss 

to our own humanity, our sense of ourselves, 

that seemed sad... For in searching tor the 

prairie, we were searching for ourselves, for 

our heritage, for our understanding of 

where we had come in our landscapes. 

Without that view of the past, ...how could 

we move ahead wisely into the future'”6 If 

we lose our connection to nature, our sense 

of wonder and respect for the land, have we 

not lost a compass for the future?

Regaining a sense of wonder about nature 

can happen anywhere, but perhaps most 

appropriately in one’s own surroundings. 

Author Terry Tempest Williams has written, 

“Each of us harbors a homeland, a landscape 

we natural.lv comprehend. By understanding 

the dependability of place, we can anchor
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ourselves as trees.” ' We conservationists can 

be much more deliberate and strategic m 

addressing this need of reconnecting with 

nature. The place-based character of 

conservation stewardship provides many 

opportunities. Hands-on, community-based 

education is essential, particularly with 

young people. Story-telling that engages 

people’s imagination is an important tool, as 

are projects that use the arts to encourage 

sense of. place.

We are in danger o f losing knowledge
embedded in traditional ways o f  life 

and cultures that can help lead us 

toward a healthy, sustainable planet. 

Stewardship adds value to the human side 

of conservation, and opens the door to 

consider the increasingly tenuous hold of 

traditional and indigenous societies that 

have a culturally grounded relationship with 

nature and long standing stewardship 

traditions. Over the centuries, human cultures 

have accumulated understanding about the 

natural world that was passed between 

generations through stones, traditions, 

celebrations, and ways of living. This 

knowledge helped people to survive on a 

daily basis and in times of hardship. 

Traditional wisdom easily slips out of world

“With environmental education, our 

standard o f  measure is ‘ecolitcracyf but do 

kids really understand the meaning of 

the words? They need also to understand 

the values and ethics. ”

—  Megan Camp 

Vice President and Director of Programs 

Shelburne Farms

Photo: Jonathan Blake.

culture because it is based in how people live 

their lives. As cultures shift, this practical 

wisdom is often left behind.

Although we must not romanticize

indigenous cultures, it is important to

understand what is being lost as they

unravel. As one example. ethnobotanist

Gary Paul Nabhan has written that the rich 

oral traditions of many indigenous societies 

include stories that tell of detailed interac

tions between native plants and animals, 

knowledge that became critical in times of 

drought and famine.The plant names them

selves can encode knowledge about these 

interactions. Ironically, efforts to conserve 

biological diversity have focused primarily 

on the individual species, all too often over

looking these interactions.h A recent 

Worldwatch Institute publication summa

rizes just how much is at stake as rural 

societies change worldwide. “ A vast pool 

of practical knowledge about plants, 

animals, and ecological patterns exists 

within the traditions, languages, stories, 

and oral histories of indigenous and 

peasant cultures worldwide—but this 

‘ethno-ecologicaf wisdom is vanishing even

more rapidly than nature itself, as rural 

societies face accelerating social change.” 1

Just as we educate ourselves about the 

dwindling status of biological resources, 

so we must also pay attention to what the 

world will lose with the dinnmshment of 

rural societies and cultures. As we 

struggle to find a more sustainable path in 

conservation, the accumulated knowledge 

and skills of traditional cultures can 

complement the science and technology 

of more developed societies.

The strength o f  conservation stew

ardship is g rounded  in both scientific 

knowledge and personal comm itm ent
and passion. A base of sound scientific 

knowledge is essential for effective conser

vation, as most practitioners are well aware. 

Most also feel a deep commitment to what 

they do and generally understand the eth

ical base of their work. In recent decades, 

however, the need to argue the scientific 

basis for environmental policies and pro

grams has dominated much of the dia

logue. Stewardship, by presenting a
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stronger human focus, encourages person

al feelings and values to reside alongside the 

scientific.The stories of conservation stew

ardship collected through the Feasibility 

Study document the many avenues for con

necting with both personal and collective 

passion— through sense of place and 

reconnecting with nature, through ties to 

cultural heritage, through community 

traditions and social bonds.

Rachel Carson displayed the strength that 

conies from acknowledging both science 

and passion. She relied on science to make 

her arguments against the use of DDT m 

Silent Spring, yet she also wrote passionately 

in A Sense of Wonder about the beauty of 

nature and the place of the heart, in human 

education, especially focusing on taking 

children at a very young age on explorations 

in the woods. She wrote,“1 sincerely believe 

that for the child, and for the parent seeking 

to guide him. it is not half as important to 

know as to feel. If facts are the seeds that later 

produce knowledge and wisdom, then the 

emotions and the impressions of the senses 

are the fertile soil in which the seeds must

grow” 1" Rachel Carson drew courage from 

her own sense of wonder, nurtured in her 

connections to the coast of Maine.

People such as Rachel Carson are role 

models for the new conservation, 

encouraging these dual roots of science 

and passion. We can he more forthright 

m reflecting on our motivation and 

acknowledging the essential importance of 

commitment, values, and ethics in con

servation. as have some of the organizations 

interviewed during the Feasibility Study. 

Encouraging such reflection by individuals,

“It is a challenge for people to believe they 

can really make a difference. One thing me 

can do is to help people understand.. .that 

it is possible to be good, effective stewards. 
IVe need to show people examples o f  good 

[workI. ”
— Paul A. Bruhn 

Executive Director 

Preservation Trust of Vermont

small groups, or a community can help lead 

to conservation that involves the whole 

person and to communities that value 

respect and a concern for others that flows 

from such reflection.

Conclusion

Our exploration of the unique dynamics of 

community-based conservation from a 

stewardship perspective has provided insights 

into the strengths of this approach at a 

crucial time. Uniting the concepts of 

conservation and stewardship defines a new 

bearing for conservation. Based on the

organizations interviewed in this study, 

conservation stewardship has much to offer 

to civil society and the democratic process: 

people who are engaged rather than 

apathetic, who work to protect the special 

places and things that give meaning to their 

communities, who listen with respect to 

others' voices and seek out areas of com

monality and collective purpose, who value 

the cultural history of their regions and keep 

the traditions and stones alive.

If conservation stewardship is to fulfill its 

promise, we must capitalize on the 

opportunities before us and encourage 

partnerships and actions that:

• Enhance leadership in conservation 

stewardship:

• Develop conservation stewardship 

education; and

• Expand the knowledge base of 

conservation stewardship.

We will explore these areas of action in the 

concluding chapter, Pathways to Effective 

Conservation Stewardship.

Photo: ¡oodfioui ìììokc.
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Pa t h w a y s  t o  E f f e c t iv e  
C o n s e r v a t i o n  S t e w a r d s h i p

Summary of the Recommendations of the 

Stewardship Initiative Feasibility Study

Q
ijtew ard sh ip  as a guiding concept has never been more important than at this time when the 

conservation community is searching for new approaches. The findings o f  this Feasibility Study 

indicate the potential o f conservation stewardship to reach new constituencies, encourage new 

leaders, and expand the sphere o f conservation. The project team believes strongly that Marsh- 

B illings-Rockefeller National Historical Park, the Conservation Study Institute, and the 

W oodstock Foundation have a range o f opportunities to contribute to these new directions 

in conservation. W orking in a variety o f partner relationships both together and with other 

organizations, these three institutions can provide the necessary leadership to further innovative 

programs and reach broad-based audiences.

In order to achieve the vision o f  the recommendations that follow, widespread collaboration 

will be essential. In addition to presenting recommendations to the three co-sponsors, we are 

providing our thoughts to other conservation organizations and institutions by way o f this report 

in the hope that it will challenge and inspire commitment on the part o f  others to programs that 

will advance conservation stewardship thought and action.

G uiding  O bjectiv es

In the pages that follow, we present a long-term strategy to deepen understanding o f conservation 

stewardship, enhance the effectiveness o f  practitioners, and promote an integrated approach 

across disciplines, professions, and sectors. The array o f  complementary actions will further 

the following objectives:

• Reconnect people with place and nature;

• Build general understanding o f conservation stewardship and its potential benefits to society;

• Foster respect for diverse perspectives;

• Strengthen the ability o f practitioners to practice effective conservation stewardship;

• Encourage new forms o f leadership at the community level;

• Further partnerships across sectors; and

• Celebrate the contributions o f conservation stewardship.
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Looking A head: A  Long-T erm 
Strategy for. A dvancing 

C onservation Stewardship

In order to advance conservation steward
ship over the long term, we recommend 
actions in the following three interrelated 
program areas:

I. Enhance Leadership in Conservation 
Stewardship,

II. Develop Conservation Stewardship 
Education, and

III. Expand the Knowledge Base of 
Conservation Stewardship.

S t e w a r d s h ip  In it ia t iv e  F e a s ib il it y  S t u d y
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I. Enhance Leadership in Conservation 
Stewardship

We recommend four categories of actions 
that would build the capacity of practition
ers and other conservationists to practice 
effective conservation stewardship. These 
programs should include international 
participants and examples of conservation 
stewardship from other countries. Among 
suggested options are the following:

a. Leadership and Reflection

• Increase awareness among practitioners 
through programs that provide 
information about conservation 
stewardship, including what it is, what 
constitutes effective practice, and how it 
can benefit the conservation community 

and society. •

• Train practitioners in leadership skills that 

relate specifically to the reflective, 
collaborative practice of conservation 
stewardship.

• Encourage scholarship through fellow
ships that contribute to advancing 
conservation stewardship thought 
and practice.

b. Professional D evelopm ent and
Practitioner Exchange

• Encourage greater understanding of 
conservation, stewardship techniques 
and practice through programs that 
foster professional exchange and 
dialogue. These can include field 
experience, traveling seminars, and 
other specialized workshops.

• Enhance practitioner learning through a 
variety of resource materials such as 
electronic media, a newsletter, and 
specialized technical assistance resources.

c. Networking

• Foster greater understanding of conser
vation stewardship and information-
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sharing across the broad spectrum of 
stewardship by linking practitioners and 
organizations electronically, working in 
partnership w ith existing networks 
and on-line services whenever possible. 
Such a network should include 
practitioners in other countries.

• Expand the inform ation available to 
practitioners by creating a conservation 
stewardship database. A database could 
include such information as stewardship 
organizations, their educational programs 
and available technical assistance or 
stewardship expertise, different steward
ship models, and general information 
on conservation stewardship.

d. Recognition

• Celebrate significant contributions to 
furthering conservation stewardship 
through an awards program that would 
honor people and projects that would 
otherwise go unrecognized, dins awards 
program should not duplicate existing 
awards offered by other organizations.

II. Develop C onservation Stewardship 

Education

We recommend programs that would raise 
general awareness about conservation 
stewardship, what it can contribute to 
society, and how individuals can practice 
stewardship in their own lives and com
munities. These initiatives could involve 
public schools and educational institutions 
as well as the general public. Among 
suggested program options are the following: •

• Promote understanding of conservation 
stewardship among audiences that can

advance general understanding through 
such means as a workshop and asso
ciated resource materials.

• Use the opportunities that exist at 
Marsh-Billmgs-Roekefeller National 
Historical Park and the Billings Farm 
& Museum to expose the general 
public first-hand to the convictions and 
practice of conservation stewardship. 
Programs undertaken should build 
upon and complement the visitor 
education already taking place at both 
sites, and could include such things as 
an annual lecture series and special 
interpretive programs. Explore ways of 
sharing these programs with other 
similar sites.

• Encourage greater understanding of 
stewardship in youth through hands-on 

educational programs that use the Park 

and Museum resources to encourage 
stewardship skills. These programs 

could be shared with other national 
parks and museums.

Photo: Vital Coimtiutiilha of the Upper lohey
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• Develop publications and other 

resources that educate the general 
public and practitioners on conservation 
stewardship. Such resources could 
include a regular newsletter, articles 
for publication m popular journals, 
or a video.

• Develop a traveling exhibit about 
conservation stevvardship, connecting 
themes of people, place, and community. 
Such an exhibit should show the 
diversity that exists in conservation 
stewardship and have accompanying 
educational materials.

• Build linkages within the National 
Park System, the museum community, 
and with selected protected areas in 
other countries to promote exchange 
of ideas along a conservation steward
ship theme. Such partnerships would 
offer opportunities for exchange 
electronically and interaction with 
neighboring communities.
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III. Expand the Knowledge Base on 

Conservation Stewardship

The Feasibility Study launched a fruitful 

process of discovery and dialogue that is still 

unfolding. The nature of the information 

gathered during the study is important in 

itself, but it also points to the need for 

further exploration and dialogue. Much of 

the discussion in the previous section of this 

report points to new areas in which research 

could contribute additional understanding, 

such as the complex nature of sense of place, 

the nexus between cultural conservation and 

stewardship, and the social dimensions of 

stewardship. These topics offer rich 

opportunities for both scholarly investiga

tion and applied research.

We recommend continuing the process of 

p artic ip a to ry  research and d ialogue 

begun w ith  the Stewardship Initiative. 

Finding a new, effective approach to 

conservation requires that we provide 

different venues for people to reflect and 

strategize, explore new paths and partner

ships, and create synergy and overall 

d irection. This model of interactive, 

participatory research can meet numerous 

objectives, including to 1) gather information 

essential to furthering successful stewardship 

practice; 2) inform the ongoing programs 

of the sponsor institutions; 3) further 

partnerships and inform partner organ

izations; and 4) challenge the broader 

conservation community.

Among suggested research options are the 

following:

• C ontinue gathering stories and data 

through interviews, including innovative 

work m the public and for-profit sectors,

and by .individuals. Additional interviews 

in the U.S. and abroad would contribute 

to the evolving understanding of effective 

conservation stewardship practice and 

leadership from both a practical and a 

philosophical standpoint.

• Initiate a process for exploring a more 

accessible vocabulary that bridges 

generations, interests, sectors, and 

cultures. This should include such key 

people as linguists, practitioners, and 

writers.

• Identify needs of conservation steward

ship practitioners. Identifying the needs 

of p ractitioners is im portan t to 

advancing conservation stewardship. 

Although anecdotal information was 

gathered during the Feasibility Study, a 

more thorough exploration is warranted.

• Develop models of different ways of 

working and identify factors that lead to 

successful conservation stewardship, 

using data from Feasibility Study 

interviews. Understanding what con

tributes to success is important in 

expanding effective stewardship practice. 

Information from research such as this 

can feed into practitioner-d irected 

initiatives.

C o n c lu sio n

Stewardship lias never been more important 

than it is today. The Stewardship Initiative 

F easib ility  S tu d y ’s recom m endations 

represent an ambitious undertaking that 

can contribute on a continuing basis to our 

collective ability as a society to be successful 

stewards of land and community. The 

study and its recommendations provide 

sponsors with a roadmap for advancing 

conservation stewardship across disci

plines, professions, and sectors, as well as a 

network of people and organizations invest

ed and committed to such a journey.

Marsh -B illin g s -R o ck e te lle r  N ational 

Historical Park, the Conservation Study 

Institute, and the Woodstock Foundation 

face a great challenge and an important 

opportunity, but we do not see this moment 

resting on their shoulders alone. Action 

and bold leadership are crucial on the part 

of many organizations and individuals. 

Working together and m partnership with 

other organizations, the three Feasibility 

Study sponsors can help catalyze and 

connect initiatives that w ill bring con

servation home to communities across the 

United States, and bring stewardship to the 

forefront of conservation.
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A ppendix  A
Stewardship Initiative Feasibility Study Methodology

T. JL lie Feasibility Study was conducted by 

a project team of seven people with a 

range of experience in stewardship work. 

The team, which was put together by the 

two cooperating organizations, worked in 

consultation with, adyisars who included 

representatives of:the three sponsors. See, 

Appendix :B for a complete listing of the 

consultant teamy the advisors, and the 

cooperating organizations, ?

Phase I o f the Feasibility Study consisted 

of four steps: 1) determining criteria for 

selecting organizations and projects for 

interviewing, 2) deciding on the content 

and process of the interviews, 3) compiling 

a list of organizations and projects from 

which the interv iew  candidates were 

selected, and 4) conducting and writing up 

the interviews. The first two steps were done 

by the Feasibility Study project team and 

advisors. The last two were done on a 

parallel track by the project team, one sub

group interviewing nationally and another 

internationally. We will review each of the 

four steps briefly, as follows:

1. Determining criteria for selecting 

interview candidates.

We began the survey w ith a vision of 

conservation stewardship that is rooted in 

the 200-year historical legacy shared by 

M arsh -B illin g s -R o ck e fe lle r  N ational 

Historical Park and the Billings Farm & 

M useum . This vision is defined by five 

core principles:

• Respect for, and integration of, both 

n a tu ra l p ro cesses and c u ltu ra l 

trad it io n s ;

• Attention to com m unity values;

• Enhancement of a strong sense of 

place, created and sustained m large 

part by thoughtful human activity and 

husbandry;

• Maintenance of a sense of continuity 

with the past linked with a commitment 

to the future; and

• Concentration on specific places, 

communities, and biophysical systems 

balanced w ith a broader perspective 

that recognizes the connection to 

the larger world.

This vision of conservation stewardship 

describes the particular “slice” that we took 

through the stewardship field. The project 

team sought examples of this practice across 

the many disciplines that together represent 

the diversity of conservation work today, 

both in the U.S. and abroad. We were aware 

that many organizations are involved in 

good stewardship work and that we could 

not find and interview them all. The 

Feasibility Studv was designed to encompass 

a smaller number of organizations that 

co lle c t iv e ly  rep resen t a reasonab le 

cross-section of the stewardship movement. 

While the slice may be thin, it is diverse and 

includes rural and urban stewardship, cultural 

and historic preservation, and work that 

focuses on small communities, bioregions, 

and different cultures.

We sought d ifferent approaches to 

stewardship practice, what we call w ays

o f  working, that could serve as models of 

effective stewardship. We looked for creative 

approaches that: emphasize public and 

private partnerships; seek out the active 

partic ipation  of local residents and 

landowners; work with new audiences; 

strengthen com m unity and cu ltural 

connections to the land; propose strategies 

to achieve both economic and environmental 

sustainability; educate about and model a 

stewardship ethic; build coalitions across 

sectors, cultures, and political boundaries; 

and build the capacity for long-term  

stewardship.

Two other factors came into play in 

selecting interview candidates. First, we 

wanted a reasonable geographic representation 

across the United States and internationally, 

but we were also mindful of the sponsors’ 

location in Vermont and the fact that their 

programs largely serve Vermont, New 

England, and the northeastern U.S. Thus, 

while the interviewees range across the U.S. 

and internationally', there is a greater 

concentration of organizations from the 

northeastern U.S. Secondly', we wanted to 

look at both on-the-ground practice and 

work that sparks or facilitates stewardship by 

others, paying attention to grantniaking as a 

specific category of facilitation.

The pro ject team recognized the 

importance of the public sector and the 

corporate sector in conservation steward

ship. Although these were initially' intended 

as part of the survey, it ended up being 

beyond the team’s immediate capacity to 

undertake. We have, however, recommended 

continuing the interviews to gather this 

information from these sectors.
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2. D eciding in terv iew  content and
process.

The project team decided on an interview 

process that would allow us to collect a 

narrative history and assess the following 

points:

• Mission and goals of the organization; its 

history, including underlying motivation 

and formation; key accomplishments; 

and long-term vision.

• The extent to which the organization 

embraces the five core stewardship 

principles outlined above.

• How the organization approaches its 

stewardship work (i.e., its ways of 

w orking), looking especially for cre

ativity and innovation.

• How the organization measures success, 

the lessons it has learned, and any major 

impediments encountered.

3. C om piling  the list o f candidate  

organizations and projects.

Using the step one criteria, the project team 

compiled a master list of organizations, m 

the process gathering suggestions from indi

viduals with particular stewardship experi

ence and expertise, conducting internet and 

website searches, and reviewing literature of 

various types. As the interviews proceeded, 

additional suggestions of organizations were 

often provided by those interviewed. This 

master list of nearly 350 organizations 

became the nucleus of the Stewardship 

Initiative’s general mailing list.

4. Conducting the interviews.

Forty-eight interviews were conducted 

over an 1 1-m o nth p eriod  w ith  36 

organizations operating within the United 

States, nine operating internationally, and 

three operating m the United States as 

well as Canada or Mexico. Interviewees 

included nonprofit groups, on-the-ground 

practitioners, organizations that assist the 

efforts of others, and private foundations 

that fund stewardship work. While the 

organizations interviewed represent only a 

handful of the multitude of groups doing 

important work m this field, together they 

provide an informative sample of innovative 

stewardship models and give a sense of the 

breadth and variety of stewardship work 

today. The organizations interviewed are 

listed in Appendix B.

In Phase II o f the Feasibility Study the

project team analyzed the interviews, 

looking for commonalities, linkages, and 

connections, and what they tell about the 

nature and direction of conservation 

stewardship practice and thinking today. 

The analysis process combined written 

synthesis and group discussion, ultimately 

leading the team to a deeper understanding 

of the significance of what was being 

documented. During this period, we relied 

heavily on the unique perspectives and 

wide-ranging experiences of the individual 

team members.

We discussed the niche for Stewardship 

Initiative programs, reflecting on the unique 

resources that the three Feasibility Study 

sponsors bring to the table. We considered 

how these resources could be employed to

catalyze the actions necessary to take 

conservation stewardship to a higher level of 

effectiveness and a broader sphere. An 

important consideration was how the 

programs recommended by the Feasibility 

Study could complement and support the 

work of others.

On January 19-20, 1999, the project hosted 

a small meeting m Woodstock, Vermont, to 

share the prelim inary findings of the 

Feasibility Study and gather feedback that 

would aid in further shaping program 

ideas. A ttending the m eeting, called 

Stew ardship: New D irections, New 

P artn ersh ip s, were seven people who 

had been interview ed as part of the 

Feasibility Study, staff of Marsh-Billings- 

Rockefeller National Historical Park and of 

the Billings Farm & Museum, and the 

project team. The m eeting helped to 

“g ro u n d -tru th ” the findings o f the 

Feasibility Study and was instrumental in 

shaping the final recommendations and the 

tone of the final report. A complete listing 

of meeting participants is included in 

Appendix B.
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A p p e n d ix  B

Organizations Interviewed

AERO
(A ltern ativ e  E n e r g y  R e so u r ce s  

Organization)
432 N. Last Chance Gulch 

Helena. Montana 39601 
Roberta Knapp, Executive Director 

Telephone: (406) 443-7272 

Fax: (406) 442-9120 

Email: aero@aeronit.org 

A E R O  is a Montana-based, nonprofit grassroots 

membership organization dedicated to sustainable 

resource use and rural community vitality. We 

promote sustainable agriculture, “ smart growth’* 

p lanning and transportation alternatives, 

renewable energy and conservation, environ
mental quality, and community self-reliance.

A l l ia n c e  for Sustain able  C o m m u n i t i e s

2041 Shore Drive 

Edgewater, Maryland 21037 

Anne Pearson. Executive Director

Telephone: (410) 956-1002 

Fax: (410) 956-0993 
Email: aplaee@toad.net

A-Projekt
S N P  114. Box 60
033 01 Liptovsky Hradok

Slovakia
Vlasta Kbrnerova 

Telephone: +421-844-221298 
Fax: +421-844-221214 

Email: ap roj e k t @  a p roj ekt.sk

Atlas Timberlands Partnership
John Roe, Project Co-Manager

"The Nature Conservancy ofVermont 

27 State Street 
Montpelier,Vermont 05602 

Telephone: (802) 229-4425 

Fax: (802) 229-1347 

Email: jroe@ tnc.org

Carl Powden. Project Co-Manager 

Vermont Land Trust 

P.O. Box 625
H a rdw i c k , Ve r m o n t 05843 
Telephone: (802) 472-3208 

Fax: (802) 472-9735 

Email: carl @ vlt.org
The Atlas Timberlands Partnerships goal tor its 

lands is to protect biological diversitv at a high 

level, while maintaining economically  viable 

timber production.

Beeken/Parsons Woodworking
Shelburne Farms 

1611 Harbor Road 

Shelburne,VT 05482 

Telephone: (802) 985-2913

CAMPFIRE
c/o African Resources Trust

P.O. Box A860

Avondale

H a rare. Zi mbab we 

Te 1 ephone: 263-4-732254 
Fax: 263-4-731719 

website: www.campfire-zimbabwe.org 

C A M P F IR E ,  designed and managed entirely by 

Africans, is an exploration of rural development 
and conservation in Africa. It seeks to restructure 

the control of Zimbabwe's countrvsidc, giving 
people alternative ways of using their natural 

resources.

Colorado Cattlemen’s A g r ic u l tu r a l  

Land Trust
8833 Ralston Road
Arvada. Colorado 80002
Lynne Sherrod, Executive Director

Telephone: (303) 431-6422 
Fax: (303) 431-6446 

Email: e c a gl t @  a o 1. c o i n

Champlain Valley Heritage Network
Rt. 1, Box 220

Crown Point, N e w  York 12928 

Virginia Westbrook, Coordinator 

Telephone: (518) 597-4646 
Email: westbrok@capital.net 

Hie Champlain Valley Heritage Network is a 

coalition of local organizations dedicated to local 
resource enhancement.

Cornerstones Community Partnerships
227 Otero Street 

Santa Fe, N e w  M exico 87501 

1 )onna Vogel. Executive Director 

Telephone: (505) 982-9521 

Fax: (505) 982-2516 
Einail: cstones@earthlink.net 

Website: www.cstones.org 

C o r n e rs to n e s  works in partnership w ith  

communities to strengthen their cultural values 
by restoring historic buildings, encouraging 

traditional building practices and developing 
skills and leadership  a m o n g  the y ou n ge r  

generation.

Dudley Street  Neighborhood Initiative
504 Dudley Street 

Roxhury, Massachusetts 02119 
John F. Barros, Interim Executive Director 

Telephone: (617) 442-9670 

Fax: (617) 427-8047 
Email: urbanvillage@dsm.org 

Websi te: www.dsn i. org

The mission o f  the Dudley Street Neighborhood 

Initiative is to empower Dudley residents to 

organize, plan for, create and control a vibrant, 

high quality  and diverse n e ig h b o r h o o d  in 

collaboration with community partners.

Ecotrust
1200 N\V N u to  Park wav, Suite 47(1 

Portland. Oregon 67200 

Jcnnitu ProM.ni President 

lelepbone W ‘3 22"-('225  
Fjx i S' '26 222 1517 

Email mfi' a  w otrust.org 

Websiie w w w  eco.lruNt.org 
T h e  mission of E co tru st  is to support the 

emergence of a conservation economy in the 

coastal temperate ram forest region of North 

America. We envision a region in which the 
results of  e c o n o m ic  activ ity  are social and 
ecological improvement rather than degradation.

E c o V i l l a g e  at Ithaca  
Anabel Taylor Hall 

Cornell University 
Ithaca, N e w  York 14853 

Liz Walker, Director 
Telephone: (607) 255-8276 

E mail: e c o v 111 a gc @  c o r n e 11. e d u 

Website: w w w .e covillage.ithaca.ny.us 
EcoVillage at Ithaca is a budding intentional 

community dedicated to exploring and modeling 

innovative approaches to ecological and social 

sustainability.

E n v ir o n m e n ta l  Pa rtn ersh ip  for  C e n tra l  

E u r o p e

Nadacc Partnerstvi 

Panska 7 
602 00 Brno 1 

Czech Republic 

Mirek Kundrata

Telephone: (+4205) 4221-4205 

Fax: (+4205) 4221-0561 Fax 
E mail: pship @  e c n . c z 

W e h s ite : w w w .ecn.cz/epce/
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Exmoor National Park
Exmoor House 

Dulverton
Somerset, U .K .TA 22 9HL

Keith Bungay, National Park Officer 

Telephone: (011) 44-1398-323-665 
F a x :(01 1) 44-1398-323-150 
Email: exxnoor.nafpark@somerset.gov.il k

Food Works
64 M am Street

Montpelior. Verin on t 05602

Martin Kemple, Co-founder and Guidebook
Coordinator

Phone: (802) 223-1515 

Fax: (802) 229-0577 

Email: rootsnet@plainfK4d.bypass.com 

Website: http://members.aol.com/rootsnet 

F oo d  W orks is an educational n on -p rof it  

organization working to reconnect schools and 

communities with their natural and cultural 
heritage.

Forest Trust  

HO. Box 519
Santa Fe, N e w  M exico  87504 

Henry H. Carey Director 

Phone: (505) 983-8992 
Fax: (505) 986-0798 

Email: forest@theforesttrust.org 
Website: www.theforesttrust.org 

The Forest Trust is dedicated to protecting the 

integrity of the forest ecosystem and improving 

the lives o f  people in rural communities. The 

Trust challenges conventional forest management 

philosophies and provides resource protection 

strategies to environmental organizations, rural 

communities, and public agencies.

F o u n d a t io n  for the R e s to r a t io n  o f  the 
j i z e r a  M o u n ta in s

Nadace pro Zachranu a Obnovu jizerskych hor 

U Jezu 10 
460 01 Liberec 

Czech Republic  

Blazena Huskova 
Telephone: +420-48-613-1091 

Fax: +420-48-510-4771
Email: jizerky@iol.ez
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Fundación Pro-Sierra Nevada de Santa
M arta
Headquarters:

Calle 17 # 3-83

Santa Marta, Colombia, S.A.

Guillermo E. Rodriguez-Navarro, Research 
Coordinator

Telefax: 57 5 4310551,4310552, 42Ì 1746 

Email: prosierra@compunet.net.co 

Website: w w w .p r o sierra.org 
Pro-Sierras mission is the conservation of the 

natural and cultural heritage of tire Sierra 

Nevada, through the improvement of the quality 

of life for its inhabitants.

Golden Gate National Parks A ss o c ia t io n  

Fort Mason, Building 201 

San Francisco, California 94123 

Greg Moore, Executive Director 

Telephone: (415) 561-3030 
Email: tclhnemore@ggnpa.org 

Website: www.ggnpa.org (under construction)

Island N a tu re  T rust  
Island Nature Trust 

HO. Box 265 
Charlottetown PEI

Canada C I A  7K4

Contact: Kate M acQuarne, Executive Director 

Telephone: (902) 892-7513 or 566-9150 

Fax: (902) 628-6331 Fax 
E mail: intrust@isn.net
Website: www.peis3and.com/nature/ trust.litui

I n tern a tio n a l  C e n t r e  for  P r o te c te d

L a n dsca p es

Science Park

Aberystwyth

Ceredigion, Wales U.K.

SY23 3AH
Michael Beresford, Co-Director

Telephone: (01 1) 44-1970-622-617 

Fax: (01 1) 44-1970-622-619 

Email: ct.shtei;virgin.net
The Centre works to promote the design and 

delivery o f  sustainable resource management 

systems within all types o f  protected areas, and 

the application o f  the protected landscape 
approach in the w id e r  rural area, th rough 

training, advisory and research programs.

K e e p i n g  T r a c k  

P.O. Box 848
Richmond,Vermont 05477 

Lars Rotzojorns, Executive Director 

Telephone: (802) 434-7000 

Fax: (802) 434-3383 

Email: kceptrak@together.net 

T h e  mission of  K e e p in g  Track is to teach 

concerned adults and children to observe, 
interpret, and record evidence o f  wildlife in their 

communities, enabling them to become involved 

m the long-term stewardship o f  wildlife habitat.

Mary Flagler Cary Charitable T rust  

1 22 East 42nt  ̂ Street, R o o m  3505 

N e w  York, N Y  10168 

Telephone: (212) 953-7700 
The primary purpose of the Trust is to carry 

forward Mrs. C ary ’s interests and to elaborate 

upon them in light o f  new circumstances and 
new needs, through grant programs in three 

areas: for music in N e w  York City,  for the 

conservation o f  natural resources along the 
Atlantic coast, and for urban environmental 

programs in N e w  York City.

Menominee T rib a l  En terp rise s  

1H). Box 10
Neopit, Wisconsin 541 50 

Marshall Peeore, Forest Manager 

Telephone: (715) 756-231 1 
Email: mfemail@mail.wiscnet.net 
Website: http://205.213.138.5/nite/home.htm

Mississippi R i v e r  B asin  A l l ia n c e  

2105 1st Avenue. S. #301 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404-2505 
Tim Sullivan, Executive Director 

Telephone: (612) 870-3441 

Fax: (612) 870-4846 

Email: inrba @i gc. a pc. org 
Website: www.mrba.org

The Mississippi River Basin Alliance is a citizens’ 

coalition that unites environmental justice organ
izations and traditional conservation groups 

around issues impacting the Mississippi River.

Monadnock Institute for  N atu re ,  P la c e  and

C u ltu r e
IN). Box 60

Rindge, N e w  Hampshire 03461 

John Harris, Director 
Telephone: (603) 899-4010 

Email: harrisjr@rindge.fpc.edu
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N a tio n a l  N e t w o r k  o f  Forest P rac t i t io n ers  

Northeast Regional Office

29 Temple Place, Second Floor 
Boston, M A  02111 

Thomas Brendler 

Telephone: (617) 338-7821 
F a x :(617) 422-0881 

Email: thomas6fiinip.org

N a tiv e  S e e d s / S E A R C H  

526 North 4th Avenue 
Tucson. Arizona 85705-8450 

HiyHo )oiqum )i l xecutive Director 
Tl It phone 14 A 11 o 11 -5561 

F.n i; 5n o'1? -nl) 1 
Em ul m £̂( i/Cii n a .com  

Website: w w w .nativeseeds.org 
Native S e e d s / S E A R C H  works to conserve 

traditional crops, seeds and fanning methods that 

have sustained native peoples throughout the 

southwestern U.S. and northern M exico.  We 

promote the use o f  these ancient crops and then- 
wild relatives by gathering, safeguarding and 
distributing their seeds, while sharing benefits 

with traditional communities. Through research, 

training and community education, NS/S works 
to protect biodiversity and to celebrate cultural 
diversity.

N e w  E n glan d Grassroots E n v iro n m en t Fund 
27 Bailey Avenue 

Montpelier,Vermont 05602 

Cheryl Fischer, Coordinator 
Telephone: (802) 223-4622 
Fax: (802) 229-1754 

Email: cfischcrm plainfield.bypass.com 

Website: w w w  grjssnHUslund.org 
T he purpose of the N e w  England Grassroots 

Environment Fund is to increase engagement 

and participation in grassroots environmental 
initiatives and to build and connect healthy, 

sustainable communities in New' England.

Northern Forest Center
BO. Box 210

Concord. N ew  Hampshire 03302-0210 

Stephen 1). Blackmer. President 
Telephone: (603) 229-0679 

F a x :(603) 229-1719 
Email: nfo/vnortliernforest.org 

Website: www.northernforest.org 

1 he Northern Forest Center serves as a convener 

of ideas and dialogue on issues ranging from 
cultural heritage to economics, ecology and 

c o m m u n ity  d e v e lo p m e n t .  T h e  C e n t e r  was 

established to help build a healthy and productive 

future for the Northern Forest and its people by 

strengthening citizen leadership and regional 

collaboration.

Preservation Trust ofVerm ont
104 ( .'hutch Street 

Burlington.Vermont 05401 

1 ml 4 Bnihn I v m n w  I htector 
1 k p h o i u  t 5o-hn-C
1 i\ mP ioS o5~n
1 m ul hiulinp i i» ' h m i u K hamplain.edu 

3 Ik Pk 'v. i \ u ion f i uw oi \ i i mont is a state-wide 

i iose mission is to
initiate, stimulate, and assist the efforts o f  

Vermonters to preserve our rich collection o f  

historic  architectural resources, the cultural 
landscape, and the fabric of our communities.

Quebec-Labrador Foundation/Atlantic 
Center for the E n v i r o n m e n t  
55 South Mam Street 

Ipswich, Massachusetts 01 938 
LawTence B. Morris, President 

Telephone: (978) 356-0038 

Fax: (978) 356-7322 

Email: atlantic@qlforg 

Website: w w w .qlf .org
'The Quebec-Labrador Foundation (QLF) exists 

to: 1) Support the rural communities and envi
ronment of eastern Canada and N e w  England, 

with special emphasis on encouraging education 

and leadership in young people, and 2) Create 

models for stewardship of natural resources and 

cultural heritage which can be applied worldwide.

Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Inc.
437 Madison Avenue, 37^5 Floor 

N ew  York. N e w  York 10022-7001
T W p h u m  C  t 21 812-1200 

1 i\ C I 2 M 12! ' ) 
bm ul ) n k a  ibi oi r 

w e on le : w w w. mi .org/ rhf 
The Rockefeller Brothers Fund (RBF) is a phil

anthropic organization dedicated to improving 

the well-being of all people in the transition to 

g 1 o b a 1 in t e r d e p e n d e n c c .

Shelburne Farms
1611 Harbor Road 

Shelburne, Vermont 05482 

Megan Camp,Vice-President & Program 

1 Director
le lephone: (802) 985-8686 
F ax :(802) 985-8123 

Email: n K'amp@she1burncf arms, org 

Website: www.shclburncfarms.org 

Shelburne ¡"arms is dedicated to cultivating a 
conservation ethic in students, teachers and the 

general public by teaching and demonstrating the 

stewardship of natural and agricultural resources.

Sierra Business Council
BO. Box 2428 

Truckee, California 96160 
Lucy Blake. President 

Telephone: (530) 582-4800 
Fax: (530) 582-1230 

Email: lbkake@sbcouncil.org 

We h s 11 e : w  ww. sh c o u n c i 1. o rg 
The Sierra Business Council  is an association of 

businesses working to secure the economic and 

environmental health o f  the Sierra Nevada for 
this ami future generations.

Sonoran Institute
7290 East Broadway Boulevard, Suite M 

Tucson, Arizona 857 10 

Luther Propst, Executive Director 

Telephone: (520) 290-0828 

Fax: (520) 290-0969

The mission of the Sonoran Institute is to promote 

community-based strategies that preserve the 

ecological integrity of protected lands, and at the 

same time meet the economic aspirations o f  
adjoining landowners and communities.
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South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation 
Programme
P.O. Box 240 
Apia, Western Samoa
M. Isoefatu (foe) Reti, Head of Division for 

Conservation of Natural Resources 
Telephone: (Oil) 685-21-929 
Fax: (Oil) 685-20-231

The South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation 
Programme s mission is to help local communities 
in the South Pacific to build up the capacity to 
manage their biodiversity and natural resources 
well.

Tennessee Parks and Greenways Foundation
2704 12^ Avenue South 
Nashville, Tennessee 37204 
Kathleen Williams, Executive Director 

Telephone: (615) 386-3171 
Fax: (615) 269-8986 
Email: kathleen@tenngreen.org 
Website: www.tenngreen.org 

The Tennessee Parks & Greenways Foundation is 
dedicated to preserving the beauty of our state by 
creating an interconnected system of parks, 
greenways and wildlife areas from the Mississippi 
River to the Great Smoky Mountains.

The Conservation Fund
1800 North Kent Street, Suite 1120 
Arlington,Virginia 22209 
Patrick Noonan, Chairman 

Telephone: (703) 525-6300 
Fax: (703) 525-4610 
Website: www.conservationfund.org 

The Conservation Fund seeks sustainable 
conservation solutions for the 21st century, 
emphasizing the integration of economic and 
environmental goals. Through real estate 
transactions, demonstration projects, education, 
and community-based activities, the Fund seeks 
innovative long-term measures to conserve land 
and water.

The Conservation Fund — Scuppernong 
River Greenway
North Carolina Office 
P.O. Box 271
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516 
Mikki Sager, North Carolina Representative 

Telephone: (919) 967-2223 
Fax: (919) 967-9702
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The Conservation Fund -  Sustainable 
Everglades Initiative
4400 PGA Boulevard, Suite 900 
Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 33410 
Elizabeth Shields Dowdle, Florida Director 

Telephone (561) 624-4927 
Fax: (561) 624-4948 
Email: bshields@macfdn.org

The Henry P. Kendall Foundation
176 Federal Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02110 

Telephone: (617) 951-2525 
Website: www.kendall.org 

The Foundation was established in 1957 with 
interests centered on reducing the threats of 
nuclear war and weapons proliferation and on 
protecting the planet’s natural environment.

The Murie Center
P.O. Box 399 
Moose, Wyoming 83012 
Nancy Shea, Executive Director 

Telephone: (307) 739-2246 
Fax: (307) 739-0208 
Email: muriecenter@wyoming.com 
Website: www.muriecenter.org 

The Murie Center is a voice for the inherent 
value of wild nature, with a mission to carry 
forward the Murie legacy of re-thinking current 
conservation practices, inspiring innovative 
leadership and advocating for people to live in 
harmony with the wild.

The Nature Conservancy
4245 North Fairfax Drive, Suite 100 
Arlington,Virginia 22203-1606 
John C. Sawhill, President 

Telephone: (703) 841-5300 
Website: www.tnc.org

The mission of The Nature Conservancy is to 
preserve the plants, animals and natural commu
nities that represent the diversity of life on Earth 
by protecting the lands and waters they need to 
survive.

The Nature Conservancy -  Virginia Coast 
Reserve
P.O. Box 158
Nassawadox,Virginia 23413 
John Hall, Director

Telephone: (757) 442-3049

The Nature Conservancy — Yampa River 
Project
P.O. Box 775528
Steamboat Springs, Colorado 80477-5528 
Mike Tetreault, Northwest Colorado Program 

Manager
Telephone: (970) 879-1546 
Fax: (970) 879-6859 
Email: tncyampa@aol.com

The Nature Conservancy -  Vermont 
Chapter
27 State Street 
Montpelier, Vermont 05602 
Robert Klein,Vice President 

Telephone: (802) 229-4425 
Fax: (802) 229-1347 
Email: rklein@tnc.org

The Orion Society
195 Main Street
Great Barrington, Massachusetts 01230 
Laurie Lane-Zucker, Managing Director 

Telephone: (413) 528-4422 
Fax: (413) 528-0676 
Email: orion@orionsociety.org 
Website: http://www.orionsociety.org 

The Orion Society is a publisher, environmental 
education organization, and communications and 
support network for grassroots environmental 
and community organizations across North 
America. The Orion Society aims to:
1) Heal the fractured relationship between people 
and nature by undertaking educational programs 
and publications that integrate all aspects of the 
relationship: the physically immediate, the analyt
ical and scientific, the inspirational and creative.
2) Support changes in ethics and action at the 
local level that will offer genuine solutions to the 
global environmental crisis.
3) Cultivate a generation of citizen leaders whose 
wisdom is grounded in and guided by nature literacy.

The Trust for Public Land — National 
Office
116 New Montgomery Street, Fourth Floor 
San Francisco, California 94105 
Will Rogers, President 

Telephone: (800) 714-LAND 
Fax: (415) 495-4103 
Email: mailbox@tpl.org 
Website: www.tpl.org

The Trust for Public Land conserves land for 
people to improve the quality of life in our 
communities and to protect our natural historic 
resources for future generations.
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T h e  T rust  for  P u b l ic  L a u d  -  G o o d  Life  
C e n t e r

372 Harhorside Road 

Harhorside, Maine 04642 

Kathy Mills, Administrative Assistant 
'lefephonc: (207) 326-821 1 

Website: www.goodlife.org (under construction) 

T he Good Life C lenten building on the legacy of 

Scott and Helen Nearing, encourages and supports 

individual and collective efforts to live sustainably 

into the future. Guided by the principles of kind

ness, respect and compassion m relationships with 

natural and human communities. The Good Life 
C enter promotes active participation in the 

advancement of social justice, creative integration 
o f  the life of the mind, body and spirit, and delib

erate choice in living responsibly and harmonious

ly in an increasingly complicated world.

T h e  T rust  f o r  P u b l ic  La n d  -  N e z  Perce  

P r o je c t

506 Second Avenue, Suite 1510

Seattle. Washington 98104
Bowen Blair, Jr., Northwest Regional Director

Telephone: (206) 587-2447 
Fax: (206) 382-3414

V e r m o n t  Family Forests 
1 590 Route  7 South 

M i d d 1 e b u r y. Ve r m o111 05 753••••8997 
David Brynn, Addison County  Forester

Telephone: (802) 388-4969 
Fax: (802) 388-051 1

Fmail: david.hrynnbpanrmail.anr.state.vt.us 

Verm ont Family Forests works to cultivate 
family forests for economic and social benefits 

while protecting the ecological integrity of the 

forest community as a whole.

Vermont Land Trust 

8 Bailey Avenue 

Montpelier,Vermont 05602
Darby Bradley, President 

Telephone: (802) 223-5234 
Fax: (802) 223-4223 

Website: www.vlt .org

T h e  mission o f  the Verm ont Land Trust is to 

conserve land for the future o f  Vermont.

V ita l  Communities o f  the U p p e r  Valley
104 Railroad R o w

White River junction.Vermont 05001 

Lon Cadwalladcr. Executive Director 

Telephone: (802) 291-9100 

Fax: (802) 291-9107 
Email: vitalcommunitKw26valley.net 

Website: www.valley.net/~vitalcommiinities 

Vital Communities of the Upper Valley is a 
regional non-profit organization which works to 

engage citizens m community life and to foster 

the long-term balance of cultural, economic, 

environmental and social well-being throughout 

the Upper Connecticut River Valley region of 
Vermont and N e w  Hampshire.

Whatcom L a n d  Trust 

BO. Box 6131
Bellingham, Washington 98227 

Boh Keller
Telephone: (360) 650-9470 

T h e  W h atcom Land Trust works to preserve and 

protect the unique natural, scenic, agricultural 
and open space land in W hatcom C ou n ty  

through the acquisition of perpetual conservation 
easements or other land interests that will ensure 
protection of the resource.

“S t e w a r d s h ip : N e w  P e r s p e c t iv e s , N e w  Pa r t n e r s h ip s ”

January 19-20, 1999 

Woodstock, Vermont

Meeting Participants:

Stephen D. Blaekmer, Northern Forest Center

Jessica L. Brown, Stewardship Initiative Feasibility Study Team
Paul A. Bruhn, Preservation Trust of Vermont

Megan Camp, Shelburne Farms

R o l f  Diamant, Marsh-BilUngs-Rockefeller National Historical Park 

David A. Donath, Woodstock Foundation, Inc.
John C. Elder, Stewardship initiative Feasibility Study Team 

Virginia Farley, Stewardship Initiative Feasibility Studs' Team 

Peter Forbes, Trust for Public Land

Philip B. Huffman, Stewardship Initiative Feasibility StudvTcam 

Kyle Jones, Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park 

Laurie Lane-Zucker, The O rion  Society

Tim Maguire, Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical Park
David Miles, Billings Farm & Museum

Nora J. Mitchell, Conservation Study Institute

Lawrence B. Morris, QLF/Atlantic Center for the .Environment

Jeffrey P. Roberts. Stewardship Initiative Feasibility Study Team
Nancy Shea,! he Murie Center

Jennifer Treadwell, Conservation Study Institute

Jacquelyn L.Tuxill, Stewardship Initiative Feasibility Study Team
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Stewardship Initiative Feasibility Study

P r o je c t  T e a m  

Jessica L. Brown

Vice-President, International Programs

QLF/Atlantic  Center for the Environment

55 South Mam Street

Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

Tel: (978) 356-0038
Fax: (978) 556-7322

Email: jbrown (i8q 1 f . org

John G. Elder
Professor ol English

Middlebury College

Middlebury,Vermont 05753

Tel: (802) 443-5281

Email: elder@middleburycollege.edu

Virginia Farley 
Champlain Valley Director 

Vermont Land Trust 

P.O. Box 850

Richmond,Vermont 05477 
Tel: (802) 434-3079 

Email: virgmia@vlt.org

Philips B. Huffman 

82 Church Street. 3rd Floor 

Burlington.Vermont 05401 

Tel: (802) 865-4523 

Fax: (802) 846-2075 
Email: phuiTman@sover.net

Brent A. Mitchell

International Stewardship

QLF/Atlantic  Center for the Environment

55 South Mam Street
Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

Tel: (978) 356-0038

Fax: (978) 356-7322
Email: brentmitchell@cjlf.org

Jeffrey P. Roberts
Cow" Creek Creative Ventures

6 Woodrow Avenue
Montpelier,Vermont 05602

Tel: (802) 223-0248
Email: cowcreek@attglobal.net

Jacquelvn L.Tuxill 
1490 Elder Hill Road 

Lincoln,Vermont 05443 

Tel/Fax: (802) 453-5401 
Email: jtuxill@together.net

Advisors

R o l f  Diamant 

Superintendent

Marsh-Billings-Rockefeller National Historical 

Park
P.O. Box 178

Woodstock,Vermont 05091 
Tel: (802) 457-3368 

Fax: (802) 457-3405 
Email: Rolf_Diamant@nps.gov 

Website: wwvwtnps.gov/mabi

Nora J. Mitchell
Director, Conservation Study Institute 

Marsh-Billmgs-Rockefeller National Historical 

Park

P.O, Box 178

Woodstock,Vermont 05091 
Tel: (802) 457-3368 

Fax: (802) 457-3405 
Email: Nora_Mitchell@nps.gov 

Website: wwvw.nps.gov/mabi/esi

1 David A. 1 Donath
President

The Woodstock Foundation, Inc.

P.O. Box 489

Woodstock,Vermont 05091 

Tel: (802) 457-2355 
Fax: (802) 457-4663 

Email: billings.larm@valley.net 
Website: wwvw.billingsfarm.net

J. Glenn Eugster
Assistant Regional Director

Partnership Programs, National Capital Region

National Park Service

1100 O hio  Drive, SW

Washington, D C  20242

Tel: (202) 619-7492
Email: Glcnn_Eugster@nps.gov

C o o p e r a t i n g  O r g a n iz a t io n s

The Watershed Center 

P.O. Box 96 

Bristol,Vermont 05443

QLF/Atlantic: Center for the Environment

55 South Maui Street

Ipswich, Massachusetts 01938

Tel: (978) 356-0038
Email: atlantic@qlf.org

We bsi te: www. qlf. org
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